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r In December 1972, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration awarded Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
a contract under the Experimental Clean Combnstor Program to generate and demonstrate technology for
development of advanced combnstion systems with exhaust emissions lower than those of current aircraft
engines.
Phase I of the program consisted of screening three low emission combnstor concepts by testJag and analyz-
ing thirty-two configurations. Configurations were tested that met the emission goals at idle operating con-
ditions for carbon monoxide and for unburned hydrocarbons (emission index values of 20 and 4, respective.
ly). Configurations were also tested that met the SAE smoke number goal of 15 at sea-level take-off con-
ditions. None of the configurations met the goal for oxides of nitrogen emissions at sea.level take.off con-
ditions. The best configurations demonstrated oxide of nitrogen emission levels that were approxintately 61
percent lower thmt those produced by tile current JTSD-7 engine, b!_t these levels were still approximately
24 percent above the goal of an emission index level of lO. Additional eombustor performance characteris-
tics, including lean blowout, exit temperature pattern factor and radial profile, pressure loss, altitude sta-
bUity, and altitude religlit characteristics were documented. The results indicated file need for significant
improvement in the altitude stability and relight characteristics.
In addition to the basic program for current aircraft engine comhustors, seventeen eombnstor configurations
were evaluated for advanced supersonic technology applications. The configurations were tested at cruise
conditions, and a conceptual design was evolved.
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FOREWORD
This document describes the work conducted and completed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Division of United Technologies.Corporation duringPhase I of the Experimental CleanCom-
bustor Program. This final report was preparedfor the National Aeronauticsand Space Ad-
ministration(NASA) Lewis Research Center in compliance with the requirements of con-
tract NAS3-16829.
: The authors of this report wish to acknowledge Mr. Richard Niedzwiecki, NASA Project
Hanager of the Experimental Clean Combustor Program, for his guidance and assistance.
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SUMMARY
The ExperimentalClean Combustor Programis directed toward tile developrqent and demon-
stration of technology for reducingcombustor emissions for application to both current and
; : future gas turbine engine combustors. The programis being conducted in three phases. Phase
I, which has been completed and is th_. subject of tiffsreport, involved screening of combus-
tor concepts to identify the best approaches for reducingemission levels. Phase II, which is
currently in progress,is refining the best combustor concepts identified in Phase L Phase III
wiRconsist of fuR-scaleengine demonstration tests of the refined combustor.
Ambitions emission reduction goals were set for the program. At idle engine operating con-
ditions, an emission index (gramsof pollutant per kilogram of fuel) goal of 20 was set for
carbon monoxide, anda goal of 4 was set for total unburned hydrocarbons. At sea-level
take-off conditions, an emission index goal of 10 was set for oxides of nitrogen, with an SAE
- smoke number goal of 15.
Phase I initially involvedcombustors intended only for Conventional Take-Off and Landing
(CTOL) applications, but the work was later expanded to include Advanced Supelsonic
Technology (AST) applications as well.
For the CTOL applications, three combustor concepts were tested and analyzed. These were:
1. Swirl-CanCombustor Concept
2. Staged Premix Combustor Concept
: 3. SwirlVorbix Combustor Concept
Variousconfigurations of each of these concepts were tested and analyzed to establish basic
design trends, after which the results from the best co, figuration for each concept were com-
pared to provide a basis for selecting the concepts to be pursued in Phase If. Testing was con-
dueted in a 90-degree sector test rig simulating the JTgD engine combnstor envelope. Testing
was conducted primarily at simulated engine idle and sea-level take-off conditions. All corn-
buster inlet conditions were the same as those produced in the engine except for the inlet
pressureat sea-leveltake-off conditions, which was limited to 6.8 atmospheresby test facility
capabilities, whereas the inlet pressure produced in the engine is 21.7 atmospheres. Suitable
correction factors were applied to the data to account for this difference. Testing was also
conducted at selected inlet temperaturesand pressures,reference velocities, and fuel-to-air
ratios to determine the effects of these variableson emissions and obtain an indication of the
off-designperformance of the combustor concepts. Stability and relight capability at simu-
lated altitude conditions were also documented.
Lowest emissions at idle engine operating conditions were obtained with the staged premix
combustor. The carbon monoxide emission index level was 55 percent below the goal and
the total hydrocarbon emission index level was 75 percent below the goal. The swirl vorbix
combustor approached but did not meet the goals, while the swirl-cancombustor provided
significantly higher emissions that were close to the levelsproduced by cut'rent production
JTgD-7 combustors.
+ 1
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At sea-level take-off engine conditions, none of the combustors was able to meet the goal for
oxides of nitrogen, although some combustor configurations provided significant improve-
meuts relative to the current production JT9D-7 combustor. The best results were obtained
with the swirl vorbix and the swirl-can combustors, both of which provided approximately
60-percent lower emissions of nitrogen oxides than the current production JT9D-7 combus-
tor. All three combustor concepts met the smoke goal.
The performance data for the combustors indicated the need for substantial improvement.
Although the swirl vorbix and the swirl-can combustors operated with combustion efficiencies
of 99.5 percent or higher, the staged premix combustors had lower efficiencies at sea-level
take-off conditions, and both the swirl-can and the staged premix combustors require develop-
ment to meet the current JT9D engine altitude relight requirements. This work was beyond
the scope of Phase I.
For the Advanced Supersonic Technology applications, seventeen configurations of the three
eombustor concepts were evaluated at representative cruise conditions. None of the con-
figurations tested met the nitrogen oxide emission index goal of 5, but both the swirl vorbix
and swirl-can concepts met the carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbon emission
index goals of 5 and 1 respectively. The staged premix combustor configurations were not
stable at the cruise test point, and consequently emission values have not been quoted. Best
results were obtained with the swirl vorbix combustor, with a nitrogen oxide emission index
valve 85 percent above the goal level. On the basis of these results, a combustor configuration
based on the.s_wirLwrbix.concept was evolved for Advanced Supersonic Technology engine
studies.
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INTRODUCTION
When viewed on a global basis, gas-turbine powered aircraft are relatively small contributors t
to overall environmental pollution. However, heavy concentrations of aircraft can have a 1
significant impact on air quality in the vicinity of airports. In addition, concern has recently i
arisen over the potential effects of pollutants released in the stratosphere by supersonic and
newer subsonic aircraft which operate at high altitudes. '
"rhe concern with air quality in the vicinity of airports has led to tile issuance of emission 1
standards by the U. S. Enviromnental Protection Agency for aircraft engines manufactured '
after Jamary 1979 (Reference 1). These standards limit the emissions of carbon monoxide,
total unburned hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and smoke at altitudes under 914 m. Re,
cently introduced gas turbine engines, such as the JT9D family, already meet the require-
ment for producing no visible smoke. However, eompliaaaee with the standards for the re-
maining pollutants will require substantial improvements relative to current engine emission
levels.
The concern with pollutants released at high altitude relates primarily to the potential for
oxides of nitrogen to combine with the ozone layer in the stratosphere. The consequences
of depletion of this ozone layer have been studied by the U. S. Department of Transportation
under the Climatic Impact Assessment Program, and tbe "Report of Findings" from tiffs
study (Reference 2) concludes that control of emissions of oxides of nitrogen at high altitude
may be required in the future.
The exhaust pollutants produced by conventional combustor systems are basically the result
of a combination of the following factors: nonhomogeneous fuel-air mixtures, inadequate
management of local fuel-_ir ratio throughout the combustor, and nonoptimum residence
•- time. A;though the rudiments of pollution control are understood (Reference 3) and various
control strategies have been formulated, there has not been successful implementation of
.... these strategies hito actual combustor hardware suitable for commercial aircraft application.
Physical constraints on fuel vaporization, turbulent nffxing rate, dilution air addition, and
residence time impose absolute limits on the combustion process. In addition, the traditional
requirements for uniform exit temperature distribution, combustion stability, relight capa-
bilit:,, durability, and operational salt ,y must be c6nsidered. Furthermore, it is desirable for
commercial reasons to maintain conrponent weight, costs, and medlanical complexity at a
minimum. "llms emission control strategies m,st accommodate a diversified range of factors
tltat greatly add to the development _.omplexity of a practical low-emission combustor sys-
tem.
In response to the need to develop technology that will permit the emissions standards to be
met in a commercMly acceptable manner, the National Aeronautics aml Space Adnffnistra-
tion initiated the Experimental Clean Colnbustor Program in December 1972. TEe program
is a thrce-plu,se program. Phase I has been completed and is the subject of this report.
_t_ 3
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A description of the overall program is contained in the following section, Chapter 1. Chapter
li describes the JT9D engine upon which the program was based, and also describes the equip-
ment and test procedures used in the first pliase of the program. Chapter III describes the
testing and the results obtained during Phase I for CTOL applications, and Chapter IV de-
scribes the work conducted for AST applications. Appendices are provided with detailed de .....
I. scriptions of facilities and instrumentation, combustor design configurations, and test data.
. Nomenclature definitions and references are provided in Appendices D and E, respectively.
Phase I of the Experime tal Clean Combustor Program al o in luded Combustion Noise
Addendum. The objective of this program addendum was to acquire noise data for correla-
_- tion with combustor emissionand performanceparameters. The results of this addendum
_: are presented in a separate report, NASA CR-134820 (Reference 4).
T
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CHAPTER I
EXPERIMENTAL CLEAN COMBUSTOR PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OVERALL PROGRAM
The Experimental Clean Combustor Program is a multiyear effort that was initiated in
i December 1972 and is scheduled for completion in late 1976. Tile p_c0gat0.m_i_.d'r_lr_e&tedto-
wards two primary objectives:
I. The generation of the technology required to develop advanced commercial
CTOL aircraft engines with lower exhaust pollutant emissions that those of
current technology engines, and
2. The demonstration of the emission reductions and acceptable performance in a
full-scale engine in 1976.
The program specifically addresses the development of a combustor with low emission charac-
teristics for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D-? engine. However, the technology developed
during the program will be able to be translated to other combustors, either for commercial
or military applications, and it will also provide the foundation for developing further refine-
ments and for identifying other avenues for continued exploration and experimental research.
B. PROGRAM PLAN
The program is divided into three phases, providing a step-by-step approach for developing
the technology required for reducing emissions. These phases are:
'_-.. Phase I - Screening of Low-Emission Coral:astor Concepts
Phase II - Refinement of the Best Low-Emission Concepts
Phase 111- F.ngine Testing of the Best Combustor Concept
1. PHASE I PROGRAM..
Phase 1 of tile program involved screening of three camlidatc ¢ombustor concepts to provide
a basis for selecting concepts for refinement in Phase II. Both CTOL and Advanced Super-
sonic Technology applications were studied. Details of tiffs program are contained in the
following chapters of this report and in the Combustor Noise Addendum Report (Reference 4)
2. PHASE II PROGRAM
Phase 11of the prograln is directed toward obtaining both acccptahle combustor emissions and
acceptable perl'ormance, with cntphasis on off-design operation, exit temperature profile and
pattern factor, relight capal;ility, and engine adaptahility, i
1
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Tile program was initiated at the conclusion of tile Phase I teclmical effort. Two combustor
concepts have been selected on the basis of the test data and experience acquired during the
Phase I program, and refinement and optimization tests have been initiated. The problems
inherent in a two-stage fuel system, such as manifold fill time, main burner nozzle eoking, fuel
nozzle coking, fuel nozzle ace_sibility, and fuel control requirements, are being investigated.
3. PHASE I11PROGRAM
The objective of Phase11Iwill be to substantiatethe pollution reduction technology developed
in Phases I and II in an actual engine environment. This will be achieved by testing the best
combustor from the Phase 1I program in a full-scale JT9D engine.
C. PROGRAM SCHEDULE
The program schedule for the Experimental Clean Combustor Program is shown in Figure I.
Phase I was an eighteen-month effort which has been completed and Phase II is a fifteen-month
effort now in progress. Phase 11I will be a sixteen-month effort scheduled for completion dur-
ing 1976.
PHASE Z - COMSUSTOR
SCREENING TEST. _
BASte eROGRA_¢- -- I I IN PROCESS
As'r *,aOENOU_ I --. • m
NOISE ADOENOUM_ __ I
PHASE II - COMSLIETOR
flEFINEktEhtT AND
Opl"lMtZ#.TIO._ _"ESi"S ........ / m
"'. PHASE]_[ - ENGINE
DEMONSTRATION TESTS m m i Ir
I I I I I I I I I I I I
1973 1974 197E IS78
Figure 1 O_,erallI'.'xperimentalCleanCombustor ProgramSchedule
D. PROGRAM GOALS
Programgoalswere defined for both pollutant emissionsandeombustor aerothermodynamic
perfornlance. The goals for gaseouspollutantsare extremely ambitious and representthe
primary focusof the Experimental Clean Combustor Program. The program goalsfor smoke
and performance areessentially the maintenance of current JT9D-7 combustor performance
levelsand areimposed to ensurethat tile reductionsin pollutant emissionsare not achieved
at the expenseof performance or smoke I_vels. All goalsare predicated on the useof commercial-
aviation turbine fuel.
grade Jet-A t
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1. POLLUTION GOALS
Pollution goals were established for ground idle and sea-level static take-off operation. Tile
pollution goals are listed in Table 1by engine operating mode. Gaseous pollutants (NO x, CO,
THC) are expressed in terms of the emission index, defined as the ratio of grams of pollutant
fomred per kilogram of fuel consumed. Smoke concentration is expressed in terms of the
! i S.A.E. smoke number. For comparative purposes, current emission levels of tile JT9D-7 en-
gine are.also included to illustrate the magnitude of required pollution reduction.
TABLE 1
POLLUTION GOALS FOR CTOL APPLICATIONS
AND CURRENT JT9D-7 LEVELS
Sntokc
En$ine CO(F/kg fuel) TIIC (g/kgfuel) NOx+(g/kg fuel) {SAESmokeNumber)
Mode Goal JT9D-7 Goal JT9D-7 Goal JTgD-7 Goal JTgD-7
Ground Idle
With Com-
pressorAir
Bleed 20 - - • 4 ...............
Ground Idle
Without
eolnpr_ol
Air Bleed 20 77.0 4 29.8 ............
Sea-Level
Static
Take.O ff ............ I0 31 .S I S 10
• NO2 equivale.t of all oxides of nitrogen.
Note: JT9D-7 data represents average product)o,) pilot lot data for combustor eonfil_uration I!C 27984S adjusted to
sta.dard day coltdltions with specific huntidfly of 0.0063.
JT9D-7 combustor inlet conditions at tile idle and sea-level static take-off operating modes
are summarized in Table 11. Two ground idle operating points are defined in Table II, cot-
responding to engine operation with and without tifteenth-stage compressor bleed air extrac-
tion to meet airframe requirements. Current Pratt & Wlfitney Aircraft experimental engine
and production acceptance tests are conducted without extraction of bleed air. However,
engines in the field operate with varying amounts of bleed extraction. The bleed airflow
identified in Table I1 is considered representative. Owing to the particular design of the
JT9D fuel control, compressor bleed extraction results in a drop in high-pressure compressor
rotor speed and corresponding changes in combustor inlet pressure, temperature, and fuel-
air ratio. Since tile basis for EPA Emission Standard compliance testing is presently open to
interpretation, both conditions were included in the test program.
7
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- TABLE 11
DEFINITION OF JT9D-7 ENGINE OPERA'_JG-CONDLTAONS- ....................
Bleed JT9D-7 Coml)ustor Inlet Conditions
Engine Extraction Inlet Inlet Fuel-to-Air
: : Mode Rate (kg/sec) Pressure (atm) Temperature (K) Ratio
Ground Idle
With Compressor
Air Bleed 1.23 2.93 427.8 0.0126
Ground Idle
Without Compressor
Air Bleed 0 3.14 455.6 0.0105
Sea-Level Static
Take-Off 0 21.71 768.9' 0.0227
Note: All engine modes based on standard day sea-level static ambient conditions.
L_
!. _. Pollution level goals were also established for the Advanced Supersonic Technology applica-
tion at a representative supersonic cruise condition. These goals are shown in Table III.
i_.': Particular emphasis was placed on NO x reduction in the AST Addendum testing. The CO
!! ., and THC goal levels require that NO x not be reduced at the expense of increased CO and
i THC emission levels (and increased cruise fuel consumption).
,i
_ 2. PERFORMANCE GOALS
i
_ .I Performance goals were established for both CTOL and AST applications, and these goals are
i summarized in Table IV.
" : The goals for the CTOL application do not represent any appreciable departure from current
operating levels except for the pattern factor and the combustion efficiency at idle engine con-
ditions. The eombustor exit temperature pattern factor goal represents a level that is difficult
to achieve on a production basis. Implicit in the goal for exit temperature pattern factor is
, the achievement of a radial average temperature profile at the eombustor exit that is substan-
.. tially equivalent to that produced by the current production JT9D-7 combustor.
. ¢_ 8
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TABLE III
POLLUTION GOALS FOR AST APPLICATION
AT REPRESENTATIVE SUPERSONIC CRUISE CONDITION
Pollutant Goal
CO (g/kg fuel) 5
THC (g/kg fuel) 1
NOx* (g/kg fuel) 5
Smoke (SAE Smoke Number) 15
*NO 2 equivalent of all oxides of nitrogen
Representative supersonic cruise condition corresponds to
combustor inlet pressure of 6.8 atm, inlet temperature of
839 K, and a fuel-to-air ratio of 0.0227.
TABLE IV
" PERFORMANCE GOALS
CTOL Application
Total Pressure Loss (%) 6
Exit Temperature Pattern Factor 0.25 at take-off
Combustion Efficiency (%) 99 or better at all operating ¢Qn0itioris. .....
Lean Blowout Fuel-to-Air Ratio 0.004 ±0.001
Altitude Relight Capability
Altitude (m) 9144
Flight Mach Number 0.5 - 0.8
AST Application
Total Pressure Loss (%) 6 - 9
Exit Temperature Pattern Factor 0.25 or less
Combustion Efficiency (%) 99.8 or better
9
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_- The goal for combustion efficiency of 99 pcrcent or better at all operating conditions ensures
.: that the engine will have high operating efficiency at all power settings, and that the reduction
in the emissions of oxides of nitrogen is not achieved at the cost of engine efficiency at high
power settings. Current aircraft gas turbine engines operate at combustion efficicncies greater
than 99 percent at all power settings excep_ idle,
Tile performance goals for AST applications apply only to the supersonic cruise condition
and require a combustion efficiency of 99.8 percent or better, A range of combustor-total
pressure loss values is shown because AST engine cycle studies indicate that the AST turbo-
fan.engine will cperate with a combustor pressure loss of 9 percent while the AST turbojet
.... engine will operate with a combustor pressure loss of 6 percent.
A.
i
lt_ 10
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" CHAPTER II
EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
i " A, GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE ENGINE AND COMBUSTOR
. 1, REFERENCE ENGINE DESCRIPTION
The JT9D-7 engine was selected as a reference for the experimental combustor designs. This
engine is tile current production version of the basic JT9D engine model, which was designed
i, and developed by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Since its introduction into commercial service,
th_s engine has acquired widespread use as the powerplant for both the Boeing 747 and the
Douglas DC. i0-40 aircraft.
The JT9D engine is an advanced, dual-spool, axial-flow turbofan engine designed with a high
• overall compression ratio and a high bypass ratio. The mechanical configuration is shown in
Figure 2,
The engine consists of five major modules: a fan and low-pressure compressor module, a high-
.... pressure compressor module, a combustor module, a high-pressure turbine module, and a low-
-: pressure turbine module. The low-pressure spool consists of a single-stage fan and a three-stage '
low-pressure compressor driven by a four-stage low-pressure turbine. The high-pressure spool
consists of an eleven-stage high-pressure compressor driven by a two-stage high-pressure tur-
bine. The accessory gearbox is driven through a towershaft located between the low- and high-
pressure compressors. Selected key specifications for the JT9D-? engine are listed in Table V.
:_- 2, REFERENCE COMBUSTOR DESCRIPTION
-- ,,
The mechanical design of the JT9D reference combustor is shown in Figure 3. The combustor
..... is annular in design with an overall length between the trailing edge of the compressor exit
guide vane to the leading edge of the turbine inlet guide vane of 0.6 m. The actual burning
length between the fuel nozzle face and the turbine inlet guide vane leading edge is 0.45 m.
Key performance parameters of the JT9D_7 reference combnstor are summarized in Table V1,
and the reference combustor exit average radial temperature profile is shown in Figure 4.
The JT9D-7 combustor incorporates a number of advanced features. The primary diffuser
incorporates an inner ramp and outer trip tollowed by a dump section, and a bt rner hood Is
used to provide a positive pressure feed to the combustor front end. The hood is indented
locally in ten places downstream of each diffuser case strut. A film-cooled louver construction
is used for the combustor liners. The liner assembly features inner and outer slipjoints to
_. facilitate assembly as well as to allow for liner thermal expansion. The fuel system features
direct liquid fuel i_ection by the use of twenty duplex-pressure atomizing fuel nozzles. As
shown in Figure 3, the nozzle portion of the fuel injector is enclosed in twenty short cone
- modules, which provide primary zone flame stabilization. Take-off thrust augmentation is
i_ provided by water injection through the fuel nozzle heatshields. :
t
II
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TAB LE V
KEY SPF.CIFICATIONS OF "['HE JT9D-7 ENGINE
Weight (kg) 3982.5
Length (nO 3.912
Maximum Diameter, cold (m) 3.427
Pressure Ratio 21.7
Airflow Rate (kg/s) 691
Maximum Sea-Level Static Thrust (kN) 197
Cruise Performance
Mach Number 0.85
Altitude (m) 10668
Thrust (kN) 44.6
Specific Fuel Consumption (kg/Ns) 1.979 x 10-5
FUEL NOZZLE
ASSEMBLY (20) DIFFUSER STRUT
TRAILING EDGE
TONGUE-IN-GROOVE INNER AND OUTER SEALS
LEADING EDGE
INNER DII
COMPRESSOR
EXIT
GUIDE VANE
: OUTER DIFFUSER HOODATTACHED
: TRIP WATER
SCOOP
liNE
INLET
GUIDE
AFT OUTER VANE
SLIP JOINT
Flgl,re3 O'oss.SectionalSchematic of the JI_D- 7Reference Combustor
t3
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TABLE Vl
KEY OPERATING PARAMETERS OF THE JT9D-7
REFERENCE COMBUSTOR
Compressor Exit Axial Mach Number 0.258
Compressor Discharge Temperature (K) 768.9
Combustor Temperature Rise (K) 763.9
Combustor Section Pressure Loss (%) 6.0
" Combustor Exit Temt_erature Pattern Faetc, r 0.42 +0.03
--_ Average Combustor Exit Temperature (K) 1532.8
Note: All data for standard day sea-level static take-off conditions.
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" 3. REFERENCE ENGINE CQMBUSTOR POLLUTION LEVELS
Since tl)e JTI) ellgine and combustion system were designed prior to current concerns
:_, regarding gaseous imllutants, the combustor was not specifically intended to provide low
emissions. It does incorporate Suloke reduction features, however, and therefore _es
low smoke numbers and i)o visible smoke at all operating conditions.
Exhaust elnissions are periodically monitored during JT9D production acceptance tests, and
typical results for idle and sea-level take-off conditions are shown in Table VIII, These data
represent the average emission levels for 23 production JT9D-TA engines incorporating tom-
buster confignration EC 279845. This combustor COlffiguration was installed in those pro-
duction engines shipped between July, 1973, and December. 1974. The data have been cor-
rected to standard day temperaturc and pressure a),d to an ambient humidity level of 6.3 g
6 , r,/H20/kg dry air. Jet-A fuel was used for the tests. Comparison of these emission le .els with
the Experimental Clean Combustor Program goals, also shown in Table VII, reveals the mag-
nitude of the reductions required to meet the program goals. Except for the smoke level,
wlfich already meets the goals, reductions of greater than 65 percent ale required.
The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency emission standards for aircraft engines are ex,C
pressed in terms of an integrated EPA parameter (EPAP). This paranleter combines emission
rates at the engine idle, approach, ;limb and take-off operating modes, integrated over a
specified landing-take-off cycle (Reference 1). Integrated EPAP values for the above com-
_ buster configuration are presented in Table VIII, again corrected to standard-day conditions
=" of pressure and temperature and an ambient humidity level of 6.3 g H20/kg dw air. These
data show that a 70-percent reduction in carbon monoxide emissions, an 85-percent reduc-
tion in unburned hydrocarbon emissions, and a 39-percent reduction in tile emissions of
_, oxides of nitrogen are required to satisfy tile EPA Class T2 standards for 1979.
'_: TABLE Vll
RFPRESENTATIVE JTD-7 PRODUCTION ENGINE EMISSION LEVELS
AND EXPERIMENTAL CLEAN COMBUSTOR PROGRAM GOALS
Smoke
fuel) 1'11C(g/kSfuel) NO_* (g/ks fuel) (SAE SmokeNumber)
Opei'atlng ___ ,i E('CP I_*CP ECC_
: Condition 11"91)-7 (;oat JTql).? Goal )T91)-7 G_al IT9D-? Go=l
)dE 77,O 20 ._t_.8 4 ............
Take-off ............ 31,5 10 IO I-_;
*Nitrogen dioxitle equlv;ilen! u_ed fur all (_xlde_of nitrogen.
15
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TABLE VIII
REPRESENTATIVE JT9D-7 PRODUCTION ENGINE EMISSION LEVELS
AND EPA CLASS T2 STANDARDS FOR 19"/9
EPA Parameter
0bin pollutant/lhf thrust/hr)
EPA
Pollutant JT9D-7 Standard
CO 14.3 4.3
THC 5.3 0.8"
NO x 4.9* 3.0
*Corrected to standard-day conditions and specific humidity
of 6.3 g H20/kg dry air,
B. TEST COMBUSTOR-CONCEPTS
Three eombustor concepts were evaluated during tile Phase I program. These were:
1. Swirl-can combustor
2. ' Staged premix combustor
3. Swirl vorbix eombustor
Details of the designs and functional concepts of these combustors are included in Chapter
II1.....
All of the combustors were designed to be compatible with tile JT9D-7 engine with respect
to both performance and mechanical features. Specific constraints included the combustion
section structural envelope formed by the diffuser and eombustor cases. No changes were
made to the diffuser case _truts, tile turbine coolant bleed locations, tile compressor exit
guide vanes, or the turbir _ inlet guide v:mes. For some combustor configurations, howe-'.r,
filler pieces were used to tailor the eombustor section to the specific aerodynamic require-
ments of the low emission combustor.
The fuel systems used for the Phase 1rig tests were not required to be engine quality hardware,
but the eombustors were designed with fuel systems that could be installed in a JT9D engine
and that could operate with the overall fuel flow characteristics of the JT9D engine using tlxe
existing JT9D fuel pressurization system. Since all of the low emission concepts required
zoned fuel systems having more than the twenty fuel nozzles used in tile JTgD.7 eombustor,
modifications to the combustor housing were necessary to permit installation of the additional
fuel injectors.
lt_ 16
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C. TEST FACILITIES AND EQUIPt'AENT
1. TEST FACILITIES
The combustor tests were conducted in two test facilities. All of tile emissions alld perfor-
mance evaluatious except for the altitude rclight tests were conducted in a high-pressure test
facility, Stand X-903. The altitude relight testing was conducted in an altitude test facility,
Stand X-306. The cap;ibilities of these facilities are briefly suumlarized below, with more
detailed descriptions being presented in Appendix A.
High-PressureTest Fecility
The high-pressure test facility used in the program is located at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's
Middletown, Connect;cut plant. An important feature of this facility is that the combustor
test rig is installed in a cylindrical pressure tank, and the tank pressure is main'_ained within
0.34 atm of the combustor inlet pressure. As a result, the combustor test rig case can employ
relatively ligl:t construction while still permitting testing to be conducted at representative
engine pressure levels.
Airflow for the ,;ombustor rig is supplied from compressors located in an adjacent power house.
Flow rates up to 11.3 kg/'s at pressures up to 47.6 atm arc available. However, because of the
high volmnetric flow rates rcqtlired by this program, the comb:_stor inlet pressure was limited
to a nlaximum of 6.8 atm. A direct-fired inlet h.':.atexchanger is used to supply unvitiated in-
let air at temperatures up to 839 K. A variety of liquid fuels can be supplied to the test rig.
All controls and instrumentation required to operate the test stand and monitor the perfor-
mance characteristics .'irelocated in an adjacent stand control room.
Altitude Test Facility
The altitude test fikcility is located at tile Rentschler Airport Laboratory in East ttartford,
Connecticut. l_tis a multiduct facility suitable for stability, ignition, and icing component
testing at silnulated altitude et_nditions.
For altitude stability and ignition testing sudz as conducted hi this program, the test rig exhaust
duct can be evacuated to pressures as low as 0.066 atm by any combination of five Ingersoll-
Rand vacuum pumps rated at 5.66 m3/s free air discharge each. The iulct air can be refriger-
ated to temperatures as low as 225 K by a Colubination of four York compressors. In addi-
tion, tile inlet ai_ can be dried to a specific humidity down to 0.86 g H20/kg air using an
activated alumina dryer.
All control and instrumentation required to operate the test rig and monitor perform:race
arc contained in a control room located adjacent to the test cell.
2, TEST RIGS
Three complete 90..degree sector combustor rigs (one for each combustor concept) were d_,
signed and fabricated in this program. A schematic diagram of a test rig and the adapting
duct work installed in the test facility is shown in Figure 5. i
!
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The combustor cases for each of tile test rigs duplicated the JT9D-7 engine diffuserand com-
bustor case design as well as the diffuser strut orientation. In addition, each case was provided
with the fuel support pads and instrumentation bosses required by the particular combustor
eoncept. The rig case for the staged premix eombustor shown in Figure 6 is typical of all of
: the cases.
2 go ,.)/
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SECTION A.A SECTION I_t SECTION C-u x STATIC F*dESSURE
PRESSURE PROBES TEMPERATURE PROi_ES Q TOTA!, rEMPERATURE
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FigureS Schematic of the CleanCombustor Test Rig in the High-PressureTest Facility i
Figure 6 Viewoi"the Outer Rig Casefor the Staged Premix Combustor
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Structural constraints imposed by the sector rig configuration required a floating combustor
sidewall support design to permit tl_ermal expansion in only the radial and axial directions.
This approach produced liner stresses that simulated those in a full hoop structure, eliminating
the need for structural supports stlch as ribs or struts to maintain the liner shape. The rig side-
wall construction and li,,ermottnting system.for the staged premix combnstor are shown in
Figure 7.
b-separate fuel manifold system was-fabricated for each of the three test rigs. The staged pre-
mix combustor and the swirl vorbix combustor each required two fuel manifolds, while the
swirl-can combustor required three. Since the swirl-can combustor employed low differential
pressure fuel injectors, flow restrictors were installed in the fucl lines to provide eqttal fuel
flow to each injector.
Figure 8 shows a view of a test rig installed in the test facility. The pressure vessel is open to
show the placement of the fuel manifolds and the rig instrumentation.
t
Figure7 Construc'ti,m oJ'Staged I'rcmLr ('ombustor I.in:'rand Shh'wall (
1
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3. COMBUSTOR RIG INSTRUMENTATION
IJuth the IlJ_JI-I_I'¢",_.LLIcI,.'",l I;t,:ilit_, .IIILI Ih¢ :lJlJlut],: [,.".1 i:l,:ilil_..:urll:litlcJ ",lfl li,.i,.'iiI Itl',ll'lllltCII-
|;i([on |o tic)trill|till {[iC IJ,'-'Ol)t.'l:lllll!: <Ulltlit[i,iI-,.
hl mltJition h) tile l+:i',i< [+I_+IIIIIII_'TII+IIJt+II_(+llt;l]llCtI h\ l,uth i:i_'ililk',., thu ]li_Ph-l+r¢','+.utc t.,'-.t
l;i+ilit_, ,+.-olll;liltt+.tl c\hillt',l _.t'. "..Iml+lit}+' ]llu1_'".. +',I', .m;II\ ",i', C,lttl]_IIl<111. ;lilt] tl:t\,'l",+II!' t.'\+l
l'+l;lllt+'lt+.tl11+cr;fltll.: +ns,ll'tllll.:lll;l[++_II. I ]II'. ,.",,h:ttl',l J+l,mc Ill_+tIllIll_'llt;lt+(fll l+Clrtlflh'_l :t_tIll+t;'-
hcn,,iv,_' tttoI1itulillt_ :Itltl tlUCllllIk'111;ll+(+ll ul h_+lh l,t+11ut,ml t+'IIfi,.-.Ii+tl', Jilt[ _<+[IIhtI+,h+l pclhq'tll;itlcc.
Th',' _lltitut]c t..",l l+:tc+l+t_."\; :I". _'flttil'l+,:tl \'.+th ',tilfI,. i,:Itl _'x_l l,l_tI1,' t<ml'+,+l.Jlur, m,+tlumct+t:flitm
1(+l+,.,l+ttfit _l_+'l_.'l11+il1_Itit+r|ui th,+' hl t+l tUllit ,,l+lhl'- .+I the' h",t ,:_llll,tt'+,h+t h,1 .tltittltl< ".t:Ibilit_.
_itltl r,.'li+_hltci'.lili_. ;fllt] +I ;t]_t)_.tfl11;lirIc(l ;i _l_+-,_'d _II_ tilt 1_-lt.',N.,r+ -.\ -,I_'III I(+ l'ctlIIIl t+L+'+-ct*_,]-
tiotl ul the ll;itt+t' [+lOl+;i+!_tti.+l+,lltt+'l li.+]ilm_' .iii,l ,._ tili_,illui+ th;ll lh,' ,,+lliL,ti...tul \',.i-- lull_, lit.
I \h;itl,l t-';I'+_,)ttll_()',itit+ll X\.L, I+_t tt_'h'lillIIlt t] _11ilI'1!' .lllflu,]< I_".till"
:'_ ,:uttl]+Icl,+' li',lirl:. _+I the' ,:t_llthu,,tul ;I:' u+_hii:i1_ lfl.ltl,+rl I- i,r:_. Ill,',] ill \I'1' 'ii,tl\ \+ '_, _ tlt.ll
I, _llld ;t ,.tlll1111:tl_ (+I lhu 111t_I.: .+.1_'tlll+,+.t111lq,Jlqlih'lll.fli,,Ii l- I,I ,. Ill+',+ I :h,\'.
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Inlet Air Humidity Measurement
The combustor inlet humidity was monitored ill the high-pressure test facility using a Model
2740 Foxboro Dewcell Humidity Meter. Airflow at low mass flow rate was extracted from
the test stand inlet duct and directed through the humidity meter. Since excess water was ex-
tracted in the compressor interstage coolers, tile rig inlet specific humidity level rarely ex-
ceeded 2.2 g H20/kg dry air.
Combustor Instrumentation
The comhustor inlet instrumentation consisted of six four-port total pressure rakes, six four-
point Chromel-Alumel total-temperature thermocouple rakes, and twelve wall static pressure
taps. This instrumentation was arranged in a fixed array at a plane simulating the axial posi-
tion of the last compressor stage, as shown in Figure 5. The eombustor rig airflow rate was
measured using a venturi flow meter, and the fuel flow rates were measured using turbine-type
flow meters.
Within the combustor, pressures were measured in the test section and along the combostor
liners to permit calculation of the overall system pressure loss and flow distributions. For
example, for the staged premix combustor, pressure measurements were made on the eom-
bustor liner and in the premix passage and the resulting data were combined with the effective
flameholder metering area to determine the premix passage airflow rates.
Liner temperatures were measured t'.smg temperature-sensitive paints and liner skin thermo-
couples. In addition, fire-waruing thermocouples were installed at various locations in the
diffuser case and shroud areas to detect burning outside of the combustor.
At the comhustor exit, temperatures and pressures were measured and gas samples were taken
using a combination total temperature, total pressure, and gas sampling annular traversing rake.
This rake assembly is shown in Figure 9. TILetemperature measurements were taken using
five platinum-platinum 10 percent rhodium thermocouples positioned zt centers of equal areas.
The thermocouple junctions were located in a plane simulating the axial position of the first-
stage turbine inlet guide vanes. Two concentric platinum 20 percent rhodium radiation shields
were positioned over each thermocouple junction to reduce radiation errors. These tempera-
ture sensors were designed to measure tile gas stream total temperature with an accuracy of
one percent up to 1810 K. Details of tbe gas sampling technique arc discussed in the follow-
ing section.
Gas Samplingand Analysis
Two gas-sampling techniques were used. One used the combined total temperature, total pres-
sure_ and gas sampling annular traversing rake, and tile second used an array of fixed sample
probes.
21
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_[
Figure 9 Combination 7btal Temperature, To/a Pressure, attd (;as Samplitlg A mudar Tral,ersing Rake
The traversing rake, which is shown in Figure 9, contained four radial sampling elements for
gas analysis. Details of the indivklual gas sampling tubes are shown in Figure 10. As shown,
i four steam-cooled stainless steel sampling elements were positioned at tile centers of equal
a annular areas. The gas sampling tubes were separated from tile thcrmocouple rake by a three-
degree circumferential arc. The tubes were supported by a steam-cooled stainless-steel pylon.
_:_ Steam cooling was used to quench the sample temperature while still maintaining the tempera-
j ture above the level where condensation and adsorption would occur.
Tile gas sample rake was constructed such that gas salnples could be obtained from each sep-
arate tube. [:or most ineastlrelllents, hov¢¢vcr, the tubes were nlanJfolded together into a conl-
men plenum, thereby providing radially averaged data for each circnml_renti=d location. The
static pressure in the plenum chamber was nmintaincd at a level which provided a static pres-
sure at tile sampling tube inlet that appro'_in]ated the free-stream static pressure. This resulted
in near isokinetic gas s_unpling.
Tile fixed sample probe is shown in |:igurc l I zlnd permitted r_lpid data ,'lcqnisition during
_- testing while still pro',iding a reprcscnt_ltive sample at the con]buster exit. The probe con-
sisted of four r;ttli_fisampling elclnents connected to s 1_ e 1e. A tolal of five of these
probes was uscd _l[tile circumferential locations shown in Figure 12. Most of the testing was
_=-_ COlltlnctcd with the five i_rohes cOlJll¢Ctetl together to provit e : s lg e s p e a thongh ;i
--_ valvJng system was ll',';iil:lble l() perlni! i_olalion of the s;inlples rroln lilly individual or el)In-
to.: bination of I_rohes.
..,.t, r
_r_I
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STAINLESS STEEL
GAS SAM@LIh_G AND
TOTAL PRESSURE TUBES T
_ $ [AMCOOL[I_PYLON$UPPORT
PLATINUM-RHODIUM TUBULAR STRUCTURE SUPPORTS
PLATINUM-PLATINUP,_ IO% RHODIUM TH_RMOO_UPL[S
_ v _ STEAMCOOLEOI_AII_LS$SSTEEI.TUS E
HOUSES T_Et_MOCOUPL[ AND PR[,e_URE LIN_$
Figure 10 Detailed View of Combustor Exit Annular Traversing Rake
Figure 11 _eltemattc _f I,i._'edI:_ha tst (;as San pie Probe
1
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VIeW UPSTREAM
Figure l2 Loeations of Fixed GasSamptingProbeRakes
_ The gas samples were analyzed using equipment and techniques which, with minor exceptions,
conformed to the Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Recommended Practice (SAE
: ARP) No. 1256 (Reference 5). '
The instrumentation used is listed in Table IX. This equipment was housed in modular form
• , and permanently installed at the high-pressure test facility, as shown in Figure 13. The basic
accuracy of the resulting data was dependent oll the availability of reference gases with ac-
curately known compositions. The calibration gases used in this program were the result of
a continuing Pratt & Whitney Aircraft program to develop and maintain accurate standard
gases.
Details of the gas analysis instrumentation are presented in Appendix A, Section 2.
Smoke Measurement
The smoke measurement system used in this program was designed and fabricated by Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft to the specifications of SAE ARP 1179 (Reference 6).
• Special features of this system include electric time controlled, solenoid actuated, stainless-
steel straight-through gate valves to permit precise control over the sample volume passing
through the filter. An auxiliary bypass system around the sample volume meter further en-
hances the precision of the system by ensuring that the meter is in the line only when a sample
is actually being taken. The system is switch operated into three modes (leak cheek, sample,
._ and bypass) ensuring that the operator of the system does not produce erroneous valve set-
tings that would invalklate a sample. '
• 24
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")SMOKE MFAStJilI:MI:N'I q N()X, CO, C(J 2, 0 2
OONS_LI ' ANALYZEIIS
Eigure l3 Pratt-& WhitneyAircraft Emisskms Meas rement System
TAB LL:IX
EXHA UST GAS ANA LYSIS INSTRUMENTATION
:.., Gas
Constituent I)etcction Method and Instrument_ _
THC Iqame ionization detector
13cckman Model 402
L.
NO Nomlispcrsi'_e infrared
Beckman Model 315 AL
_. NO 2 Nomlispersive ult r:wiolet
Beckman Model 255 A
CO Nondispcr:_ivc infrared
Beckman Model 315 A
('0 2 Not_dispcrsivc infrared
Ileckman Model 315 A
0 2 Polarographic
Bcckm_m Model 715
: _I 25
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Ad,.liti(m:d d¢l:lils .f I(IL' ..lllnke I}}e;IStll¢lllu'lil ",ynl¢III tip.' pr_'n_'nh'd ill Al_lwndi'_ A. Scclic)ll _.
4. DATA ACQUISITION AND HECOHDING SYSTEM
Most of [h,,' ¢tmlbuslul" ri!-' d:ll:l ol'd:Lined ill Ihc Ili[!h-l+ren_,ure Ivn[ f;l_." lily w_ls ret.or,,k,d :ltllu-
Illalik':llly ::11'.1Iq'<wcsscd in Iu[l[ I" ,,.' t) _l XI)S ,_i!Hll:L _ ('unll'qll','l. I_[P.v d_lIIt wcr',.' |l';lllslllilK'd
I. in tCrnls of Counts or nlillivults I'ronl thk' Icsl _;l:llld h) the collll'ltllcr :'ill _1 I,:]ep[1On',.' ]itlk. "[lle
Conlptll¢l" then l'_.,,,ltl¢ctl Ih¢ ,,l:lla ;It,d ctHIv¢lh.'d il It) the tlcsilk'd en_hleeriilg unils, The I'L'glljl_,
were tht'll rcltll+tled h) _[lu' leg( _,[:lIld ['o1' disl',l_ty oil :l c:illlol[¢ r_ly Itll_¢. +l'llis d:lla c<mld [hen
be reviewed, _ll'lkq"which I',rinl,.'d Otllptll _,_,';tspl'm'id_'d by lilt' ;lllh>lllilli¢ data I'¢col+dillg systel .
: "|'hk" I'¢illIod O(llptll ill'_ll.ltlCtl I;LW ;llld I+k'dtlCCl( exlj;ItlS( _;IS SlWci_.'S cOIlCk'll[l'zl| jOIIS, _.'lllissiOIl
Indices, tllld Ctffboll I'mlmlcu" fu,..'l-air I+_llio.:Is w,.,ll _lsIh...' l,,.,slI'i_ op¢l;llillg ¢oridili(ms _lnd pt..l'-
4++ t/il¢lll llql'+'Ol'lllMlCe illI+Orlll;ttiOlh
Tilt" lest s/zmd chtt_+:+cqttisiti<m termim+l is shc, t,,,+_ii_ Fi_ur<+' 14,
l
/+'[_lll'e I,I (hl-l.hlC /)_lhl Icqlli._iliml ._l'xll.ln hl_hllh'd +ll I/it, II /_rc_,_lll'c (blll/m'xh_P /'cxl I'}lcilily
+ I i i - " +
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D. TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
1. TEST CONDITIONS
CTOL Applications
For CTOL applications, the combustor rig test conditions were set to match tile JT9D-7 engine
conditions for idle attd sea-level take-off as closely as possible, The idle conditions included
those with and without simulation of compressor air bleed. With compressor bleed, the engine
conditions are typical of those that would occur in an engine installed on an aircraft in actual
service, while without compressor bleed, they simulate conditions that occur during experi-
mental engine testing.
The test rig conditions achieved are shown in Table X together with the corresponding JT9D-7
engine conditions. As shown, all operating conditions were duplicated except for the inlet
pressure and airflow at seaqevel take.off conditions, which were limited by the test facility
airflow capability. All testing was conducted using fuel that conformed to the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Specification Jet-A,
At higll power conditions, the pilot-to-main fuel flow split was varied for selected combustor
configurations. These variations were made while maintaining the total fuel flow constant,
The resulting data provided a basis for determining the optimum fuel distribution between
the pilot and main burners and also permitted definition of the trends relating fuel distribu-
tion, combustion efficiency, and emissions of oxides of nitrogen.
TABLE X --
JT9D-7 REFERENCE ENGINE OPERATING CONDITIONS AND
EXPERIMENTAL CLEAN COMBUSTOR SECTOR RIG
OPERATING CONDITIONS
Idle
Idle With Bleed WithoutBleed Sea-LevelTake-off
Ri.R.R.R.R.R.R.R.R___ _ _ _ Ri!L._
CompressorExit
Pressure(Atm) 2.93 2,93 3.74 3.74 21.7 6.80
CompressorFxit
Temperature(K) 427.8 427.8 455.6 455.6 768.9 768.0
CombustorTotal
Airflow (kg/s) 16.53 3._10 21.52 5.08 t._2.90 6.88
Combustor Fuel
Flow (kgls) 0,209 0.049 0.226 0.053 2.I I 0,156
Fuel-AirRatio 0.0126 0,0126 0.0105 0.0105 0.1)227 0.0227
EngineRated Power(%) 6 -- - 8.2 - .- 100 - - -
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Parametric valiatious of combustor fuel-air ratio were also investigated for all enmbustor con-
cepts at hoth the kilo .'rod sea-level take-off operating points, aml pa,'anletri¢ variations of in-
let pressure, temperature, and reference velocity were investigated for selected eonlbustor
configurations. The ran_.'esof these variations arc shov..n in Table XI,
i ,.. TABLE Xl
: RANGE OF VARIATION O12SECTOR RIG OPERATING CONDITIONS
Idle Sea-Level Take-Off
Compressor I-xit Total Temperature (K) 427 533 644 839
Compressor Exit TotaIPressure (Atm) -- 3.4 6.8
: Fuel-Air Ratio 0,007- 0.0140 0.016 0.035
.,'_ Reference Velocity (%) -+25 -+25
Altitude stability and relight tests were conducted at simulated JT9D.7 engine windmilling
conditions. Actual engine combustor inlet and pressure conditions were simulated while fuel
? flow and airflow levels were scaled for the one-quarter segment rig. The range of conditions
that were simulated are shown in Figure 15, which is a typical JT9D engine relight envelope
that defines the flight regime in which the engine is required to relight in the event of a blow-
out.
TTI - _,,t_K _K 7_1_. _K
Wl_ - 06_t OJM 1.034 12411
KGI$ KC,t$ KGr$ _.GI$
i 80
"_1- / / / /':;C-_"-.-o_ /
I II I /
I,_ ,FOR 90' SECIOR _16
0 0._ 00 O
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
, "9 )Figure 15 J7 D Relight I'nvelOl e
AdvancedSupersonicTechnology Applications
1 • t yFor the AdvancedSupersonicTechnology applications, the test conditions were selectedon the
basisof projected combustor operating conditions at a supersoniccruise flight condition, A
basictest condition wasdefined, and testingwas then conducted at the basic condition and
- also with reference velocity variations of -+25percent from tile basic condition for most eom- J
bustor configurations, The basic lest comlition is defined in Tahle XII. 1
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- TABLE XII
SECFOR RIG AST CRUISE OPERATING CONDITIONS
Compressor Exit Pressure (Atm) 6.80
Compressor Exit Total Temperature (K) 839
Combustor Total Airflow (kg/s) 6.88
Combustor Fuel Flow (kg/s) 0.156
Fuel-Air Ratio 0.0227
Combustor Exit Total Temperature (K) 1589
2. TEST PROCEDURES ......
The test program was conducted in a manner that would screen each combustor configuration
as rapidly as possible to make optimum use of the rig test time. This apprnaeh involved not
only an efficient setting of test points and rapid data acquisition, but also specific tailoring of
the test program based on the preliminary results. For example, eombustor configurations
that exhibited higher emission levels than anticipated were evaluated for shorter periods than
those which appeared more promising.
High-Prassure Testing
For the high-oressore tests, the eombustor was initially lit, followed by staging of the main
burner. During this period, gas samples were extracted from both the inner and outer corn-
buster shrouds to ensure that no fuel aspiration oqcurred that e0ul_! result in burning upstream
of the combustor. '
After successful lighting had been achieved, test points were usually set in the order of increas-
ing temperature and pressure. This approach was both efficient from an operational stand-
point and also ensured that a maximum amount of data would be obtained in the event hat
• the planned test program could not be completed because of combustor durability problems.
The usual sequence of testing was as follows:
1, Set idle condition and take data for three fael-air ratios.
2. Set take-off conditionand take data for tllree fuel-air r.=tios.
3. Set additional high-power conditions with wrious pilot-to-main burner fuel distribu-
tions while maintaining constant overall fuel-air ratio and take data.
t
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4. Evaluate effect of parametric changes to inlet temperature, pressure, or reference
velocity.
5. Set AST cruise point and take data.
6. Set idle condition and lean combustor fuel-air ratio to blowout.
At each test point, the combustor was allowed to stabilize before data were taken. When the
fixed gas sample rake was used, gas samples were taken prior to traversing the exit plane rake.
Otherwise, gas samples were taken from the traversing rake at the same time that exit tempera-
ture was then set to the value that would occur in flight at 9144 m, and the airflow was main-
tained constant while the pressure was reduced in progressive increments until blowout occurred.
samples collected by the fixed gas sample rake. The fixedsample rake was used to minimize
the length of time required for the sequence of sample flow rates specified in SAE ARP 1179.
Concurrent.with these tests, noise data were taken on a noninterference basis. The results of
these measurements are presented in NASA CR-134820, as stated previously.
Altitude Stability and Relight Testing
The altitude stability and relight testing consisted initially of mapping the minimum pressure
blowout region to define the combustor stability envelope. This was accomplished by initially
lighting the combustor at a simulated low-altitude, high-pressure condition. The inlet tempera-
ture was then set to the value that would occur in flight at 9144 m, and the airflow was
maintained constant while the pressure was reduced in progressive increments until blowout
occurred. The procedure was repeated for different airflows until the complete map was de-
fined.
Once the stability envelope had been defined, relight tests were conducted within the envelope.
The procedure used was to establish a test point and then attempt to light the combustor for
thirty seconds with fuel flowing. Test results were recorded as no light, partial light, or com-
plete light. For all successful lights, the time to ignite was also recorded.
E. GASEOUS EMISSION CALUCLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION PARAMETERS
The gas sample data were used to calculate the fuel-air ratio and the combustion efficiency.
The reasons for using this approach and the procedures used are discussed below. In addition,
the correlations used to extrapolate emissions data to engine operating conditions wlien the
conditions could not be simulated in the test rig are presented below.
1. FUEL-AIR RATIO CALCULATION
Fuel-air ratios are generally calculated from measured flow rates for airflow and fuel flow,
since these flow rates are usually known quite accurately. The alternative approach of using
gas sample data to determine the carbon balance of the exhaust gases and calculating the fuel-
air ratio is generally considered to be less accurate because of inherent uncertainties associated
with the gas sampling process, i
l
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For this program, fuel-air ratios were delcrnlincd by holh techniques for each eolnbtlstor con-
cept, and tile results :ire sbown in Figures 16, I 7, and 18. Tile results show considerable scat-
ter, which is indicative of thc inherent inaccuracies of the gas sampling technique, but they
also sbow a significant hias for tile gas sampling data to indicate higher fuel-air ratios than the
metered flow data. The consistent bias exhibited by the gas sanlple data is attributed to tile
use of a sector rig configuration, where combustor liner sidewall cooling is required. In addi-
tion, tile combustor shroud finger seals were known to have leaked in some tests. This leak-
age represented air that was measured upstrealn in tile test rig but which did not participate
in the combustion process. Consequantly, the measured ,airflow through the test rig was
higher than that which actually passed through the combustion section, resulting in a lower
calculated value of fuel-air.ratio than actually was produced in the combustor.
A ntnnber of diagnostic tests were performed using data from individual fixed gas sampling
rakes, from the nmnifolded fixed gas sampling rake array, and from various combinations of
the traversing sample probes. All of these data verified the bias between the metered flow
fuel-air ratio values and the carbon balance fuel-air ratio vahtes.
Since tile amount of bias could be expected to vary ill an unknown manner from combustor
configuration to configuration, it was concluded that the uncertainties introduced by experi-
mental errors ill nleasurillg concentrations of species in the gas samples were less than the
uncertainties associated with a consistent bias of unknown magnitude. Therefore, carl.aon-
balance fuel-air ratios have been used throughout this report.
Tile gas-sample carbon balance fuel-air ratio ealctdations were made in accordance with tile
procedures establisbed in SA|- AI_,P 1256 (Reference 5), but modified to include proper
averaging of multiple-point data. The details of the conlputation procedure are presented in
Appendix A, Section 3.
2. COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY CALCULATION
The combustion efficiency w:ls calculated on a deficit basis using tile measured concentrations
of carbon monoxide aml total unburned hydrocarbons from tile gas sample data. "IZhecalcula-
tion was based on the assumption that the total concentralion of unburned hydrocarbons
could bc assigned tile heating value of methane ((_'114). The equation was:
F4343x + 21500y 7
t/c --- 100- 100 L 18.4(1°)6 .[
where;
x = me_tsurcd carbon Inonoxide concentration ill g/kg fuel
y = measured total unburned hydrocarhon concentration in g/kg fuel
1
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3. EXTRAPOLATION OF POLLUTION DATA TO ENGINE CONDITIONS
Since the combustor segment rig was unable to simulate the combustor inlet pressure and
humidity at sea-level take-off conditions, the emissions data for oxides of nitrogen obtained
at the rig test conditions required correction to the engine conditions to permit comparison
of the results with both the Experimental Clean Combustor Program goals and with the cur-
rent JT9D-7 emission levels. The correlation used is as follows (Reference 7):
I
0.5
( _(Pt4 eorr._ (Vref. meas._(TtScorr._!i NOxcorr, ,= NOxmeas/\Pt4meas / \ ref. corr.]\TtScorr_)
Ie 18.8(Hmeas. - HcolT.) _t4 c°2r88 Tt4 meas_)
where:
NO x = Emission level of oxides of nitrogen
Pt4 = Inlet total pressure (atm)
Tt4 = Inlet total temperature (K)
Vref. = Reference velocity (m/s)
I1 = Inlet specific humidity (g H20/kg air)
Tt5 = Combustor exit temperature
and subscripts:
corr. = Relates to value at corrected condition
meas. = Relates to value at measured condition
_ 35
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I_': In this program, this correlation was uscd to extrapolate the experimental data to the condi-
tions shown in Table XIII. It coukl also be used to extrapolate the experimental data to other
• conditions of inlet pressure, temperature, fuel,air ratio, reference velocity, and humidity.
: ltowc_er, tile correlation factors for inlet temperature and fuel-air ratio are sensitive to the
specific combustor design features, particularly to the equivalence l_tio in the burning zone.
Consequently, use of this correlation was restricted to relatively small adjustments.
No attempt has been made to extrapolate the data for carbon monoxide or total unburned
. hydrocarbons, since reliable combustion efficiency correlations are not currently available.
- However, increasing the pressure from tile rig test pressure to the actual engine operating
pressure would be expected to decrease the emission levels of these pollutants. Consequently,
I - the emission levels reported in this report are considered to be conservative ..........
TABLE XIII
8TANDAR D COMB USTOR IN LET CO_,[DITION8 TO WHICH EMISSIONS
DATA FOR OXIDES OF NITROGEN WERE EXTRAPOLATED
CTOL
Applications AST
Standard Day Applications
Sea-Level Take-Off Cruise
(o n _ressor Ex t Total Pressure (atm) 21.7 6.8
, _. ('ompressor Exit TotalTemperature (K) 768.9 839.0
Reference Velocity (m/s)
Swirl.Can and Staged Premix Concepts 25.0 27.6
, Swirl Vorbix Concept 38.0 41,9
Ilnlnidity (g/kg airl 6.29 2.00
:- Combuslor Exit Temperature (K) 1533 1589
- F. PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY
The cotubListor perlormance parameters which are reported as program results are listed m
]'able XIV. The definitions of the calculateo parameters are presented below.
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TAI_LE XIV
SUMMAP, Y OF REPOI,'.TED COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE I_ARAMETERS
Parameter Symbol Units Measured Calculated
Total Airflow Wa4 kg/s. x
Total Combustor Airtlow Wab kg/s x
Pilot Fuel Flow Wf pri kg/s x
Main Fuel Flow Wf see kg/s x
Total Fuel Flow Wf tot k_/s x
Fuel Temperature Tfuel" K x
Inlet Total Temperature Tt4 K x
Inlet Total Pressure Pt4 atm x
Reference Velocity Vref m/s x
Pattern Factor PF -- - x
Inlet Air liumidity 1t g H20/'kg air x
Fuel-Air Ratio f/a ........ x
Total Combustor Airflow ........
The total combustor airflow is calculated by subtracting the measured inner and outer turbine
cooling air bleed flows and the estimated combustor liner sidewall cooling airflow from the
total airflow.
ReferenceVelocity
1'he reference velocity isdefined asthat flow velocity that would result if the total combustor
airflow, at the compressordischargetemperature and static pressure,were12assedthrougll the
combustorJinerat the maximum cross-sectionalarea. This area is 0.092 m_ for the sw'.'rl-
can and stagedpremix sector rigs, and 0.060 m2 for the swirl vorbix sectorrig.
Pattern Factor
The pattern factor at the combustor exit is defined by the expression:
Pattern Factor = Tt5, max'" Tt5 avg.
Tt5 avg. "Tt4
37
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where;
Tt5 max. = llighest local tcmp_craturc observed at the combustor exit plane
Tt5 avg. = Average combustor exit temperature (calculated from the carbon-
balance fuel-air ratio and tile corresponding COlllbUStor inlcl tellll)glf_- .....
ture and pressure)
Tt4 = Combustor inlet temperature
Fuel-Air Ratio
The fuel-air ratio is the ratio of fuel flow to total combustor airflow. As diseursed previously,
for this program, fuel-air ratio was determined on the basis of the carbon bahu_ce of the ex-
haust products. Fuel-air ratio values for the pilot ;rod main burners were determined by
dividing the total fuel-air ratio determined by the carbon balance method in proportion to
the measured fuel flow rates to each of the burners, Ilcnce, the sum of the pilot and main
burner fuel-air ratios equals the total carbon balance fuel-air ratio ...........
" _f 38
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!CHAPTER Ill
PHASE I BASIC PROGRAM
; :" A, PROGRAM PLAN
As discussed in Chapter I, tile basic program for Phase l involved screening of three combus-
tor concepts: a swirl,can conlbustot" concept, a staged prelnix colnbustor concept, and a
swirl vorbix combustor concept. A total oi: 329.5 hours of testing were conducted, involving
32 combustor configurations. Of these, 13 were swirl-can configurations, 9 were staged pre-
i' nlix configurations, and ten were swirl-vorbix configurations.
The work was contractually divided into two progranl elements. Element 1consisted of the
work conducted on the swirl-can combustor concept and involved 130 hoursof testing, while
i --, Element 11consisted of the work o_"the other two..combustor concepts and involved 199.5
hours of testing.
•- The following sections present a description of each of the configurations tested (Section B)
followed by a presentation and discussion of tile results for all configurations (Sections C, D,
and E). The development statusof tile concepts and concluding remarks are presented in
Sections F and G, respectively.
B. COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
1. SWIRL-CAN COMBUSTOR
a. GeneralDescription
_.. The swirl-can eombustor concel)t explored in this program was based on concepts developed
'" by tile NASA Lewis Research Center. The basic approach used to reduce pollution is to pre-
mix the fuel and air in an array of carburetor cans and then introduce the fuel-air nlixture
_' into the combustion section tllrough swirlers in the same axial plane as tile dilution air.
The configurations tested in this prograln were primarily based on the performar.ce and emis-
sion data obtained in test programs conducted at the NASA Lewis Research Center (Refer-
ences 8 through 16) and, of course, tile design requirements of tile JT9D-7 reference engine.
The design of the initial configuration tested in this program is shown in Figure 19, and a
photograph of the carburetor can head plate array is shown in Figure 20. The 90-degree ¢om-
bnstm" seglnents tested in the program cent:tined 27 swirl cans in three rows, simulating a
ftdl combustor cent:fining 120 swirl cans with 40 cans in each row.
i_ As shown in Figure 19, each swirl c:m module is constructed with three basic components:
a carburetor c:m, a swirler, and a flanle stabilizer. The carburetor consists of a short can with
a reduced dialneter tit the inlet to prevent fuel spillage. Fuel is snpplied through low-pressure-
-- drop fuel injectors 1.78 tin upstream of the swirlers. These injectors are supported at the
center of the swirlcr hub by centering legs. The flame stabilizers are hexagonal and are tie-
signed to provide a high degree o1"mixing ;',t tin. pcrilncter while stabilizing combustion in
their wake.
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Figure 19 Swirl.Car ¢omhustor Cou('ep
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rFigure20 Swirl-CanCombustor Front-EndMatrL_"and Liner Assembly
The swirl can modules are assembled together with blockage triangles in tile headplate. The
zirflow split between .the combustion and dilution air and the combustor pressure loss are
controlled by proper sizing of the blockage triangles. For the initial design, the airflow split
provided 19 percent of the flow through the carburetor cans, 60 percent of the flow through
the array arouml the cans, and 21 percent of the flow for combustor lin,.'r cooling.
T,le fuel system was designed to permit separate control of the fuel to each of the three rows
of swirl can modules. This approach permitted fuel staging, with fucl being supplied only to
tht' inner o1"the outer row of cans during idle operation, thereby providing a richer, more
stable burning zone. The carburetor equivalence ratio at idle conditions was approximately
2.3. At take-off conditions, fuel was supplied to all rows of swirl can modules on an equal
area basis, resulting in _tcarburetor equivalence ratio of approximately 1.7.
b. DesignVariations
The screening tests for the swirl-can eombustorconcept involved I'ive major variations to lilt
configuration. These were:
I. Variations to the combustor inlet aerodynamics,
2. Variations in the carburetor equivalence ratio,
3. Variations to the flameholding techniques,
4. V:lri:ttions in the fucl injector technique, and
5. Addition of liner dilution air. ti
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These varmtions are sum nar'zed i l Table XVand disct ssed in detail in the folinwing sections.
2 .
TABLE XV
SWIRL-CAN COMBUSTOR CONFIGURAT[ONS
i_ Sca-l_wl
Take-off'
Carburetor FueJ Ling1
Equwaleac¢ Injector Type Dilution Printar_/ Diffuser
1 Configuration Ratio _ .(Prc!,sur¢ Drop_L Ai=" . Length (m) Remarks
N I i.O Ifex._onat Low No O. I ?
N2 1.7 [[¢xgsona[ LOW [40 O.07
" N3 ,.0 Hexagonal Low No 0.07
_-r._ " N4 1.0 Hexasonal High No O.0"/
N$ 0.6S HexaKonal Low. No O.O?
N6 _ Hex_o_J wRh Low N_ O.;O
sheltered zone
N7 _l.O--.._._._exagonat with Low No 0.]0 Plus 76% biockaB¢screen
1.3 cm rcc_scd
swirlers
N8 10 Hexagonal with Low No 0 I0 Plus V-I_utter
_". 1.3 cm t=,.'cs=ed
switlei'S
N9 I.J Outer _'irlet Low No O.10 Plus 76% block=Bescreen
flanleholder*
NlO 1.5 llexagonal with Low No 0.10 Plus 76% blocklzge _reen
s'_,;dcr bJochab_
. _ plate
NII 1.7 Hexalonalwith Low Yes 0.10 Plus76% blockagesc_en
swifter blockage
plate
N]2 HA Outer swifter Ili_h No 0.10 Plus 76% blockage screen
flan_chold_*
N13 _0 Outer swirlex Low No 0 10 Plus "/6%blockage screen
_ameholder
" .,. *In outer zone, outer and innei" swirLet$ produced ¢o-rotatint flows. 111jr*netand middle Zones, outer and inner swirle_ produ_d
coUltter-_'otatJnJJ[lows.
Combustor Inlet Aerodynamics
The initial configuraUon of the swirl-cancombustor,designatedN 1, sustaineddamal_¢to
portions of the combusto£front end and fuel system,and alsocxperiencedlocalized thermal
distressin the combustor liner and housing. This damagewasattributed to four causes:
1. Maldistributinn of the diffuser airflow, producing nonuniform fccd pressureto
the modulesand fucl spillagefrom the carburetors,
• _ 2. Low combustor pressureloss(1.5 percent insteadof 2.9 percent),
3. Diffuser strut wakes, and
4. Fuel injector support wakes.
!
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_- In aq attempt.to correct the diffuser airflow maldlstnbt tton, thr ,e d ffuscr configurations.
were investigated. These are shown in Figure 21 and involved various reductions of tile pre-
diffuser section length. T lis modification combined with increasing the combustor hner
: pressure drop and removal of tile fuel injector heat shields eliminated the fuel aspiration
probleln.
9=Lc_M-
"_(7 ICM-.N,2TON-5) _" I _ _"
0.3299 M R
TRAILING EDGE
- _ OF STRUT
16.8 CM
......... (DESIGN N-1)--
Figure21 Swirl.CanCombustorD_fuser Modifications
! These modifications did not provide a satisfactory combustor headplate airflow distribution,
however, and, therefore, a number of flow control devices were investigated in a two-dimen-
:_-F sional l_lexiglas airflow rig. Included were flow splitters, trips, and screens. The 9.7 cm pre-
=" diffuser was used for tliese tests. The best results were obtained with a 76-percent blockage
screen located downstream of the diffuser strut trailing edge. The combustor approach ve-
locity profiles measured in tile Plexiglas rig with and without the screen are shown i,l Figure
22, and the corresponding profiles measured in the high-pressure sector rig arc shown in Fi-
gure 23. This screen was used in Configuration N7 and in Configurations N9 througl_ N13.
CarburetorEquivalenceRatio
: Three carburetor equivalence ratios (0.65, 1.00, and 1.70) were provided at take-off condi-
_ tions to determine the effect of eqt walence ratio on the emissions of oxides of nitrogen.
Tire changes in equivalence ratio were achieved by clianging the swifter vane angle to allow
either more or less airflow to enter tile swirl can modules. The pressure loss was maintained
approximately constant by varying the size of the blockage triangles.
!L:
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FlameholderDe,=ign
Four different flameholder designs were investigated. These were:
1. Hex flametmlder
2. Sheltered zone flameholder
3. Hex flameholder with recessed swirler
4. Outer swirler flameholder.
These designs are shown in Figure 24, and photographsof.¢aeh type of flameholder installed
in the array are presented in Figure 25.
Each of the flameholders was evaluated with a carburetor equivalence ratio of approximately
1.0 and low-pressure drop fuel injectors.
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Figure 22 Effect of Diffuser Modifications on Combustor Inlet VeloclO, Profile as Measured in Plexiglas
Flow VisualizationRig
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F_gure23 Effect of DiffuserModi[icationson Combustor hdet VelocityProfileas .41ca_tredh_Combu_
tor Segment Rig
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DIMENSIONS (CM)
INNER MIDDLE OUTER
MODULE MODULE MODULE
: A 0.417 0.433 0.480
B 0.630 0,689 0.148
• C 0.45? 0.516 0.571
0._SCM--P.._ _ _SHELTEREDZONE
FLAMEHOLDER
__._ RECEDED INTOt .27 CM CARBURETOR CAN
OUTER S_[RLER STABILITY
tk FLAMEHOLDER BLOCKAGE RING
o._--_ _---
DIMENSIONS ICM)
INNER MIDDLE OUTER
MDD_L_._ MOI_UL_ M,,..OOULE
A 4.$3 491 577
B 3.83 3.02 4_5
C 3 40 3.7? 4 55
Figurc 24 Swir/.C¢l_ G,mhttst_,r I.'/ameh_Mer C(m[igurati_tts
. i
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(A) HEX DESIGN
(B) SHELTERED ZONE DESIGN
// /
j_
J
Figure25 Swirl-CanCombustor Array S/towing Dif_,rent FlamehoMerConllgurations
_ _7
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(C) HEX WITH RECESSEDSWIRLER DESIGN
i I
(D) OUTER SWLRLERDESIGN
Figure25 C_.ttimwd
. I
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Fuel Injection Techniques
Three fuel injection tecindques were evaluated. These were:
1. Low pressuredrop injectors
2. Pressureatomizing injectors located upstreamof the swirler holder
3. Pressureatomizing injectors protruding through the swirlers
The designsof these injectors areshown in Figure 26.
(a) LO_', "tEnURE DROP INJECTOR FOR CONFIGURATION N2
0,25 CM -'_
(b) PRESSURE ATOMIZING INJECTOR FOR CONFIGURATION IJ4
1¢1 PRESSURE ATOMIZING INJECTOR Wl TH INJECTION DOWNSTREAM OF SWIRLER FOR
CONFIGURATION N12
OUTER SWIRLER
FLAMEHOLDER
Figure26 Swirl-CanCombustor Fuel Injector Configurations
¢_ 49
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*- Dilution Air Addition
One configuration wastestedwith dilution air holes located immediately downstreanl of the
headplate array. Testing wasc3nducted with carburetor equivalenceratiosof 1.5 and 1.7
and with a dilution airflow of approxhnately 6.8 percent of tile total combustor airflow.
The combustor pressurelosswas allowed to vary in order to expedite test hardware procure-
In'_nt.
2. STAGED PREMIX COMBUSTOR
a. General Description
Tile design of tile staged premix combustor was based on previous Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
development work with this combustor concept. The basic objective of the design is to con-
trol the mixture uniformity and strength, thereby controlling tile time-temperature history
of the combustion gases and reducing the emission of pollutants.
i - Tile design of the combustor is shown in Figure 27, and photographs of selected configura-
tions are shown in Figure 28. The key characteristic of the combustor is the use of two burn-
lug zones with premixing of the fuel and air prior to injection into each burning zone. The
two combustion zones arc required because such design variables as mixture preparation, re-
_- circulation residence time, and quench rate must be carefully controlled within narrow limits
, ill premixing systems, and achievement of this control throughout the combustor operating
range is difficult with a single combustion zone.
The two premixing passages and combustion zones are axially displaced, with the pilot
-- .. burner system located further upstream. This displacement avoids rapid quenching of the
pilot combustion process by the cool main burner air during low power operation.
_. FINWALL ® liners are used in the pilot hurner to minimize the quantity of cooling air re-
quired, further reducing the tendency for prenulture quenching.
Each combustion system has its own independent fuel injectors, premix passage, flameholder,
and combustion volume, ltigh fuel source density in conjtmction with pressure atomizing
: fuel injectors are used ill both tile pilot and tile main premixing passages to promote fuelatomization, vaporization, and premixing with air.
The primary design factors -'lffccting the staged premix combustor evaluated in this program
were the premixing passage equivalence ratio, the potential for autoignition in tile premixing
passage, and the flamehokler design. Each of these factors are ,a'scussed below.
Premixing PassageEquivalenceRatio
In the staged prelnix comtmstor, fuel is furnished only to tile pilot burner during idle and
part-power operation and to both the pilot aml the main burner systems during high power
operation. Consequently, tile equivalence ratio for tile pilot burner system was selected to
prodtlcc l'_w levels of carbon inolroxidc aml tot:ll unburned hydrocarbons, which are the prc-
donlinant pollutallts at low power, while the equivalence ratio for the main burner system
_ was selected It) I)rotlnce low levels of o'.ides of nitrogen, which is tile main pollutant at high
power levels.
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PRESSURE
ATOMIZING NOZZLE
40 MAIN FUEL
MAIN PREMIXI
PREMIXING PASSAGE
40 PILOT FUEL
INJECTORS
CONVOLUTED PILOT
_ __l PREMIXINO._. PASSAGE
40 MAIN FUEL
, f _¢_ INJECTORS
_ _ _-J LJ ij sT_UT/
_ PILOT FLAMEHCLOER
PREMIXING PASSAGEFRONT END VIEW __
MAIN C_ TRANSPIRATION O
STRUT
PILOT AND MAIN BURNER FLAMEHOLDERS
Figure 27 Staged Premix Cot bustor Co acept
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EXTERIOR SIDE VIEW DETAIL OF CIRCULAR-HOLE FLAMEHOLDERS
DETAIL OF MAIN BURNER DETAIL OF PILOT BURNER
¢dLOTTED FLAMEHOLDERS SLOTTED FLAMEHDLDERS
I.'igur(' 2,_' Views o[ Sla._ed Premix Cnmhus/.r (_,../7_umtimts
]"_)r lhe inilJ;il sl,*ged preJ)lJx ¢oJl|bllstor ¢onl]gur;dioll. a pilot hLllJ)el" ¢i_iliv;JJ,iJ)_ c Idh() _l
1.0 at idle ¢ondjli(_ns was selected oll tIle b=lsis of pr,,zviously oblained elninsionl_, dal;I Ion aul
egpel'Jlllell|lll ¢;lll-al'illLII;Ir pl'elllJX co1111'_ustor. These d:lta showed thai IllinJnltllll ¢;ilbOll
iIl_,)noxJde :rod Llllt)Llrned hydr()cnrbons were obtailted with a pl'elllix paSS;l_e _'quivnl_'nc,'
r:ltJo ol' I.O, [i ho|-so:lk re,_Joll downslle_llll of the pilot (']allleholder. ;llld t_l_ld[i;ll ildditjoll7
: of diluticm nil
• For klke-off u'(_ndiliun_, both Ihe Ililot and tile lil:ljn _tlrllel" plellljXill,t' I);Issdl!cs _',k'l¢ deni_'m'd
- to opelale ill all equivalence I_llj¢) (11"appro._inlately 0.7. This level w:ln nuleclcd _)n Ih¢ hil_,in
Ill" :111e_lJlllalo of Ihe clHiIhJlll.'d c()lBbtlstiotl 7.()11cr_sJdl211¢¢ |J111¢_llltl ('()lllJlll[;lllt)ll Ill |hu hll
lnalJ()n i:lle ()l oxJdetl oJ" Jlltlx!u.ii in ;1 khlelically lilllited syslem. Jx_,. lilt t_ll,_ ks_,lk, +lsstltllL'd i1
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to contribute to the pilot zone residence time. 'l'hese were the time to achieve complete
combustion, and the recirculation zone residence time. C'ondmstioa volume ;rod flow rate in
tile pilot zone were used to colnpule the COlllbnstion linle, employing tile correlation pre-
sented in Reference 17. At rig pressure levels, lilt' required combustion vohime ranged front
0.0368 to 0.0q25 m3. Using the upper limit, -'lcombustioll zone residcl'tce time of 1.5 ms
was established. Tie: recirculation zone residence time in tile fiameholder wake was estimated
using a correlation presented in Reference 18, The reeircnlation residence time was then
added directly to tile combustion zone es'dence t' no. resl ,t" lg ' I a total estimated pilot zone
residence time of 2.0 ms. Actually, this estimate is higher than tile true residence time since
i_-'- less than 20 percent of tile pilot zone flow would be expected to recirculatc.
" On tile basis of tiffs estimate and nitrogcu oxide formation kinetics, tile concentrations of
oxides of nitrogen were computed, assuming equilibrium hydrocarbon thermochemistry.
The results are shown in Eigurc 29 for sea-level take-off operating conditions and residence
times of 1.0 and 2.0 ms. These computations allow that, when-dilution air is accounted for,
tile equivalence ratio required to meet the program goals for oxides of nitrogen emissions is
approximately 0,70.
Autoignition
• Since the premixing passage coutains a combustible mixture at high temperature, the resi-
dence time of the gases in the prcmixing passage is limited by the time required for autoigni-
tion to occur. At high power operating conditions, the autoignitiou delay time is sufficiently
short that it constitutes a significant design factor.
In the staged premix combustor concept evahmted in this program, both tbe pilot and the
. main btlrner premixing passages were designed with an autoiguitiou safety factor of two at
maximunl sea-level take-off hot-day conditions. At this condition, the autoiguition delay
tbne is predicted to be approximately 3,6 ms. and, therefore, the combustor was designed
- ,, to operate with a maxinmm pJ'¢juJxillg passage residence time.of 1.8 ms .........................................................................
- Flameholder Design
Both the pilot and the main flameholders wcrc designed to be independently stable. This
: was aclfieved by using perforated plate fl:mleholders whirl1 provide a region for stable coin-
bustion in the wake of the web area between adjacent flameholder holes. The design was
based on the correlation of stability limits shown ill Figure 30, which was presented in Re-
ference 18 and experimentally verified by Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
Those portions of the flameholdcrs behind the diffuser struts were cooled using methods
consistent with the stability requirements. The portionsof the pilot flameholder located
directly behind the struts were convectivcly cooled by means of a false-wall construction.
This type of construction acts to minimize cooling air introduction in the plane of the
flameholder, which could adversely affect stability and idle ctnissions. The nrliu flame-
"- bolder had less stringent stability requirements and the portions behind the struts, therefore,
were transpiration cooled.
_.-"'_ 53
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FLAMEHOLDER TYPE
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STABILITY CORRELATION PARAMETER
Figure 30 Premix _mdJustor StabiliO, Limit Correletion Data
Both the pilot and the main premixing passages were compartmented to exclude wakes gene-
: rated by the diffuser case struts. Forty pilot and forty main fuel injectors (on a full annular
basis) were used.
b. DesignVariations
Nine combustor configurations of the staged premix combustor concept were tested. These
configurations included four parametric design modifications as follows:
I. Diffuser-combustor airflow distribution,
2. Fuel-air mixture preparation, inchtding fuel staging and number of secondary
injectors,
55
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3. Pilot-main burner fuel flow split, and
4. Flameholder design.
The configurations are sununarized in Table XVI, and complete specifications are presented
in Appendix B. E_ch of the modifications is discussed in detail below.
TABLE XVI
: ... STAGED PREMIX COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS
,It Equivalence Equivalence
Ratio Ratio at Number of Dilution
Flameholder at Idle Take-off Injectors Air
Confilparation Hole Pattern (Pilot Only) (Pilot and Main)* Pilo....__t Main tPercent)
PI Circular 1.00 0.83 10 lO 28
F2 Circular 0.98 0.77 10 10 22
I)3 Circular 0.94 0.73 10 I0 15
P4 Circular 0.89 0.69 I0 I0 13
PS Circular 0.S9 0.69 10 I0'* 13
P6 Circular 0,84.... 0,52 10 10 0
P7 Slotted 0.84 0.52 10 10 0
- P8 Slo ned 0.84 0.52 I0 20 0
: pc) Slotted 0.90*** 0.56*** I0 10 6.9***
*Average equivalence ratio for pilot burner plus main burner premix passages
**Main burner fuel injector fuel distribution tests
***Design values, not measured
L
Diffusar-Combugtor Airflow Distribution
Testing of the initial staged premix combustor configuration (designated Pit revealed that
the feed pressure to the main burner premixing passage was inadequate, resulting in deficient
main burner flameholder airflow. The approach used to correct this deficiency consisted of
- increasing the main burner fiameholder area (Configurations P2 and P4), and extending the
diffuser downstream (Configuration P3). As shown in Table XVll, these measures were collec-
tively effective in increasing the main burner premix passage airflow from 21.8 percent of the
total combustor airflow to '27.4 percent, but this level still fell short of the design airflow of
28.5 percent. In addition, the main burner premixing passage also experienced a low total
pressure feed on tile out_ _plitter, indicating a nonuniform radial flow distribution feeding
tire outer passage. This type of flow maldistribution compromised the ability of the combug-
tot to achieve a homog_.neous fuel distribution in tile main burner premixing passage.
_r_-- 56
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-. TABI,E XVII
AIRFLOWS FOR PREMIX PASSAGES OF S'IA(,ED PREMIX
COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS
Airflow
(Percent Combustor
_ ,, Total Airflow).Configuration Pilot Main
Design 18.5 28.5
PI 18.4 21.8
P2. 18,9 24.5
;
_ P3 20.0* 26. l
P4 20,8 27.4
P5 20,8 27.4
P6 24.6 32,4
: P7 22, 1 42.7
:_ P8 27,4 42.7
P9 25,5 39.8
*Estimated
The cause of this maldistribution was identified as a part of another program conducted on
a similar combustor in the JT9D diffuser case• This study revealed intense diffuser strut
wakes that propagated to the axial location of tile main burner premix passage.
Subsequently, a substantial increase in the main burner premix passage flow was achieved in
Configurations P7 a,zd P8 through elimination of the liner dilution airflow. Some dilution
airflow was added for Configuration P9 to increase the exluivalence ratio of the pilot burner
premixing passage. This configuration was used only for altitude stability and relight tests
using only tile pilot burner.
_ Fuel-Air Mixture Preparation
Two modifications to tile ftlel-air mixture preparation were explored in conjunction with
the difftlser-cmnbustor airflow distribution modifications. One of these hwolved circumfer-
ential fuel staging of tile main combustor, and tile second involved changing tile nmnber of
nam burner fuel injectors•
Tile circumferential s/aging configuratimz was ivtcnded to provide additional fuel flow in the
center regions between the diffuser struts and reduced fuel ill tile regions adjacent to the
struts to offset the effects of tile reduced airflow downstream of the struts, with tile effect
.- of producing a more mliforln fuel-air ratio downstream of the flamellolder. This was achieved
: by dividing tile injectors into two zoues, ill Configuration P5, as shown in Figure 31. Tile j
i
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six injectors adjacent to the struts or tile rig sidewall were manifolded together as Zone I,
and tile remaining four injectors constituted Zone 2. A Zone 1 to Zone 2 fuel flow ratio of
1.5 would provide equal fuel ['low to all injectors. With this arrangement, tile fuel flow split
between the pilot and main burners remaiRed uRchanged, with 18 percent of the fuel being
provkled to tile pilot burner and 82 percent to the main burner.
In Configuration P8, the nmnber of main burner fuel injectors was increased from 10 to 20,
while maintaining the fuel injector pressure drop. This was achieved by substituting the dual-
nozzle main fucl injector shown in Figure 32 for the original, single-nozzle injector. Other-
wise, Configuration P8 was geometrically _dentical to ConfiguratioR P7, which incorporated
slotted pilot and main flamcholdcrs and no liner dilution air. The increased fuel source den-
sity was expected to provide a more uniform fuel-air mixture at.the flameholder.
FlameholderDesign• .
.... The initial series of staged premix combustor configurations (Configurations PI tltrough P6)
incorporated circular holes in the pilot and main flameholders. To assess the effect of hole
_ shape, Configurations P7, P8, anti P9 incorporated slotted holes in the flameholders. The
two flameholdcr designs are shown in Figure 28.
I
I
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RIG SIDEWALL STRUT STRUT RIG SIDEWALL
/_ MAIN BUt £R, ZONE 1
_] MAIN BUF,NER, ZONE 2 ....
I.'igurc31 StagedPremix £ombuslor Man tl _mer Fuel Stagll_gArrangement
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Figure 32 StagedPremix Combustor DoubleMain BurnerFuel Injector
3, SWIRL VORBIX COMBUST(3R
a. GeneralDescription .....;_
The objectivc of the swirlvorbix combustoris to provide a relatively long combustion,resi.7_
"" dence time at low power settingsto minimize carbonmonoxide and unburned hydrocarbon
emissionsand to provide rapid burning andquenching of the combustion reaction at _i_,.
_" power levels to minimize the formation of oxides of nitrogen. Tile combus!or f'eatu_'c_&_-'_:-';
combmatmn of vortex burmng and mixing (from which the acronym "vorblx" was.'deriv_)
in a multiple burner arrangement with the burners spaced axially along-the.combustgr;.a_i|g,
The design for the initial configuration is shown in Figure 33, and photographs i|lustr_
some of the combustor features are presented in Figures 34 and 35..;_, '"'_'
The pilot burner is a conventional swirl-stabilized, direct-fuel injector combustor using tliir_y
fuel injectors (on a full annular basis) The piot burner is sized to provide tire rcqt_ircd'li_a't
release rate for tdle operation at high efficiency. Emissions of carboJ_ monoxide and un_'_''
burned hydrocarbons are minimized at idle operating conditions by (I) maintaining a suffi-
ciently high pilot burner equivalence ratio to ensure complete burning of the fuel, (2) incor-
porating FINWALL ® material in the walls of each module to minimize and delay the intro-
duction of cooling air, and (3) circumfercntially swirling the cooling air leaving the FIN-
WALL@ walls to reduce the quenching action of the coolaut.
159
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Figure 34 View LookO_g Upstream Toward Headplate Showing Orientation of Main Burner Inner and
Outer Swlrlers Relative to the Pilot Fuel ln/ector Nozzle
i i
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le(gure 35 Front ViewoJ"the Swirl VorhLv Test Set'ti, m
" :-:-.. Tile pilot burner cperates at an equivalence ratio of about 0,75 during idle opcr_dion. At
take-off conditions, the pilot exhattst equivalence ratio is redtlced to 0.50 or lower It) reduce
the temperature of the flow through the pilot burner section, thereby reducing the lime tirol
tile flow remains at high temperatures and presstlres at which oxides of nitrogen arc fornled.
The minimum equivalence ratio for the pilot burner is deternlincd hy lhe overall comhttslor
stability characteristics (lean blowout limit) and-by tile need to maintain suffieienl pilol bur-
ner ¢lergy to vaporize and ignite tile main burner fuel,
At high power coRdilions, lnain burner fuel is introduced through Iucl injt'clors Ioc=dcd al
the outer wall of the liner at the pilot burner discharge location, as shown in Figure 33.
Either thirty or sixty fth:l injectors were used ill this program (on a full annular comhuslor
basis). Main burner air for combustion and dilution is introduced through sixty swirlcrs po-
sitiolled Oil each side of the combustor (agaill on a full anntllar conlhuslor hasis). The he| cx-
.- haust products and fucl vapor mixture fl'om the pilot burrer arc then eRlrililled by lll,r swirling
main burner jets. providing partial premixing before autoignilion of the iilain htllncr I'ucl
occurs. The nlaill ¢oll|htlstion process, ill which iiios| el" the fuel is C(_llStlllletl ;ll hi,_h i_,:wer
conditions. Ilroccetls rapidly at the interface of the swirling main htll'ller cls ;hid the fuel-rich
inixture of pilot htllllel ¢onlhustioll prodllcts lind lnaill htlrll,2r fuel. II is lifts I;ll_itl cOltlhllb,
tiOll all{I sRbSeqLl¢lll rapid qtletlchillg |hill t'CdtlCeS the r2sitlellCC lJllle of IhL' t'()lllhll'di_HI giISCS
_- al high temperahue and reduces lhc fornlalion el'oxides of nilrogen.
< :
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Proper sequencing of tile main burner fuel vaporiz'ltion, fi_ei-air prclnixing, autoignition, and
dilution is essential to the success of this eombustor concept, Sequencing can be adjusted by
v_rying the point of the main burner fuel injection, tile location of ti_e swirlers, the reference
velocity, tile equivalence ratio, and a number of other design parameters. The spacing be-
tween the main burner air swirlers, the direction of rotation of the jets, and the relative posi-
tion of the fuel h_jectors also affect the degree of fuel dispersion and jet penetration.
b. Design Variations __
Six design variations were evaluated in the Phase I screening program for the swirl vorbix
eolnbustor. These were:
1. Modifications to correct FINWALL ® aspiration and diffuser airflow distribution,
2. Pilot injector type and airflow schedule,
3. Main burner fuel source density and fuel spray penetration,
4. Main burner swirler type and orientation and air schedule.
5. Main burner fuel injector angle, and
6. Pilot-to-nlain burner fuel flow split.
These design modifications are sunnnarized in Table XVIII, and complete specifications are
included in Appendix B. Details of the modifications are presented below.
Modificationsto Correct FINWALL ® Aspirationand Diffuser Airflow Distribution
Testing of the initial swirl vorbix combustor (Configuration SI ) was terminated shortly after
ignition of the pilot burner becau_ unburned hydrocarbons were detected in the combustor
shroud. Subsequent inspection revealed that fuel aspiration had occtlrred from the pilot zone
FINWALL ® panels, as shown in Figure 36. The fuel aspiration was apparently caused by ra-
dial airflow around tile bulkhead, creating a depressed static pressure at the entrance of the
FINWA LL® panel coolant boles and causing localized upstream aspiration of the fuel between
the pilot module'. This situation was corrected by the addition of inner and outer hoods, as
shown in Figure 36.
Configurations SI and $3 also exhibited an undesirable diffuser discharge pressure profile at
the swirler face, producing flows '-dtile inner shroud that were higher than the design values
and flows at the outer shroud that were lower than the design wdues. Subsequent configura-
tions (Configurations $4 through SI 0) incorporated a revised pilot burner diffilser that was
canted towqrds tile outer shroud and that also was lengthened to provide a more tmiform air-
flow dist ribntion.
_1'_ 62
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ASPIn ATION OL_CUPIflEO FHOM TIfESE PANr L5 PllIOll TO INSTALLATION Ol: IIOODS
Figure36 . Swirl Vorbix Combustor Schematic Showing Region Where Fuel AspirationOcc_rredalul
Location of CorrectiveHoods
Pilot Injector Type and Airflow Schedule
: The initial swirl vorbix combustor configurations (SI through $7) incorporated an aerating
pilot fuel injector which used the combu_tor pressure drop to achieve fucl atomization.
: These configurations consistently operated at cMciencies in the range of 93 to 95 percent
with associated enlissions of carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons that were
bigiler than desirable.
The initial approaches for improving the performance involved changing the pilot burner
-' airflow distribution and adding an air scoop to increase the pressure drop across the fuel
:_ nozzles (Configuration $4). Neither of these approaches provided any significant improve-
ment ..........
-. In view of these results, flow visualization tests were conducted to determine if a simplex
pressure atomizing fuel injector would provide hotter fuel atomizing than the aerating fuel
injectors. The fuel injectors were mounted in a pilot hurner swirler and plenum and fed with
nitrogen to simulate the test rig nozzlc-swirler airflow at simulated engine idle air plessurc
and density. A 3-percent pressure drop was maintained across the swirlcr for all of the tests.
_- The results of these tests are shown in Figure 37 and demonstrate thal the pressure atomiz-
ing fuel injectors provide significantly better atomization than the aerating injectors.
On the basis of these results, the presst rc ato n zi lg fuel iniectors were used for Configura-
tions $8 through SI O.
! - _f 64
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Main Burner Fuel 8ourceDensity and Fuel Spray Penetration
. Four configurations were tested to determine tile effect of fuel source density and fuel spray
penetration. Initially, a comparison was made hetwcee the pcrfornmnce of Configt,ration $4
: with 13 main burner fuel injectors (60 on a full annular combustor basis) and Configuration
$5 with 7 main burner fuel injectors (30 on a full annular combustor basis). In hoth cases,
the total fuel flow remained the same.
Subsequently, two additional configurations were tested. These were Configuration $6 with
seven main burner fuel injectors and Configuration $7 with 13 main burner fuel injectors.
These configurations differed from the previous two in two respects. First, the pilot burner
included swirler blockage to increase the relative equivalence ratio of the pilot hurner. See-
ondly, the fuel injectors used in Configuration $6 were modified to reduce the pressure drop,
thereby providing a fuel jet penetration equal to that provided in Configuration $7. Without
the modification, the penetration of the fuel from the injectors in Configuration $6 would be
substantially higher than that for Configuration $7 since the total fuel flow rate remained
the same..t_tLth_ number of injectors in Configuration $6 was one half that in Configuration
$7.
The inner nmin burner swirlers experienced some damage during this series of tests, leading
to a series of flow visualization tests to determine the fuel spray penetration of the main bur-
her injectors. A pressure atomizing nozzle was mounted at a right angle to a rectangular duct,
simulating the swirl vorbix combustor throat section. Nitrogen flow was then used to simu-
late a range of fuel-to-air momentum ratios that encompassed both the test rig operating
conditions as well as engine operating conditions. The results are shown in Figure 38 and
indicate that excessive penetration occurs with high pressure drop injectors at the rig operat-
ing conditions, explaining the damage to the inner main burner swirlers.
Main Burner Swirler Type and Orientation and Air Schedule
Since the vorbix combustor main hurner fuel was injected in close proximity to the swirlers,
the swirler orientation influenced the fuel penetration, distribution, and mixing. To explore
this effect, three different swirler orientations were investigated, as shown in Figure 39. As
shown, Configurations S1 through $3, wlfieh had seven main burner fuel injectors, incor-
porated a swirler orientation that was in the direction of the fuel flow on both the inner and
outer liner walls. Configurations $4 through $7 incorporated swirlers in the outer liner that
were oriented in the direction of the fuel flow and swirlers in the inner liner that were oriented
in the direction opposite to the fuel flow. The final set, Configurations $8 through SI0, in-
cor po.r__q_d_co-rn t at ional swirlers.
In addition to being co-rotational, the swirlers used i 1 Configurations $8 through SI 0 also
: had approximately twice the effective flow area of the other configurations This difference
is illustrated in the photographs presented in Figures 40 and 41. To compensate for the in-
creased flow area of the larger swirlers, all dilution air holes were eliminated in Configurations
" $8 through SI0. In addition, because of the larger diameter of the swirlers, it was necessary
to stagger their axial locations on the inner liner. However, the swirlers were positioned as
- closely as possible to the main burner fuel injection locations to provide rapid dilution of
the fuel. 1
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-" Main Burner Fuel Injection Angle
In Configurations $9 and SIO, the main burner fuel itxjector supports were modified to inject
the fuel downstream at an angle of 66 degrees from tile normal orientation. With this orien-
tation, fuel was injected in the vicinity o, the atr swzder dzscharge. Injection of the fuel in a
lower velocity region (relative to the throat area) with an axial velocity component resulted
in a morc uniform fuel distribution over a wider range of fuel injection pressure drops.
I
C. EXPERIMENTAL EMISSIONS RESULTS
' Ibis section sunm_arizes the emissions data obtained during the Phase I program. The data
are grouped by combustor concept. The discussions for each concept include a tabular sum-
. mary of emissions data at idle and take-off conditions, plots showing the effects of fuel-air
ratio variations at idle conditions and a discussion of the effects of significant configurational
changes. In addition, for the staged premix eombustor and the swirl vorbix combustor, plots
are presented to show the effect of pilot-to-main burner fuel split at constant overall fuel-air
ratio on emissions of oxides of nitrogen and to show the effect of pilot burner fuel-air ratio .......
on combustion efficiency at take-off conditions.
In evaluating the tabulated data presented in this section, it is important to note the data re-
duction procedures used in the data preparation. First, at idle-conditions, it was rarely pos-
sible to operate at precisely the design pomt fuel-air ratios, and, therefore, the data reported
at these conditions have been determined by interpolation using plots of emissions as func-
tions of fuel-air ratio. Second, the data reported for oxides of nitrogen have been corrected
._' for humidity effects at both idle and sea-level take-off conditions. Third, since it was not
possible to simulate the JT9D-7 engine sea-level take-off combustor inlet pressures in the
combustor segment test rig, emissions data were obtained at a lower pressure and are re-
- ported on this basis (with oxides of nitrogen emissions corrected forhumidity) in the tables
' in this section. In addition, the tables for sea-level take-off conditions include oxides of
nitrogen emission data that has been corrected to the JT9D-7 engine design point conditions.
The various configurations that were tested are described in Chapter III, Section B and in Ap-
pendix B, and _,omplete tabulations of the data obtained with each configuration are pre-
sented in Appendix C.
1. SWIRL-CAN COMBUSTOR
Test Resultsat Idle Conditions
The emissions test results obtained at idle conditions for the swirl-can combustor are shown
in Table XIX for the design-point fqel-air ratio. Theeffeets of fuel-air ratio on emissions of
carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons are shown in Figures 42 and 43, respec-
tively.
Review of Table XIX reveal_ that none of the configurations met or approached the emi_-
-- sinns goals, nor did any of the configurations achieve the current JTgP..! combustor emission
i
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" TABLF, XIX
SWIRL-CAN COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS AT IDLE CONDITIONS
Emission Index (Mkg fuel)
Total Combustion
Oxides of Carbon Unburned Efficiency
! _ _ Monoxide tI_Vdrocarbons _ Remarks
WITH BLEED
;-
---- 20 4 99. IGoals -"
.... }T9D-3 Combusto_ -- - --
N[ ;_ -- ._ -- Emissions data not obt=ined.
N2 2.0 166 '2.93 61.8 Fuel to outer row only.
: N3 2.2 143 253 67.1 Fuel to outer row only.
N3 2.2 117 61 90I FucI to inner Tow Ol',Iy.
N4 1.0 146 305 60.9 Fuel to outer row only.
N4 |.6 108 98 86.0 Fue! to inner row only,fuel-air ratio = 0.011.
N5 I.I 100 430 47.4 Fuel to outer row only.
N5 1,0 124 310 6Li . Fuel to alltows, fuel-air
, :7 ratio = twice design.
r ..
I
Hb i.6 135 237 b9. t Fucl to outer row only.
WI'I'HOU3" BLEED
Goals .- 20 4 --
.IT.gD-7 Combustor 3.3 77 29.8 94,7
:': N7 1.6 181 291 hi,7 Fuel to outer row only
• N8 t.3 4t4 425 41.6 Fuel to outer row only.
'; N9 2.4 165 405 48,8 Fuel to outer row only.
!t NI0 2.1 105 92 86.8 Fuel to outer row only.
Ii NI0 0,9 119 42 92.3 Fuel to inner )ow only.
i 58.5 91.3 Fuel to outer row only•
NIl 2.2 78.5
- NI2 1.8 212 180 74.0 Fuel to outer row only.
2_ NI3 1.2 66 885 -- Fuel-air ratio = 0,009 -)
if" . Notes: Combustor rig conditions with bleed were inlet pressure of 2.93 aim. inlet temperatun: of
i 428 K, alld t_.wl-ai¢ ratio of O.Ol_b,
• Combttstor rig conditions without bleed were inlet p)essts;e of 3.74 air,t, ip.le_ temperature of
456 K. and fuel-air ratio of 0.0105.
Data for oxides of nitrogen have been corrected to combustor inlet air humidity of 6.3 g
1|2"l/k8 dry air.
• Althougll the emission goals for idle conditiott8 wcrc not met, several trends were identified.
I:irst,increasingIh,.'coml)ustorruel-airratiogenerallyincreasedcombustionefficiency.The
ollly exception was Collfigtlration NI 2, it) which the fuel was injcctcd directly into the com-
. bustion zone.
. _
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Figure42 Swirl.CanCombustor CarbonMonox_deb.'missionLevelsas a Funetion of Fuel'Air Ratlo at
Idle Conditions
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Secondly, tbe combustion ¢fficiencies all fall within a relatively nan'ow band except for Con-
iqgurations N I0 and N I 1, which were tested with very high equivalence ratios and were
tested at conditions simulating no compressor bleed. These results.,show that the wide range
of geometries testedhad little effect on combustor efficiency and emissions at idle conditions.
Thirdly, the use of the inner row of carburetor modules instead of the outer row4arovided
a significant improvement in emissions and efficiency. This result is unfortunate from a
mechanical design viewpoint, since use of the outer row at idle offers the advantage of per--
mitting the use of ignitors installed in the outer combustor case, avoiding the problems as-
sociated with providing ignition from the inner eombustor liner.
i
.... _- Finally, a sector approach to idle operation provided lower.era ssions and higher efficie icy
than the use of a single row of carburetor modules. This approach was demonstrated with
-- Configuration N5 in which fuel was supplied to all carburetor modules in the combustor sec-
__ _ tor rig, using an overall fuel-air ratio that was twice the fuel,air ratio used when only the in-
:" net or outer row was used. This condition corresponds to tiring a 180-degree section of a
- - full annular combustor with an overall fuel-air ratio equal to the design fuel-air ratio.at idle
conditions. It should be noted that with this arrangement, fuel is supplied to 60 modules on
a full annular basis rather than the 40 modules used when the outer row.of modules is used.
" As a result, the individual carburetor modules actually operate at_lower fuel-air ratios using the
: segment approach than they do using the outer row approach. Consequently, the improve-
ment in combustion efficiency obtained by using all rows in one sector of the combustor is
greater than the.loss in efficiency associated with the reduced fuel-uir ratio of the individual
modules.
:'_ Test Resultsat Sea-LevelTake-Off Conditions
The test results for the swirl-can combustor at simulated sea-level take-off conditions aret
shown in Table XX. Overall, the swirl-can combustor configurations provided significantly
lower emissions of oxides of nitrogen at the design point than the JT9D-7 combustor, and
efficiency-levels generally exceeded 99.5 percent at the sea-level take-off fuel-air ratio. The
best configuration, N9, exhibited a 57 percent reduction in emissions of oxides of nitrogen
= relative to the JT_)I)-7 combustor and a combustion efficiency of 99.5 percent. Even with
__. this reduction in emissions, however, the emission index of oxides of nitrogen remained 36
percent above the goal. Smoke levels were generally low (below SAE Smoke Number 4) ex-
cept lbr Configuration N 12 in which the fuel was injected directly into the combustmn zone,
producing an SAE Smoke Number of 67.
=" The effects of tire carburetor equivalence ratio were investigated with Configurations N2
with an equivalence ratio of 1.7. N3 with an equivalence ratio of 1.0, and N5 with an equi-
- valence ratio of 0.65. Tile results indicated that the lowest emissions were obtained using an
,, equivalence ratio of 1.0.
,I
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Four different flau_cholder designs were investigated. These were:
I. I1ox flameholdcr (Configurations N I to N5)
2. Sheltered zone flameholder (Configuration N6)
3. Recessed swirler with hex flameholder (Configurations N7 and N8)
4. Outer swirler flameholder (Configurations N9, N I2, and NI3)
The relativc merits of these various configurations were assessed by comparing the results ob-
tained with Configurations N3, N6, N7, N8, and Ng, all of which incorporated low pressure
drop fuel injectors and had a carburetor equivalence ratio of 1.0. This comparison indicated
that the lowest emissions of oxides of nitrogen were provided using the outer swirler flame-
holder configuration. With this configuration, combustion efficiencies in excess of 99.4 per-
cent were demonstrated at rig take-off conditions.
Three fnel injection techniques were investigated consisting of:
I. Low pressure dropiniectors (Configurations N1 to N3, N5 to N11, and NI3)
2. Pressure atomizing injectors located upstream of the carburetor tube swirlers
(Configuration N4)
3. Pressure atomizing injectors protruding through the swirlers, spraying fuel down-
stream of the carburetor swirlers (Configuration-N 12)
Comparison of the data for Configurations N3 and N4, both of which were tested at a car-
buretor equivalence ratio of 1.0, both of which had hex flameholders, and both of which had
the same inlet diffuser configuration, shows that both configurations produced approximately
the same emission levels. Configuration N 12, however, produced significantly higher emis-
sions of nitrogen oxides. All three configurations exhibited combustion efficiencies in excess
of 99.4 percent at the design sea-level take-off condition.
Combustor Configurations N I0 and N l I were tested to determine the effect of liner dilution
air on the swirl-can combustor emission level. Aside from the addition of dilution air through
both the inner and outer liners in Configuration N l l, the two configurations were identical.
The results showed that the addition of dilution air had a very small effect on emissions, al-
thot,gh it did tend to reduce the sensitivity of the combustor emissions to changes in the fitel-
air ratio.
2. STAGED PREMIX COMBUSTOR
Test Resultsat Idle Conditions
The emissions test results obtained at idle conditions for the staged premix combustor are
shown in Table XXI lot the design-point fuel-air ratio.
77
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mTABLE XXI
STAGED PREMIX COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS AT 1DLE CONDI'HONS
Emission Index (g/kg fuel)
Total Combustion
. Oxides of Carbon Unburned Efficiency
• " Configtlration Nitrogen Monoxide Hydrocarbons (Percent)
! "
:._-L i_ WITH BLEED
Goals -- 20 4. 99. l
JT9D-7 Combustor .....
Pl 4.2 24 0.5 98.8
P2 4.3 68 0 98.4
P3 3.8 9 I 99.8
P4 3.9 73 2 98.0
P5 3.9 73 2 98.0
- WITHOUT BLEED
Goals -- 20 4 99.0
JT9D-7 Combustor 3.3 77 29.8 94.7
P7 Unstable at design fuebair ratio
P8 Unstable at design fuel-air ratio
Notes: Combustor rig conditions with bleed were inlet pressure of 2.93 atm,
inlet temperature of 428 K, and fuel-air ratio of 0.0126.
Combustor rig conditions without bleed were inlet pressure of 3.74 atm,
inlet temperature of 456 K, and fi]el-air ratio of 0.0105.
Data for oxides of nitrogen have been corrected to combustor inlet
air humidity of 6.3 g H20/kg dry air.
Review of these data shows that tile staged premix eombustor provided excellent perform-
ance at idle conditions. The best results were obtained with Configuration P3, which ex-
: ceeded all of the program goals for idle conditions.
L
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Two f)ameholder configurations were tested, one with circular holes (Configurations P I
through PS), and the other with slots (Configurations P7 and P8). The best results were ob-
tained with tbe circular holes. Tile configurations with slotted flanreholders were unstable
at idle operating conditions because these configurations also incorporated no dilution air
holes in the eombustor liners. The result was a high airflow loading of the premix passage,
producing a bigh flameholder reference velocity and a low pilot passage equivalence ratio.
Carbon monoxide emissions were found to be strongly influenced by the fuel-air ratio. As
shown in Fignre 44, each configuration demonstrated an optimum fuel-air ratio for minimum
carbon monoxide emissions, although the optimum fuel-air ratio was not the same for all
configurations. The lowest carbon monoxide emissions were provided by Configuration P3,
for which the optimum fnel-air ratio was equal to the design point fuel-air ratio for idle with-
out compressor bleed.
The emissions of unburned hydrocarbons (Figure 45) are insensitive to fuel-air ratio for fuel-
air ratios above 0.012, but they rise rapidly as the fuel-air ratio decreases below 0.012.
Test 3esults at Sea-LevelTake-Off Conditions
The test results for the staged premix combustor at simulated sea-level take._ff conditions
are shown in Table XXII. Generally, the combustion efficiencies of these combustor confi-
gurations were poor, with high carbon monoxide emissions. A strong trade was evident be-
tween efficiency and emissions of nitrogen oxides, with those configurations that met the
efficiency goal teJlding also to have high emissions of oxides of nitrogen. Smoke levels were
low, with all configurations operating with SAE Smoke Numbers of 6 or lower. Configura-
tions P7 and PS, which incorporated slotted flameholders and no combustor liner dilution
air, were unstable at the sea-level take-off design point, and hence were not scaled to the
design point.
A series of tests was conducted to determine the effect of varying the fuel flow split between
the pilot and main burner, thereby altering the equivalence ratio in each of the burners but
maintaining the overall fuel-air ratio at the design point. Figure 46 shows that changing the
fuel flow split has a significant effect on the emissions of oxides of nitrogen, with the mini-
mum emissions occurring at a pilot burner fuel-air ratio of approximately 0.007. The reason
for the observed trend is that both burning zones operate at an equivalence ratio of approxi-
mately 0.7 at the design point fuel-air ratio and fuel split. Changing the fuel split increases
the equivalence ratio of one burning zone while decreasing the equivalence ratio or"the other.
Since the production of oxides of nitrogen increases exponentially with combustion equivalence
ratio, a shift in the fuel flow split in either direction away from the split that provides near
optimum eqt_ivalence ratios in each burning zone results in a substantJal increase in emissions
of oxides of nitrogen. Figure 47 shows that changing the fuel-flow split to provide less fuel
flow to the pilot burner than the design level results in -'1decrease in combustion efficiency.
Increasillg the fuel flow to the pilot burner anove the design value has a negligible effect on
efficiency.
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Figure 45 Staged PremLx" Combustor Total Unburned Hydrocarbon I-misskm L¢_'els as a Fuoction oJ"
l"ueI-A it Ratio at Idle Conditions
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TABLE XXII
STAGED I'F,EMIX COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS AT SEA-LEVEL TAKE-OFF CONDITIONS.
l Oxides of Nitrogent2omimstar l'esl RiBConditions Emf_ion IndexMain Burner limJssion Index (llJkg fuel) Cotteeled to Engine
I Pilot Sector Overall "loral Combustio, LRsisnTake-Off
FueI-Af Fuel 8pli( I:ueI.Ait + Oxides of Carbon Unbu_lled Efficiency Conditions
. RaOo (PercL'nl)* • RuUo NillOBen hionuxide llydro_arbons (Pcrcenl) (liJk8 fuel}
Goal_ ....... 99.0 10`O
-__ JTgEt-7 Conl'_lqOt .......... ._I+_
PI 0+0081 - -. 0.020b g.6 14.9 0.7 99.6 16.0
,'1 0.0096 -- 0`0344 12.4 10.5 0.1 99.'/ 21.3
P2 0.0079 -- 0.0227 I 1.5 36.0 1.5 99.0 21.8
P2 0,0099 -- 0.0099 I 1+5 O.q 0.5 99.9 28.7
P2 .0 -- 0.0152 15.1 36+++ 1.7 99.0 32,8
P2 0.0092 -- 0.0231 12.8 28+2 0.7 99.3 23.6
P2 0`0101 -- 0`0284 14.8 20.8 • 0. 99.5 25.3
P3 0`0075 -- 0.0227 9.0 65.7 8.2 97 5 17.5
P3 0.0026 _ 0.0267 12.9 57.8 2.8 98.3 22.0
P3 0.0047 -- 0.0244 10.4 92.2 31.8 94.1 19.6
P3 O.00_9 -- 0.0223 9.3 39.5 1.4 98.9 17.2
P3 O,OI00 -- 0.0255 I 1.7 23.3 0.3 99.4 20.6
P3 1J.0124 -- U+U248 12.1 37.3 I I 99.0 22.1
P4 0.0084 0.0216 6.4 47.5 12.2 !37.5 I 1.8
P4 0.0088 0.0225 10.2 31.7 3.5 98.8 18.5
P4 0.0024 0.0282 I 1.7 62.7 24.0 95.7 19.9
P4 0.0048 0.0232 9.7 B7.9 57 ++ 91.2 ]7 7
P4 0.0068 0.0227 10.3 50.3 2.5 98.$ t9.5
P4 0.007 ? 0.0196 7.8 71.0 15.6 96.8 15.0
P4 0.0102 0.0263 13.0 28.9 0.8 99.3 2 i .4
P4 -- 0.0122 0.0246 14.0 46.7 3.6 98.4 24.6
P5 0+004$ 54.4 0.U256 9.4 84.2 43.9 94.3 I"/.2
P5 0.0047 56.6 0.0273 tL8 76.3 37.2 92.9 I 7. I
P5 0 0044 o2.7 0.0247 9.7 80.3 41.2 92.6 ltL I
P5 0.0048 38.9 0.0250 9.6 85.8 45.9 92.6 17.h
P5 0.0043 _.3 0.0242 9.8 79.'/ 50.2 92.3 17.7
P5 0.0042 "11.3 0.0235 9.8 79.4 53.0 91,9 19.u
[ _' PS 0.0040 $0`0 0.0231 9.4 _1.6 58.2 91.3 17.5
P7 0.0090 0+0300 8.2 70.5 80. I 89.0 --
p? 0`0096 0 0304 JL4 9. I 8.8 98.8 --
P7 0.oi02 0.0257 24.0 39.4 196.5 76.1 --
P7 0.0123 0.0312 8.6 12.1 5.4 99.1 --
P7 0.0130 -- 0.0305 7.5 15.4 IS.5 97.8 --
P8 O.0106 0.0268 1.2 291.0 205.0 69.2 --
- PB O.OI22 0.03L2 6.0 17.i 6.6 96.4 --
1'8 0.0135 -- 0+034B 7.2 3.6 2.6 99.(+ --
P8 0.0117 -- 0.0292 0.8 17.1 23.6 96.8
.... P8 0.0126 -- 0.0326 9.5 5.1 18.7 97.7 --
P8 0.0130 -- 0+O330 9.1 5.3 35.4 95.7 --
P8 0.0109 -- U0109 4.3 4.6 31.6 96.2
P8 0.0Z46 -- O.OI46 9.0 1.7 IO5.2 87.7 --
I_ .0 -- 0.0133 3.0 37.6 288.0 682P --
P8 .U -- O.UI40 0.2 39.8 402.3 52.1 --
" P8 .0 -- 0.0243 12.0 I 1.0 3.2 99.4 --
I'16 - 0.0208 12.0 41.4 4.0 98.6 --
Notes: *Represents ratio of filel to tk injectors adjacent to pass+Sosidewallt divided by total main burner fuel flow,
('ombll+*lor test Og condillon_ w_t¢ illl_l pleasure of 16.8 aim+ inlt't leml_'ralut_ of 768.9 K, and inl¢l aitflo_
ral_ of 6.88 kills.
Engine detign ¢ondiOon_ Were tombustof inlet pt_+,+*ureol 21.7 arm. combLtslOt ial¢| Icmp_ralurr o| 768.9 K.
and combust+t inlel airl]ow rate o[ 92.9 ks/s
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iThe effect of fuel-air mixture preparation was evaluated in two tests. Ill the first, the circunl-
ferential distribution of fuel in Conl_guration P5 was modilied by dividing the maill hcl'ner
fuel injectors into two gl'Ol.lpS,one group consisting of six injectors adjacent to tile compart-
ment sidewalls, and the other cml.iisting of four injectors in the center portiorls of the com-
partments. Tests were conducted with various fuel splits between the two groups of injectors,
while maintaining, the total fuel flow constant. The results showed no significant effect of
fuel flow distribution on either emissions of oxides of nitrogen.or combustion efficiency,
even when the fuel flow rate to the injectors adjacent to the compartment walls was reduced
17 percent below tlre design value or increased 19 percent above the design value.
- Ill tile second test to evaluate tile effect of fuel-air mixture preparation, tile number of fuel
injectors in tile main hurner was doubled through the use of duel fuel injectors (Configuration
P8). Siuce tile fuel flow through each injector was one-half that of tile configurations with
the design ntunber of injectors, the dual injectors were modified to provide the same pressure
i dlop, thereby maintaining tile same fuel droplet characteristics. Tire results of these tests in-
I" dicated that doubling the number of injectors produced no significant effect on the emissions
., characteristics of the combustor.
An attempt was made to determine the effect of using a flameholder with slots instead of
i circular holes. Due to tile very lean premix passage equivalence ratic, the configurations
with tile slotted tlameholder were at design point, werennstable the sea-level take-off Data
recorded at higher valucs of overall fuel-air ratio, but could not be scaled to an unstable op-
erathlg point. Thus a direct comparison with the circular flanlcholder data was precluded ..................
3. SWIRL VORBIX COMBUSTOR
Test Resultsat Idle Conditions
Tile emissionstest results obtained at idle conditions for tile swirlvorbix combustorare
shown in Table XXIII. At idle, only the pilot zone was fired. The best configuration, Con-
figuration $8, closely approached tile enlissiongoalsfor idle conditions (without compres-
sor bleed) with a carbon monoxide emission index of 29 compared with the goal of 20 and
an unburned hydrocarbon emission index of 4.5 compared with tile goal of 4.0.
The effects of fuel-air ratio on tile emissionsof carbon monoxide are shown ill Figure 48. The
trends are similar for Configurations $2 through $7, with increasing fuel-air ratio producing
a substantial decreasein carbon monoxide emissions. Ill contrast, Configurations ,_8 through
SI0 tended to produce lower carbon monoxide emissionsat lower fuel-air ratios.
All configurations exhibited sinlilar trends with respectto tile effect of fuel-air ratio on the
emissionsof unburned hydrocarbons. As shown ill Figure 49, enlisaionsof unburned hydro-
carbons decreased wlren the fuel-air ratio was increased.
Peak efficiency levels were not as high as those for the staged prenlix combnstor, but the
combustion cMciency of the swirl vorbix combustor was less sensitive to fuel,air ratio than
that of the staged premix combustor, t
!
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TABLE. XXII1
SWIRL VORBIX COMBUSTOR EMISSIONS AT IDLE CONDITIONS
Emission Index (g/kg fuel)
Total Combustion
Oxides of Carbon Unburned Efficiency
Confiljuration Nitrogen Monoxide Hydrocarbons (Percent)
WITH BLEED
Goals -- 20 4 99.1
JT9D-7 Combustor .....
$2 2.9 68 28 95.1
$3 2.1 68 29 95.0
$4 2.9 71 37 94.0
$5 2.9 71 37 94.0
$6 3.0 76 33 94.4
$7 3.0 76 33 94.4
WITHOUT BLEED
Goals -- 20 4 99.0
JT9D-7 Combustor 3.3 77 29.8 94.7
$8 5.1 29 4.5 98.8
$9 4.0 57 13 97.1
SI0 4.3 68 6:6 97.7
Notes: Combustor rig conditions witti bleed were inlet pressure of 2.93 atm,
inlet temperature of 428 K, and fuel-air ratio of 0.0126.
Combustor rig conditions without bleed were inlet pressure of 3.74 atm,
inlet temperature of 456 K, and fuel-air ratio of 0.0105.
Data for oxides of nitrogen have been corrected to combustor inlet air
humidity of 6.3 g H20/kg dry air.
I
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Configurations S2 through $7 incorporated ntnnerous changes to ;he pilot burner that had
been expected to improvc the emissions at idle conditions. Included were changes to the
pilot swirler airllow, changes to the pilot burner dilution flow, and the addition bf an air
scoop to hicreasc tile .pressure drop across the fuel nozzles, Itowever, none of these signifi-
cantly improved the emission levels.
Configurations $8 through S I0 incorporated fuel injectors with improved pressure atomizing
fuel spray characteristics and incorporation of high airflow rate main burner swirlers. In addi-
tion, these configurations were tested at idle conditions without simulated compressor bleed,
resulting in an operating point with higher combustor inlet temperature and pressure than
that nsed lbr tile previous configurations. The results indicated a significant improvement in
emissions, but, because al_ tile design changes as well as the change in operating point were
made simultaneously, the individual effects of the changes cannot be separated. It is known
that the change in operating point would tend to reduce the emissions of carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocarbons. However, it is believed that the improved fuel injectors probably
also prodt!,_ed a significant effect.
The effect of decreasing the throat and rear liner height was assessed by comparing the data
for Configuration $8, which had a throat height of 3.3 cm, with that for Configuration SI0,
which had a throat height of 2.5 cm. These configurations otherwise were identical, The
data indicate that the reduction ill throat height produced a significant increase in carbon
monoxide emissions and a small increase ill the emissions of unburned hydrocarbons, while
reducing the emissions of oxides of nitrogen.
Test Results.at_Sea-LevelTake-Off Conditions
The test results for tile swirl vorbix combustor at simulated sea-level take-off conditions are
--o. presented in Table XXIV. The swirl vorbix combustors exhibited very low levels of emis-
sions of oxides of nitrogen with high combustion efficiency. The best results were obtained
with Configuration S10, which demonstrated an emission index for oxides of nitrogen of
12.4 at a combustion efficiency of 99.7 percent. This was the lowest emission level for oxides
of nitrogen achieved in the program at the sea-level take-off design point in a configuration
that also provided high combustion efficiency. SAE Smoke Numbers varied with.configura-
tion, with values ranging from I for Configuration $9 to 14 for Configuration SI 0 to 41 for
Configuration $6.
"rlre swirl vorbix combustors generally exhibited a decrease in the emissions of oxides of ni-
trogen as tile fuel split was shifted to provide a higher fuel-air ratio for the main burnerand
a lower fuel-air ratio to the pilot burner, as shown in Figure 50. The reason for this trend is
that reducing the fuel-air ratio of tile pilot burner reduces the temperature of the flow through
the pilot burner section, thereby reducing the time that the flow remains at the high tempera-
tures and pressures at which oxides of nitrogen are formed. Decreasing the pilot burner fuel-
air ratio below approxim;:tely 0.002 results in instability which is reflected in a decrease in
overall combustion efficiency, as shown in Figure 5 I.
i
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A series of tests were conducted to determine the effects of fuel source density oil the emts-
sions of oxkles of nitrogen. In one test, the number or fuel injectors was changed from 7 to
13 without changing the fuel injector design, and ill .'nlother, the number was changed with
an.accompanying change in design to maintain the fuel injector pressure drop and, therefore,
the spr,ly characteristics. Neither test resulted in any significant change in emissions.
Combustor Configurations $8 throu_ S 10 incorporated main burner swirlers with a flow
area that was approximately twice that of the previous configurations. Because of the in-
creased size of these swirlers, axi',d staggering on tile inner wall was required, although the
swirlers were positioned as close to the main burner fuel injectors as possible to promote rapid
dilution of.the fuel. In addition, to compensate lbr the increased flow through the swirlers,
the liner dilution holes were blocked. Tbese configurations demonstrated substantially lower
emissions of oxides of nitrogen, but the specific effect of the increased swirler flow area could
not be identified since a number of other changes were incorporated at the same time.
The effect of changing the main burner ftiel injection angle was evaluated in Configuration
$9, which incorporated fuel injectors that injected the fuel downstream at an.angle of 66
degrees from.the direction used for the other configurations. With this change, the main
burner fuel was injected into the vicinity of tile main burner air swider discharge, This change
produced a small improvement in emissions, reducing the emission index for oxides of nitro-
gen from 15.5 to 14.6 at a combustion efficiency of 99.6 percent.
The effect of combustor throat height was evaluated in Configuration S l0 in which the
throat height was reduced from the 3.3 cm used in file previous configurations to 2.5 cm.
In addition, the main burner liner was narrowed to assess the impact of reduced mixture
residence time both in the vicinity of the throat and in the main burner combustion zone.
The pilot combustion zone was the same as that in Configuration $8. This configuration
produced the lowest emission level achieved in the program at sea-level take-off conditions,
'_ , with an emissions index lbr oxides of nitrogen of 1"2-.4at a combustion efficiency 3f 99.7
percent.
D. ASSESSMENT OF RESULTS
1. TEST RESULTS AT IDLE CONDITIONS ....
The test results obtained at idle operating cottditions for the best eombustor configurations
from each concept arc shown in Table XXV. Results are presented for both the idle condi-
tion with simulated compressor bh;ed and the idle condition without simulated compressor
bleed, since data were obtait_ed at both conditions and insufficient data are available to per-
mit correcting either set of data to the other set of conditions. Generally, the idle conditions
with compressor bleed would be expected to produce higher emissions since the combustor
inlet temperature and pressure are lower, both of which are known to produce higher emis-
sions, and because the fuel flow rate is lower, resulting in less effective fuel atomization.
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The staged premix combustor, Configuration P3, providedthe best results at idle conditio,ls
in the program. It was the only configuration that produced emission levels that were better
tha,_ the pmgr,m goals for carbon monoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons at idle co',di-
ttons. Since this configuration was tested at idle conditions with simulated compressor bleed,
_til! luv,,_,emissions would be expected if it were tested without simulated bleed. Since the
staged premix concept is sensitive to premix passage fuebair ratio, a resizingof the pilot zone
airflow-schedule to achieve stoichiometric burning at the lower fuel-air ratio would he required
to maintain minimum idle emissions. None of the staged premix combustor configurations
were successfully tested at the idle condition without simulated bleed. Tests' cere attempted
with Configurations P7 and P8, but both were unstable at the fuel-air ratio of 0.0105 corres-
ponding to the unhled condition.
- The swirl vorhix combustor did not meet the emission goals for the programat idle condi-
tions, but it approached the goals and demonstrated a substantial improvement from the
emission levels of the JT9D-7 eomhnstor. The best results were obtained with Configura-
tion 88, which was tested without simulated bleed. This configuration demonstrated an
emission index for carbon monoxide of 29, which is 45 percent above the goal, but 62 per-
cent below the JT9D-7 level. It also demonstrated an emission index for total unburned hy-
drocarbons of 4.5, which is only 13 percent above the goal, and is 85 percent below the
JT9D-7 level. Configuration 83 provided the best swirl vorbix combustor results at idle with
compressor bleed.
The swirl-caneombustor provided poor performance at idle conditions. The best results were
obtained with Configuration N3 at idle conditions with bleed, with fuel supplied only to the
inner row of carburetor modules. Slightly lower emission levelswere obtained with Configu-
ration NI 1 at idle conditions without Need, but the difference is small, and testing of this
configuration at idle conditions with bleed would be expected to result in emission levels
higher than those demonstrated by Configuration N3. None of the swirl-caneombustor con-
' _- figurations produced emissions at idle as low as those produced by the JT9D-7 combustor.
Generally, the results showed that the swirl can eombustor emissioJ,s can be reduced by fuel-
;_ ing only the inner carburetormodule row or by sector burning, but these techniques are not
sufficient alone to meet the program emission goals. Analysis of the results suggests that the
head plate dilution air is being added too rapidly, causing premature reaction quenching. A
sheltered or otherwise isolated pilot zone might provide acceptable emissions at low power.
2. TEST RESULTSAT SEA-LEVELTAKE-OFFCONDITIONS
The test results obtained at sea-level take-off conditions for the best configurations of each
combustor concept are presented in Table XXVI. Emissionsdata for oxides of nitrogen have
been corrected to actual JTgD-7 engine operating conditions. The other data are presented
at combustor rigtest conditions. Operation of the test combustors at the higher pressures
would be expected to result in higher efficiencies than those reported.
Overall,none of the combustors met the emissions goal for oxides of nitrogen at the required
combustion efficiency for the sea-level take-off conditions. The best combustor did provide
a substantial improvement in emissions of oxides of nihogen relative to the current JTgD-7
_ combustor, however.
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-- TABLE XXVI
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR BEST CONFIGURATIONS OF
EACH COMBUSTOR CONCElr£ AT SEA-LEVEL TAKE-OFF
C,ONDI'I IONS
k
Oxides Of Nitrogen,
Emission Index
Corrected to Engine Combustion
Combustor Concept Design Take-off Efficiency SAE Smoke
and Configuration Condttions (g/kg fnel) (Percent) Number
Goals 10.0 99.0 15
JT9D-7 Combustor 31.5 99.99 10
Swirl Can 13.6 99.5 1
Configuration N9
Staged Premix 20.6 99.4 6
Configuration P3
Swirl Vorbix 12.4 99.7 14
Configuration SI0
Notes: Oxides of Nitrogen data corrected to engine conditions with combustor
inlet pressure of 21.7 atm, combustor inlet temperature of 768.9 K,
_md combustor inlet airflow rate of 92.9 kg/s.
Combustion efficiency (based on gas sample) and SAE Smoke Number
are recorded data at test rig conditions with inlet pressure of 6.8 arm,
i.:let temperature of 768.9 K, and inlet airflow rate of 6.88 kg/s.
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The swirl vorbix combustor, Configuration S 1O, provided the lowest emissions of oxides of
nitrogen at tile sea-level take-off condition. Although it did not meet tile goal, it provided
a 61 percent reduction in emissions of oxides of.nitrogen relative to the JT9D-7 combustor,
with an efficiency of 99.7 percent. The smoke level of the swirl vorbix combustors varied
with configurations. Configuration SI0 marginally met the goal with ml SAE Smoke Num-
ber of 14 at the combustor segment fig operating conditions, hat higher smoke levels would
be expected at actual engine operating pressures.
The best swirl-can combustor configuration (N9) exhibited a 57-percent reduction in emis-
sions of oxides of nitrogen relative to the JT9D-7 combustor at an efficiency of 99.5 percent.
All of the swirl-can combustors provided low smoke levels, with the N9 configuration provid-
ing an SAE Smoke Number of.L0 .......
Staged premix combustor Configuration P3, which was the best of the staged premix corn-
busters tested, exhibited significantly higher emissions of oxides of nitrogen than did the
swirl vorbix and swirl can combustors. However, it still demonstrated a 35-1._ercentreduction
in emissions of oxides of nitrogen relative to the JTgD-7 eombustor. Taken as a class, the
staged premix combustors were deficient in combustion efficiency at high power levels.
Smoke levels wore low for all configurations. The high emissions and low efficiency levels
are not characteristic of combustors with lean combustion of prevaporized, homogeneous
fuel-air mixtures. Since the combustor premix passages were nominally sized for lean fuel-
air ratio (equivalance ratio of 0.7), it appears that only limited premixing and vaporization
were actually accomplished in the configurations tested in this program.
.... 'A_
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E. COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE
In addition to the eOlllbustor ellliSsions ineasnrt2nlelltS, per|'orlllance measurelncntswere made
during the Phase I screening tests. Included were measurcnlents of pressure lots, exit tempera-
ture pattern, idle lean hlowout, altitude stability and relight characteristics, and durability.
Tile results of these nleasnrenlents are sunllnarized below.
1, PRESSURE LOSS
The measured values of combustor, diffuser, and system pressure loss are summarized in
Table XXVII for all configurations tested. As shown, the overall combustor section loss was
generally held close to the goal of 6 percent except for Configurations N7 and N9 through
NI 3. These configurations incorporated a diffuser blockage screen to improve tile airflow
distribution at the combustor headpl:lte raising the pressure loss by approximately 2.1 per-
cent. This approach was used as all expedient method of improving the airflow in the screen-
_ " ing tests and is not considered to be a realistic approach for engine application.
!
2. EXIT TEMPERATURE PATTERN
Exit temperature traverse data were taken at tile idle and tile simtdated take-off operating
conditions, Tile resulting data were plotted as circumferential profiles which were then re-
duced to the fcrm of combustor exit temperltt re pattern factor and average radial profile.
Circumferential Profiles
The circumferential temperature profiles were reviewed to identify the areas of nonuniformity
(which are undesirable since they represent hot spots that have an adverse effect on turbine
durability) and to relate the areas of nonuniforlnity to specific features of the combustor
-"" where possible, Tile influence of tile sector combustor rig sidewall cooling is readily apparent
in all the profiles.
-- Tile circumferential temperature profiles for a representative swirl-can eolnbnstor at idle and
l_ " take-off conditions are shown in Figures 52 and 53, respectively. Both profiles, but partieu-
" larly tile profile for idle conditions, show regions of increased temperature in line with tile
_ diffuser struts. Since the fuel was distributed uniformly :it tile Colnbustor headplate, these
:- regions indicate reduced airflow directly downstream of tile struts.
The cireund'erential temperature profiles for a staged premix eombustor are shown ill Figures
" 54 and 55. At idle cotlditions, tile higltcst temperatures occurred in line with tile struts, ap-
parently because the slleltered regions downstreanl of the struts acted as flalneholders for the
pilot burner. In addition, ill Configuration PI, for which the dat:l are shown, no liner dilution
air was supplied to that portion of the circumference occupied by the strut compartments,
which increased the degree of nonunifornlity in tbe temperature profile. At take-off condi-
tions, tile profiles were reversed, with tile region behind tile struts hcing characterized by
:- lower temperatures. Tile rc_.lsonfor this was that no nlain hurner fuel injectors were located
: in tile strul colnpartnlents to prevent fuel aspiration ill tile strut wake.
t:i
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O._ _,,._,. TABLE ×XVII
SUMMARY OF COMBUSTOR PRESSURE LOSS TEST RESULTS
(}retail ('onll_Uslor I)iffu_er
Prt.sstlre Loss I_rt,_,stlreI,oss Pre++Stlle|.os_
Configuration (Pcr¢cut) <Percent) (Percent)
Goal +_ o.0
JTgD-7 5.5 3.0 2.5
Swirl-Can (o b ++t*r
NI 4.0 1.5 2.5
N2 4.6 2.2 2.4
i N3 5.3 2.7 2.6N4 5.1 2.4 2.7
i'- N5 5.6 "_tl 2.76 .7 2.9 ,8
N7 8.2* 3.2 2.9
N8 5.t) 2.8 3+1
N9 7.4* 2.3 3,0
NlO 9.0* 3.5 3.4
NI 1 9.4* 4.2 3.1
NI2 7.5* 2.3 3. i
N 13 7.4* 2.3 3.0
Staged Premix ('ombustor
PI 6.6 3.1 3.5
P2 4.9 2.6 2.3
, _ P3 5.3 3.0 2.3
P4 5.6 2.6 3.0
P5 5.6 2.6 3.0
p() ....
P7 6. I 2._) 3.2
P8 6.1 2._) 5.2
p9 -- --
Swirl Vorbix I_?ombustor
SI 5.0 2.2 2.8
: $2 5.7 3.0 2.7
: $3 5.5 3.0 2.5
$4 6.1 3.1 3+0
$5 h.I 3.1 3.0
S6 t+.7 3.7 3.0
$7 6.7 3.7 3.0
$8 5.h 2.6 3.0
$9 5.t_ 2.6 3.0
.... : SI0 5.b 2.t, 3.0
*ll|¢ludes difftl_'r st:teen pressure loss i)l 2.1 pcrccnl.
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Tile swirl vorbix combustor exhihited the most uniform circumferential temperature profiles
of the thre- concepts investigated. At idle conditions, the temperature profile exhihited
• sonic nontlnifornlily attrihutable to tile diffuser strut wakes, as shown in Figure 56, hut over-
-" all, the profile is relatively uniform. At take-off conditions, the temperature profiledid not
exhibit periodic nonnniformities that could he related to either dilTuser slrut wakes or to the
location of the pilot fuel injectors, as shown in Figure 57.
Pattern Factor
Tile conlbtlstor exit lclllt)eraturc pattertl factors for each ¢otffigtlration are summarized ill
Table XXVIll. It shoukl he noted that inadequate dtwability of the traverse rake thermo-
couples hindered the acquisition of data, and a number of tests were conducted with fewer
than five operational thermoconples. For these tests, the pattern factor was calculated on
: tile basis of the inaxJintm_ temperature observed using tile retnaining functioning thernlo-
couples. Average combustor exit temperatures were determined on the basis of the gas sam-
pie (carhon balance) fuel-air ratio.
Review of the data indicates that the pattern factors at take-off conditions were generally in
the range of 0.5 to 0.6 for all three combustor concepts. Although these values are sub-
stanti;dly highcr than the goal of 0.25, it is anticipated that the pattern factors at take-off
conditions can be reduced significantly with development. Tile high p;ittertl factors at idle
arc not of partict:lar concern, since the average temperature levels are low, and the high pat-
tern factors at this condition therefore do not impose durability problenls in the turbine.
Radial Exit Temperature Profiles
The average combnstor exit radial profiles were determined from the exit teml)erature tra-
verse data. In geueral, it was found that the radial profile varied considerably with eonfigu-
i rational changes.
Representative profiles for each concept at idle conditions are shown in Figure 58. The pro-
files were strongly infhlenced by' the Ioclltion of the pilot zone. The swirl can co,;lhustor ex-
hibits a profile with a high peak near tile outer wall, while the staged premix combustor is
biased toward the inner waU. The swirl vorbix combustor exhibits a nearly fl'lt profile, con-
sistent with its axially staged design. Although tenlperature profiles at idle are not generally
of concern, tile severely p "aked profile of the swirl-can combustor at idle could require con-
s,dm'ation of its affect on the turbine.
|:igure 59 presents tile average radial temlrcraturc profiles for the combtlstor concepts at
take-off conditions. All three exhibit a peak at the center, wherezls the target profile for the
JT9D-7 engiJic provides a peak near the 70 percent span location. The radial profile goal is
eonsklered to be achievable with additional combustor development, although the task would
be difficult in those cnmbustor co_lcepts which do not provide liner dihltion flow.
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TABLE XXVlll
SUMMARYOF COMBUSTOREXIT TEMPERATUI{E
PATTERN FACTOR RESULTS
Pattern Factor
b'lie idle
- With Bleed Without Bleed Take-off
Configuration Conditions Coutlitions Conditions
Goal .... < 0.25
.IT9D.7 .... 0.42
Swirl-Can Combustor
N2 0.50 -- - 0.50
N3 1.07 - - 0.88
N4 1.05 - 0.73
NS 2;01 - - 0.77
N6 . 1.70 -.- 0.48
N7 - -- 1.99 0.53
N8 - - 1.82 - -
N9 - - 1.86 - -
N 12 - - 1.04 0.63
Stased Premix Combustor
"" PI 1.14 - - 0.51
P2 1.SO ......
P3 1.94 - - 0.50
P4 1.05 - - 0.49
P8 -- - 0.61 - -
Swirl Vorbix Combustor
: S2 0.36 - - 0.54
$3 0.45 - - 0.65
$4 0.67 - - 0.57
s5 ....
$6 .... 0.57
"_ $7 ..... 0.93
$8 - - 0.58 - -
_,,. $9 - - 0.52 0.5 I
-- _ SI0 .... 0.49
--¢
:' Notes: Combustor rig idle conditions with bleed were inlet pressure of 2.93 atm, inlet
, temperature of 428 K. and fuel.air ratio of 0.0126.
Combustor rig idle conditions without [.Iced were inlet pressure of 3.74 arm. inlet
temperatul'_ of 456 K. and fuel-air ratio of 0.0105.
Combustnr rig take-off conditioBs were inlet pressure of 6.8 arm. inlet temperature
of 768.9 K, and fuel-air ratio of 0.0227. j(
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i+ 3. IDLE LEAN BLOWOUT
Idle Icau blowout data were taken for selected c_lnbustor configurations, and tile results are
shown in Table XXIX. Tile best results were obtained with the swirl vorbix combustor con-
eept, for wbich most configurations demonstrated lean blowout limits that were comparable
to those of the JTgD-7 combustor, Tbis result was expected, sincQ tile pilot burner of the
swirl vorbix combnstor is similar in design to a conventional burner. The swirl-can eombus-
tor configurations exhibited considerably higher lean blowout limits with two configurations,
N 10 and N 11, demonstrating just marginally acceptable limits of 0.0050 and 0.0043, respec-
tively. None of the staged, premix eombustor configurations approached the JT9D-7 lean
blowout limit of 0.004. Both the staged premix and the swirl-can eombustor concepts will
require some design changes to improve idle stability.
TABLE XXIX
SUMMARY OE COMBUSTOR IDLE LEAN BLOWOUT TEST RESULTS
Lean Blowout Fuel-Air Ratio
Idle Idle
With Bleed Without Bleed
Configuration Conditions
I'rgD.7 < 0.004
" Swirl-Can CombustorN3 0.0058 - -
" N4 0.0058 - -
I_:+ NS 0.0079 - -
"+ HI0 _ - 0.0050
NI I - - 0.0O43
Staged l'rentix Combustor 0+0O76 + -
P2 0 0058 - -
P3 0+0065 - -
P4 0.0082 - -
Swirl Voi'bix Combustor
$2 0.0056 - -
$3 0.0034 - -
S4 0,0037 - -
$5 0,0037 - -
$6 0.0044 - --
S? 0.10044 - +
59 _ - 0.0044
: SI0 - - 0.0041
Notes: Comhustor rig idle conditions with bleed were inlet pressure of 2,92 elm and inlet
temperature of 42S K.
CoJl_bustor fig Idle conditions without bleed were inlet pressure of 3.74 atm and
inlet t¢lnperatnre of 456 K,
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It sho,ld be noted thai no ;ittenll_I was nu_de in these tests to simlllate actual engine condi-
tions during lean blowout, shlee idle i'_l'essurealld flow levels were mahltained dul'Jllg tile
lean blowout tests. In all ellgJll¢ sttbjecled Io it snarl (IcceleratJOl), t'_.l¢lIlow wollld drop essen-
Ii:dly il)SlalllalleOtlSly, WllJJe tile inel'lia of tile i'otIiling lUilCbinery would slow the response of
the IlJrflow. This lag rcsllltS il_ a lean bllckel Ol| the IrallSielll t'tlel-air ratio curve. Shlce tile
lean bucket occurs at pressure and.lemperaltlre levels higher than tile idle values, tll'_:ig
values o(_[Call blo_lllI nlay be considered eonservalive.
4. AI-TITUDE STABILITY AND FIIEI..IGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Altitude stability arid relighl tests were conducted on file swirl-can and staged premix conl-
bustors to assess tile capability of Iow-en)isgion combustors to satisfy etn'l'ent el)gJllf_ relight
i_quiretnents. Tile swirl-vorbix combustor was not altitude stability tested. However, since
it iltcorpbl'ates nlally of the features of ¢onvelllioiyd eolubustors, such as direct-fuel injectioll
into tl)e combustion zone and swirl stabilized reeirculation, Ibis concept should be capable of
lueeting current engine relight requirements with sufficient development.
]'be swirl-can ecmlbttstor rclight tests were conth_eted ill Configuration N 12, which contained
outer swirl flamellolders at)d pressure atolnizillg noz:'lcs sprayillg through the cellter of tile
carburetor swirlers. Only the outer row of carburetor can l_lotlules were fueled for these
tests. As shown i, Figure ,'_0, fills combustor f'_'llconsiderably short ot the .IT9D altitude re-
light envelope. The highest nlinJllltlnl pressure blowout occurred at only 5500 m, compared
with the desig_l level of 9000 nl. Religllt capability rallged from 4000 n) at tile lowest value
of conlbustor airflow investigated to 1500 m at the highest airflow. Use of a 20 J ignition
system instead of a 4.1 system did not significantly improve the lighting capability. Propa-
gation-was generally slow, in some instances requiring 30 seconds or more to reach the fully
lit eonditio,,
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' Tile staged prendx combustor relight tests were conducted on ('onfiguration P9. This co01-
figuration featured slotted flameholdors in both the pdot and nlaln burning zo les, md used
.. liner:dilution "airto divert air away fl'onl the pfenljx passage alld increase2 the prenAjx pass-'|ge
equivalenlcc ratio. Only the pilot zone wasfuelcd for the stability and rclight tests, The re-
suits are shown in Figure 61 and indicate considerably better altitude stability and relight
I i capability for tile staged i_remix comlmstor than for tile swirl-can combustor, although it
still fell shorl of the JTgl) requircnlent. Milfimum pressure blowout occurred from 7000 m
to 8550 m. l.ights, however, were obtained only to a maxinmnl of 2350 m using the con-
ventional JTgl) ct:gine 4J ignition ,.system when fuel.was flowed to all of thc pilot-zone fuel --
uozzles. Flowing fuel to every other fuel nozzle in addition to the two uozzles adjacent to
. tile ignitor and using a 20 J.ignition source improved tile relight performance, increasing the
maximum relight altitude to 6100 m. All of the lights obtained propagated rapidly, gc,_erally
ill less than one second.
5. COIVlBUSTORDURABILITY
,::. Durability problems were encountered in all three combustor concepts, but they were gene-
rally localized and related to specific design deficienci_. Overall, the combustor liner durabil-
ity was found to be satisfactory in all concepts. It should be noted, however, that the maxi-
mum combustor rig inlet pressure was limited to 6.8 arm, precluding a durability assessment
_ at full engine taLc-off pressure conditions.
_--_: Ill the swirl-can combustor concept, tile durability problems were associated with upstream
'- burning caubcd by fuel aspiration. Tl'is bnrning was usually confined to areas of deficient
airflow upstream of the combustor, generally in the wake of the diffuser struts and fuel in-
jector supports. The problem was greatly reduced by modification of the prediffuser con-
tour and by reducing the fuel injector strut blockage. Installation of a screen at the diffuser
strut trailing edge completely eliminated tile problem. Certain swirl,can combustor configu-
rations also cxhibited evidence of excessive flamellolder temperatures, but the test conditions
could be controlled to prevent damage.
The staged pl'emix combustor concept exhibited durability problems with both the pilot
and the lnain burning zone flamehoklers. Excessive temperatures were recorded during nearly
every test, .'rodlocalized melting was a common occurrence. Analysis indicated that local
cracking generally preceded lueltiug, with the cracking being caused by the thermal stresses
produced by mounting the hot flameholder in a relatively cool, rigid framework. The prob-
lem could bc alleviated by changing the design to permit the flamehoktcr to float ill its sup-
port, but the metal temperatures would still exceed those required for long-term durability.
Some improvenlcnt was obtained during the program by the use of transpiration-cooled
flameholdcrs in the later configurations, but flamellolder durability continues to be a primary
problem area for premix combnstors. Another serious problem with premix conlbustors is
autoignition. The problem was not encountered in this program, ltowever, the combustors
were designed for :mtoignition safety at full engine pressure up to 21.7 atm whereas actual
testing Was conducted at 6.8 atln, providing a very large autoignition safety margin.
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IDurability problems with tile swirl vorbix combustor concopt wore confined to the tl_roat ..........................................1
and the main burner dilution air swirlcr areas. The throat region expanencad excessive I
metal temperatures as a result of the combination of two factors: it is exposed to a high ]
velocity, high temperature gas stream; and the cooling louvers arc in tile wake of the pilot
zone, resulting in reduced coolant air feed pressure. The problems in the swirler region re-
suited from the fact that the swirlcrs were immersed in the burning gas stream, and the fact l
that tile swirler installation blocked tile cooling louvers immediately downstream. All of
these problems appear solvable with detailed combustor design refinement.
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F. DEVELOPMEN'I" STATUS
1. EMISSION REDUCTION STATUS
The Pbase I pollutant emission goals were not achieved by any of tile combnstor concepts
investigated in this progrnnl. The swh'l-ean and swirl vorbix concepts demonstrated tbe
lowest NO x emission rales at tile |ake-off test condition, achieving levels more than 50 percent
below the current JTgl)-? production engine level. Tile staged premix concept met the idle ........
CO and TII(' goals. No single configuration demonstrated minimunl emissions at both the
kilo and take-off test conditions, conlplieating tile selection of a single most prondsing con-
cept.
"File swirl,can combnstor concept appears to bc effective in reducing emissions of oxides of
nitrogen at high power levels. The data indicate that additional emission reduction could be
achieved through all increase in tile rei\'rence velocity. The emissions at idle conditions,
however, are well above tile goals, :and a m;/ior redesign would be required to meet tile goals
at these conditions while still retaining tile demonstrated low emissions of oxides of nitro-
gen at higll power.
In contrast, the staged prcnli× combustor easily met the emissions goals for low power condi-
tions, but provided tile least reduction in oxides of nitrogen emissions at high power of ally
of the concepts investigated. In addition, a serious off-design combt.3tion efficiency prob-
lem was identified. This concept, therelbre, warrants additional developnlent to capitalize
on its low-power emissions, but requires considerable development to meet all of.the perfor-
inallCe reqtdrelnents.
The swirl vorbix combnstor provided a balance between low emissions at idle conditions and
low emissions at high power. It approached tile goals at tile idle condition, and it provided
" the lowest emissions of oxides of nitrogen at bigh power of any of the conce, pts investigated.
The smoke levels were marginally acceptable, however, at the eombustor rig simulated take-
off conditions. Tbe smoke level would be expected to increase at full engine take-off pres-
stlres.
2. AEROTHERMODYNAMIC STATUS
Although the prinmry emphasis of the program was tile reduction of pollutant emissions, a
secondary objective was tile identification or operational and performance problem areas re-
quiring further dcveMpment in Phase II. On the basis of these results, the amount of develop-
Inent required for each of tile concepts to meet tile selected performance requirements was
estimated. These esUmales are summarized ill Table XXX.
3. INTERMEDIATE POWER CONSIDERATIONS
A qualitative assessment of tile offMcsign emissions and perfornlanee eharacteristics of each
of the cmnbustor concepts was made on the basis of data obtained during the program. The
Fewer conditions add ressed were the al)proacll power conditions (approxinmtely 30 percent
of t,lke-oll" thrust) and tile high altitude cruise condition.
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TABLE XXX
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL CLEAN COMBUSTOR
PERFORMANCE STATUS
Development Status*
" Swirl-Can Staged Premix Swirl Vorbix
Combustor Combustor Combustor
" Pressure Loss I 1 1
Exit Temperature Pattern Factor 3 3 3
• Radial Exit Temperature Profile 3 3 3
Durability 2 3 2
Carboning and Nozzle Coking 2 2 2
Idle Stability (Lean Blowout) 2 3 1
Altitude Relight Characteristics 3 3 2
*Development Status Code: I. Currently meets requirement
2-- Should meet requirement with normal develop-
ment
3. Should meet requirement with extensive de-
velopment.
The approach power condition is most critical for the staged combustors since this power
level is close to the desired staging level. Approach power could be achieved, therefore,
either on the pilot burner alone, operating near its maximum fuel-air ratio, or on both the
pilot and main burners. In either case, the combustor inlet temperature and pressure levels
are substantially below the take-off levels, and the overall fuel-air ratio will be approximately
two-thirds the take-off level. From an aircraft operational standpoint, use of both the pilot
•, and the main burners during approach is desirable since it provides a more rapid engine ac-
celeration rate.
Test results from tile staged premix and swirl vorbix combustors indicate that the pilot burner
should operate at or close to its idle design fuel air ratio at the approach power condition ff
both burners are used. The reason for tiffs is that the combustion efficiency is strongly de-
' pendent on the pilot fuel-air ratio, with relatively high pilot fuel-air ratios being required at
low combustor inlet temperatures and pressures. However, if the pilot burner is operated at
a fuel-air ratio close to its idle design point, the main burner must operate at a fuel-air ratio
well below its design point. The effect of this type of operation was assessed by reviewing the
" data obtained at test rig simulated take-offconditions. These conditions approximated the
combustor inlet pressure that wou!d occur at approach. The inle t temperature in the rig was,
of course, lfigher than that which would occur at approach, and, therefore, the efficiency
: based on the rig data will also be higher than would actually be achieved at approach. The
relative differences among the three combustor concepts, however, are still believed to be valid.
These results show that the swirl vorbix combustor exhibits only a small decrease in efficiency
with decreasing fuel-air ratio, while the staged premix combustor exhibits a much greater loss
in efficiency. The swirl-can eombustor demonstrated an intermediate efficiency loss.
!
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_. On the basisof these results,it appearsthat the swirl vorbix combustor is the rues! likely of
tile three concepts to provide acceptable combustiml efficiency at approach conditions using
both stages, while the staged premix combustor will encounter serious efficiency problems
when operated as a two-stage system at intermediate power.
High altitude cruise operation is characterized by reduced combustor inlet temperature and
= _ pressure relative to sea-level take-off conditions, but the overall fuel-air ratio is close to the
sea-level take-off value. When compared to the simulated take-offeonditions used in the
test rig, only the cruise inlet temperature is significantly different from the rig conditions.
.. A small increase in the pilot burner fuel,air ratio could compensate for tile reduced inlet
z- - temperature at cruise conditions. Therefore, since none of the combustor concepts exhibited
serious efficiency problems at simulated rig take-off conditions, it appears that they should
also provide acceptable efficiency at cruise conditions, ttowever, minimizing emissions of
oxides of nitrogen at cruise conditions will represent a compromise with cruise combustion
- efficiency.
4. APPLICATION OF RESULTS
The Phase I combustor configurations have been specifically designed for installation in the
: JT9D family of engines. As a result, no majorgas flowpath or structural changes will be re-
quired to adapt one of the concepts from this program to a production .12_9Dengine. How-
ever, it is evident that the two-stage concepts as a class are considerably more complex than
the conventional single-stage design they would replace. In particular, the number of fuel
injectors is substantially greater, with attendant increases in the number of combustor case
ports and fuel manifold complexity. The degree of fuel management needed to separately
control the pilot and main burner fuel flows independent of the total fuel flow will result in
an increase in the complexity of the fuel control. In addition, the increased volume occu-
pied by the external fuel system, including the fuel manifolds, staging valves, and fuel con-
: trol unit will probably require revision of the aircraft nacelle layout. Consequently, although
it is premature to assess the actual magnitude of the impact, it is clear that incorporation of
a two-stage combustor in a production engine will increase the engine complexity, weight,
and cost.
In addressing the problems of intermediate power efficiency, the designer has the freedom
7 : to vary the pilot burner-to-main burner fuel split, to change the main-burner staging point,
[ -- and, if necessary, to depart from tile pilot and main burner desigus which were specifically
: optimized for idle and sea-level take-off conditions, respectively. However, the combustor
: concepts impose constraints with respect to high altitude flight operation including stable
operation in both zones and high efficiency at all steady-state cruise points. Any reduction
in efficiency at cruise is reflected in a significant increase in aircraft fuel consumption. This
is considered to be an unacceptable trade for reduced emissions at sea level.
Combustor hardware durability remains an unknown at this time. Although all of the com-
bustor concepts studied in this program were designed with adequate cooling and structural
.. integrity to withstand long.duration cyclic tests in an engine, experience indicates that prob-
lems in eombustors often involve localized overheating which frequently are not identified
until engine cyclic endurance testing is performed. The design problem is made more diffi-
cult by the unconventional design of the two-stage _ombustor approaches.
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Tile pattern factor and radial pr3file data obtained during Phase 1are considered to be rea-
sonable with respect to achicvenlent of acceptable pcrformauce, given sufficient dcvcloplllent,
although refinement of the exit temperature distribution will be inure difficult in those de-
" signs which employ no aft liner dilution air. In addition, ally diversion of quendling air to
., tile downstream dilution boles for tile purpose of exit temperature pattern control will tend
_, to compromise tile control of emissions of oxides of nitrogen at high power levels.
Itnprovcnlc.lts in cou'tbustor lean blowout and altitude religbt characteristics can be approached
through local fuel enrichment, either through modification oi" file combustor airflow split,
changes in the fuel injector design, or by addition of an auxiliary fuel system. The principal
impact of_hcse changes wonld probably be an increase in hardware conlplexity.
G, CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Phase I Experimental Clean Coral)astor Ih'ogram work explored three candidate low
emission combustion concepts, dclining their potential for reducing emissions, qualitatively
char;ictcrizing their performance, and identifying areas requiring additional development.
Froln these results, it has been possible to select two promising concepts for rei_nement and
optimization in Phase 11in preparation for final selection of a single concept for engine testing
in Phase I11.
The concepts selected fur Phase I1 are a swirl vorbix concept and a hybrid concept. These
concepts represent an attempt to include features that will be effective in simultaneously
reducing emissions at both idle anti high power conditions. The designs draw directly on the
design trends that were identified in Phase 1 but which involved hardware modifications that
were beyond tile scope of tile Phase I screening program.
The Phase I1 swirl vorbix conlbustor was evolved directly from the Phase I swirl vorbix COln-
i bustor, Configuration SI0. Tile primary difference between the two is that in the Phase I1
combustor tile pilol zone VOhllne has been Jucreasetl ill order to improve tile carbon monoxide
and unburned hydrocalbon eraissions at idle conditions. This was accomplished by moving
the vorbix throat location downstream approximately 3.8 ctn. while maintainiqg the pilot
zone liner height at the Phase 1value. In addition, the main burning zone residence time has
been reduced by the downstream displacement of the throat. This change is expected to pro-
vide "tdditional reduction in tile emissions of oxides of nitrogen at high power conditions.
The hybrid combustor concept combines pilot zone fcaturcs of the staged premix combustor
(Configuration 1'3) with the tnain burning zouc fcatures of the swirl-can concept, primarily
from Configuration Ng, It is intended that this approach will combine the excellent emis-
[,, sions ch:tracteristics of tile staged premix combnstor at idle conditions with tile food emis-
i sions of tile swirl-c_m concept _lthigh power condilions.
r
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The Phase II program places considerable emphasis on intermediate power perlbrmance,
which is an area that was not addressed in detail (luring Phase 1. Five power settings will be
simulated, including approach (30 percc,t.' of take-off thrust), climb (85 percent of take-off
thrust), and cruise, as well as idle and take-off power.settings. At the approach power setting,
techniques wiUbe investigated for.hnproving combustion efficiency, including circumferential
staging and single-zone operation. Testingat idle and.take-off conditions will verify thatthe
emissions reductions demonstrated during Phase I are maintained. Performance characteris_
ticsincluding exit temperature distribution, idle stability, and relight characteristics will be
more thoroughly explored during this phase. Possible trades between emission reduction
capability and performance will be investigated. The Phase I1 program will culminate with
the selection and optimization of a single concept for the Phase III engine demonstration test.
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CHAPTER IV
ADVANCED SUPERSONIC TECHNOLOGY ADDENDUM
A. PROGRAM PLAN
The work conducted under the Advanced Supersonic Technology (AST) Addendum was di-
rected toward the accomplishment of two objectives. The first was the reduction of the
emission of oxides of nitrogen at supersonic flight conditions without compromising oth_.r
combustor requirements such as efficiency, stability, and low emission characteristics at other
operating conditions. The second objective was to prepare a conceptual combustor design
for potential AST engine application. '
The program was divided into three tasks, as follows:
Task 1 - AST Screening Tests
Task 2 - AST Crnise Design
Task 3 - AST Conceptual Design
Task 1 consisted of testing the most promising combustor configurations from Elements 1and
II of the basic Experimental Clean Combustor Program at simulated supersonic cruise condi-
tions. These tests were conducted concurrently with the basic program testing.
: Task 2, which was conducted following completion of the screening tests, consisted of re-
designing, fabricating, and testing the two most promising concepts identified in Task I, using
one concept from each of the basic program elements. :
Task 3 consisted of preparing a conceptual design of an AST combustor concept for a specific
AST study engine cycle and geometric configuration, without the constraints of the CTOL
--- designs. This combustor was specifically intended to produce minimum emissions of oxides
of nitrogen consistent with high efficiency at the supersonic cruise condition while maintain-
ing reasonable assurance of efficient operation at other power levels.-.'
-- The AST supersonic cruise condition was defined in Chapter I and represented the conditions
- that would exist for a JT9D-7 combustor run at AST cruise inlet temperature and pressure.
These conditions resulted in a combustor reference velocity of 27 6 m/s for the swirl-can and
""- staged premix combustor concepts and a reference velocity of 41.9 m/s for the swirl vorbix
" combustor concept. However, AST engine designs currently under study are characterized by
lower pressure ratios and somewhat ltigher combustor reference velocities than current
CTOL engh_es. Consequently,the test program included parametric variations of the eom-
bustor reference velocity for selected combustor configurations to provide a more compre-
hensive definition of the emission trends•
- The perform.'mce and elnission goals for this work were _lso defined in Chapter I.
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B, TASK I - AST SCREENING TESTS
1. CONFIGURATIONS TESTED
A total of seventeen combustor configurations were selected from Elements I and II for test-
ing at the AST cruise conditions. These configurations are identified in Tables XXXI,
XXXII and XXXIII. Included were nine swirl-can combustor conf'_urations, thr_e staged
premix combustor configurations, and five swirl vorbix combustor configurations.
TABLE XXXI
SWIRL-CAN COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS
TESTED AT AST CRUISE CONDITIONS
Sea :_evel 1
Take-off j
Carburetor Fuel Liner
Equivalence Injector Type Dilution I
Configuration Ratio FlameholderType (PRuure D_p) Air Remarks
N3 1,0 Hexagonal Low No
N4 1.0 Hexagonal HISh No
N5 0.65 Hexagonal Low No
N6 1.0 Hexagonal with Low No
sheltered zone
N7 1,0 Hexagonal with Low No Diffuser inc!uded 76%blockagescreen
1.3 cm recessed
swtrlers
N8 1.0 Hexagonal with Low No Diffuser included V-salter
1.3cm recessed
iwirlere
N9 1.1 Outer swirler Low No Diffuser induded 76% blockage screen
flameholder * I
NI0 1.5 Hexagonalwith Low No Diffuserinduded76% blockagescreen i
swirlerblockage
plate
N 12 NA Outer swirler flame- High No 0iffurer included 76%blockage screen
holder*
*In outer zone, outer and inner swirlen produced co-rotating flows. In inner and middle zones, outer and inner
swirlerZproduced (,)unt&-rotating flows.
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TABLE XXXII
STAGED PREMIX COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS
TESTED AT AST CRUISE CONDITIONS
Equivalence Equivalence
Ratio Ratio at Number Dilution
Flameholder at Idle Take-off- , Injectors Air
Configuration Hole Pattern (Pilot Only) (Pilot and Main)* Pilot Main (Percent)
P4 Circular 0.89 0.69 10 10 13
P7 Slotted 0.84 0.52 10 10 0
P8 Slotted 0.84 0.52 10 - 20 0
. *Average equiyalenge_ ratio for Pi!o_ b.u_mer.p!us_.m.ai_t_br_z;ngr.p._n_, passages
TABLE XXXIII
SWIRL VORBIX COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATIONS
TESTED AT AST CRUISE CONDITIONS
Main Burn¢r
Fu_l Injector
Pilot An0c
Injector Dilution Swirler Swkler Dilution to Flow 1 tisoat
Type Swirler Air flo'_ Type Orientation ,Mr Numbe_r (l_ees) Height (cm)
"" -, $3 Aerated BaselineWith Yes Straight Type I Yes 7a 90 3.3
Blockage Ring Vane
$4 ......... Aerated Baseline With Yes Curved Vane Type II Yes 13b 90 3.3 ................
Plus Air Blockage Ring
Scoop
$6 Aerated Baseline With Yes Curved Vane Type 11 Yes 7a,b 90 3.3
PlusAir Increased Block-
...
Scoop age Ring
$8 Prer,_ure Baseline No tligh Flow Type III No 13 90 3.3
Atomized Btr_dght
Vane
$9 Pressure Baseline With Yes ttigh Flow Type 111 No 13 24 3.3
Atomized Blockage Ring Straight
Vane
Notes: All configurations had pilot zone hood installed to prevent fuel aspiration.
a. Main burner fuel injectorsin line with pilot burnerfuel injectors.
__ b. Reducedpressuredrop fuel injectors
Fuel Injector Types:
I - Inner tnd otltet' swirl in direction of fuel flow
II - In,let swirl in opposition to fuel flow and outer swirl in direction of fuel flow
Ill - Inner andouter swirl co-rotational
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2. TEST RESULTS
+ The pollutant emission data obtained during Task I arc summarized in Table Xxx1v. The
data arc ;lctually measured results without correction for Ilumidity since the low humidity
i levels existing in tile combustor sector rig are believed to be representative of actual humidity
_ levels in the stratosphere.
The swirl-can combustor configurations exhibited emission indices for oxides of nitrogen
between 11.3 and 18.1 g/kg fuel for a wide range of design features. The effects of the
various configurational changes on emissions of nitrogen oxides at the AST cruise condi-
tions were similar to those observed for the CTOL take-off tests, with configuration N9
(which featured an outer flameholder swirler) again demonstrating the lowest emissions of
nitrogen oxides. The emissions of carbon monoxide and total hydrocarbons were better
than the goals, and consequently, the efficiency surpassed the goal.
The staged premix combustor configurations all exhibited poor efficiency at the AST cruise
operating condition. In addition, Configurations P7 and P8, which had very lean premix
:_" passage equivalence ratios, wcre not stable at the AST cruise fuel-air ratio.
The swirl vorbix combustor configurations generally exhibited high combustor efficiency at
the AST cruise condition, with two configurations achieving the goals for carbon monoxide
and total unburned hydrocarbon emissions. Simdar to the swirl-can combustor configurations,
the swirl vorbix combustor configurationsq_roduced emission indices for oxides of nitrogen
in the range of 13.1 to 18.3.
The effects of reference velocity on emissions of oxides of nitrogen and combustion efficiency
are shown in Figure 62. All configurations demonstrated a decrease in emissions of oxides
- . of nitrogen that was approximately proportional to the increase in reference velocity. "l'he
i- ' " reference velocity produced only small effects on the combustion efficiency for the range of
: velocities tested. Where an effect was observed, increasing the reference velocity increased
' the efficiency.
I
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C, TASK 2- AST CRUISE DESIGN
1, DESIGN DESCRIPTION. .
On the basis of tile Task i results, sw'ri-can comhustor Coufigm':tLion N9 and swirl-vorhix
combustor Configuration $9 were s,Aected for redesign, fabrication, and testing in Task 2,
Both of these configurations employed high dilution air mixing rates, and each produced the
lowest emissions of oxides of ni;.rogen within its ebnccpt group. Both configurations _ilso
demonstrated high combustio;l efficiency at the AST cruise condition.
The design modifications made to these configurations were directed toward reduci,lg the
residence time of the comnustion products at elevated temperature through an increase in
the combustor reference velocity, since the results of Task l of the AST Addendum and the
results of Task IV of the basic program indicated that this approach was promising for fur-
ther reducing emissim4s of oxides of nitrogen.
In the swirl,can combustor, the combustor reference velocity was increased by reducing the
aft liner height. The resulting configuration, designated N 13, is shown in Figure 63.
In tile swirl-vorbix combustor, the local velocity at the nlain burner throat section was in-
creased by reducing the geometric throat height and by decreasing the main burner liner vol-
ume. The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 64 and was designated S 10.
2.. TEST RESULTS
Configurations N 13 and S 10 were tested at the AgT cruise condition and also at the JT9D-7
engine id',e and sea-level take-off conditions. (Results front these latter points are presented
in Chapter Ill.) The pollutant emission results obtained at the AST craise condition are pre-
sented ia Table XXXV, and the effects of combustor reference velocity are shown in Figure 65.
The be It results were obtained with the swirl vorbix combustor, which demonstrated an emis-
sion index for oxides of nitrogen of 9,3 With an efficiency of 99.8 percent at the design com-
bustoJ reference velocity, increasing the combustor reference velocity 20 percent above the
desigr, value further reduced the emissions index for oxides of nitrogen to 8,5.
Tile results for the swirl-can combustor indicated that the reduction in tile combustor aft
liner height was not effective in redncing emissions of oxides of nitrogen. In fact, small in-
creases in the emissions of both oxides of nitrogen and carbon nlonoxidc were observed. It
is p 3ssible that the decrease in aft liner height, caused an increase in liner velocity that pro-
duf;ed pressure gradients that :tdversely affected the recirculation and mixing of tile flow at
th{ headplate assembly.
Based 0,7 these results, it appears that the swirl vorbix combustor concept holds the greater
p:omise for further reduction in the emissions of oxides of nit_gen at the AST cruise con-
dition. Realization of this potential would require optbnization of the combustor reference
elocity as well as optimization of the fuel split between the ptlot and main burners, Con-
•Jideration would also need to be given to the requirements for acceptable pollutant emissions
and performance at low altitude operating conditions.
I."
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LOUVER COOLING IfOLE SCHEME
I,D,
AREADIA NO, OF
LOUVER Xl0 "3 M HOLES X 10`4 M 2
1 2,54 128 _.496
2 2.54 66 3.361
3 1.32 90 1.232
4 1.32 90 1.232
5 1.32 90 1,232
6 1,32 90 1.238
7 1,32 90 1.232
E 1.32 90 1,232
9 2.38 84 3.742
o.o.
DIA OF AREA
NO.
LOUVER X 10 .3 M HOLES X 10 .4 M 2
11 2,44 - - 156 7,25B
12 1.32 149 2.039
13 1.39 182 2.787
14 1.32 162 2,225
15 1.32 184 2.252
16 1.32 184 2.252
17 1.32 184 2,252
18 1,32 180 2,464
19 1.32 174 2,381
20 2.18 70 2,619
TURBINE COOLING
2 It:) 7 @ (0,02227 M) (0,02728 M 2)
0,08092M2 OO 16@ (0.01386M) (0,00242S M ;_)
2
SIDEWALL COOLING AREA (0.001727 ME)
AC°
0RIG]NALPAGE
Low._, 0_"_PO0_ QU_
SwirI-Cal_Combustor ConfigurationNI 3
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I 2 4 6 0 ? E 9 10
22 14 21) 1 7 1
LOUVER COOLING HOLE NCNEME
I.D.
DIA, NO. OF AREA
Louver X I0"3M HOLES X |O'4M 2
I 1,994 48 _,497
2 1.702 10G 2.406
3 2.g75 31 1.639
4 1.513 76 1.565
B 1,611 01 1.452
5 1.321 70 1.039
7 _.511 84 I .IS03
B 1.32| 54 8.645
9 1.511 B? _._G1
10 1.321 139 1.903
11 2.184 89 3.33G
12 2.489 78 3.793
O.D.
DIA. NO. OF AREA
LOUVER x 10"3M HOLE S X 10"4M 2
13 2.375 99 4.380
_4 I.?78 131 3.252
15 1.397 106 1.626
16 1.391 _ 1.471
17 1,321 104 1,408
18 1.813 100 2.0415
19 |.513 97 1.981
g0 1.854 05 2,297
21 2.870 61 3.2??
22 1.854 53 _.432
?0 .D|321 0.0O_15
COOLING 224_ O,N 1311 0.1;Q0343
280 0.O168 0,01592
COOI.tNG 2GO D.00_82 688 4, _.00102 0.00057?
COOLING 43@ 0.00409 0.000468
42@ 0,00206 0,0001387
100 0.00170 0.000t5_
COOLING 430 0.00455 O.000?g_;
421P O.O0_6g 0,C_00_4C_
?OCP 0.00221 0,Q00_66
_??00,11
2771G_'11 @'0019|4
?4P 0.0223 0,0027:18
t64P 0.0139 0.0Q2426
AREA 0.00195 m 2
COOLING 5.33% WAB
Swirl-VorblxQm;bustorCon/isurationS]O
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D. TASK 3 - CONCEPTUAL DEFINITION
1; STUDY ENGINE DEFINITION
i A duct-burning turbofan engine cycle, which had been defined under the Pratt & Whitney Air-
_i " craft "Advanced Supersonic Propulsion System Technology Study," Contract NAS3-16948,
• was selected as the basis for_the_Task_3_conc_pLual_d.esign. This engine is designated Study
r
Turbofan STF502.
The combustor inlet conditions at sea-level take-off and supersonic cruise conditions for the
STF502 engine are presented in Table XXXVI. The AST cruise conditions used in the com-
bustor segment tests are also shown for reference. As shown,the STF502 engine combustor
inlet temperature and pressure levels are considerably higher than the AST cruise inlet condi-
tions used in this study.
2
TABLE XXXVI
STUDY ENGINE 8TF502 COMBUSTOR INLET CONDITIONS
AND COMBUSTOR RIG INLET CONDITIONS
: Study Engine STF502
Combustor Rig Supersonic
AST Cruise Sea-Level Take-off Cruise
Test Conditions Design Condition Design Condition
" Inlet Temperature (K) 839 683 894.3
Inlet Pressure (arm) 6.8 14.0 9.95
Combustor Fuel-Air Ratio 0.0227 0.0210 0.0230
Inlet Airflow Rate (kg/s) 29.15* 151.5 98.0
hdet Flow Parameter (kgv'ff/s m2 atm) 1817 1625 1740
5
Notes: Flow Parameter = Wa4x/'r_t4/A 4 Pt4 whore Wa4 is the inlet airflow rate,
Tt4 is the inlet total temperature, A4 is the inlet area, and Pt4 is the inlet total pressure.
*Inlet airflow rate calculated on full annular combustor basis.
AST STFS02 supersonic cruise condition is Mach 2.32 at 16.154 kin.
L
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2. COMBUSTOR DESIGN
t
• The conceptnal design for tile STF502 combustor was based on the swirl-vorbix combustor
: :- Con figuration S 10. The b;lsic design apl_roacll consisted of scaling the pertinent combustor
design parameters from tile SI0 configuration to the STF502 geometry and flow conditions.
However, ill view of the observed trend for reduced emissions of oxides of nitrogen with in-
creasing reference velocity, the combustor residence times in both tlie pilot and the main bur-
ner zones were reduced approximately 12 percent. Althougli the primary design point was
• the sea-level take-off condition, care was taken to maintain design val:_es that would be ac-
: ceptable at the supersonic cruise condition.
The resulting design is shown in Figure 66, and the dimensions and design parameter values
are sttmmarized in Table XXXVII, together with the corresponding values for the S10 con-
figuration. As shown, the conceptual design for the STF502 engine combustor does not
differ significantly from the S10 configuration with respect to the basic design parameters.
The ovelzll dimensions arc much larger, however, because of the relatively high through flow
and low pressure of the ST502 engine. The higher airflow and lower pressure result in a - -
eombustor length-toqleiglit ratio that is about 20 percent lower in the STFS02 combustor
than in the SI0 configtu'ation, The pilot burner for the STFS02 combustor was sized by
sealing the fuel loading parameter, as described in Reference 17.
Several=features were added to the design on the basis of experience with the annular vorbix
concept. To improve durability, scoops have been added to the cooling louvers in the vicinity
of the throat, and the main swirlers have been recessed. In addition, the main burner fuel
nozzles have been mounted in floating conical guides to provide a positive seal between the
shroud and the liner while allowing tbr nozzle and liner tolerances and for thermal growth.
3. ESTIMATED POLLUIANT EMISSIONS
Pollutant emission levels for the STFS02 combustor were estimated on the basis of the mea-
sured emissions from the Configuration S I0 combustor, and the results are shown in Table
XXXVII1.
The emissions levels lbr oxides of nitrogen were scaled using the scaling teclmiqne described
in Chapter II. The-correlation obtained using the scaling parameter described in Chapter II
is shown in tqgure 67 aud indicates an emission index for oxides of nitrogen of 9.3.
The en|issions of carbon monoxide and total unburned Ilydrocarbons were assumed to be
equal to those measured for Configuration S10 at the AST cruise comlition. Since the STF-
502 cmnbustor inlet temperature and pressure are higher than the test conditions at which the
Configuration S 10 data were obtained, actual carbon monoxide and total unburned hydro-
carbon emissions from the STF502 combustor wouhl be expected to be lower than the values
quoted in Table XXXVIII.
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TABLE XXXVIII
ESTIMATEDSTF502 COMBUSTOREMISSION LEVELS AT SUPERSONIC
CRUISE AT MACH 2.32 AT 16.145 KM
Combustor Operating Conditions
Combustor Inlet Temperature (K) 894.3
• Combustor Inlet Pressure(atm) 9.95
- Combustor Fuel-Air Ratio 0.023
Estimated Emission Index (g/kg fuel)
Oxides of Nitrogen 9.3
Carbon Monoxide 4.5
Total Unburned Hydrocarbons 0.1
Combustor Efficiency (%) 99.9
:__lt_i 134
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APPENDIX A
TEST FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION
DESCRIPTION
A.1 TEST FACILITIES
MIDDLETOWN IlIGII I_I_,I_SSUP,I': I:A('II.ITY
• Xi903 test stand is a general purpose, high pressure conlbuslion tesl facility designed for
_ experimental development of gas turbine coml)ttsl.ors. X-003, v,,hich is illustraled in I:igure
A-I, is one of three high pressure combustion component stands used .to evahmtc such conl-
ponents as segmental primary ¢ombustors, or any other components requiring a high capacity
air and fuel supply. This stand is located in the Middletown. ('mmccticut, test facili(y.
%, _#' ," l
ti
' The combustor test rig is mouuted w'thin a cyh idrical pressurt_ t.'mk. Tank pressurization is
automatically controlled to within 0.34 atm, In this manner, Ihe pressure load is supported
by the facility pressure vessel, permitting the experimental hardware to be of relatively light
construction. Combustor rigs up to 1.07 m in diameter mid 2.34 m in leugth can be mounted
in the facility pressure tatlk. A retractable tank section and a hreech locking mechanism have
been incorporated into the pressure vessel design to facilitate rig access.
The stand is supplied 11.34 kg/sec of air at 47.6 atm tna×imunl from two Carrier air coin-
pressors and one Allis Chalmers booster compressor, which is located in an adjacent building.
The air can be heated to 922K in a nonvitiated air heater. The test centerline is equipped
with an inlet flow valve, a flowmeter, and a discharge line backpressure valve. The exhatlst
ducting is water cooled and connected to tin outside siloncer pit.
Four individual fuel systems can each supply 0.416 m3 of fuel at up to 1,022 atm to the
test stand. The present fuels are .let-A, No. 2 fuel oil, methanol, and heavy distillate, but
these may be changed dependingon the specific type of test program. Fuel storage tanks
are as follows: two 75.71 meter3 tanks, one 34.07 meter 3 tank; and one 32.28 meter 3 tank.
A portable tanker and pipeline heating equipment are used for the heavy distil.late fuel.
The stand is supplied with process water from 5.08 to 55.5 atm and steam from 2.02 to
28.2 atm. An auxiliary air supply of 11.34 g/see at 28.2 arm i_iavailable, in addition to the
m_,rument an'. Electric power at 12-2300 volts alternating current, or 12 voltsshop and " o"
direct current is available in.the stand or in the buikling.
X-903 stand is connected to a data acquisition and gas sample analysis system located in a
• trailer that is permanently attached to the building. This system has a tieline to the Sigma 8
computer in East ttartford, Connecticut. In addition to the Automatic Data Recording (ADR)
system, the stand back-up instrumentation is sufficient to monitor all critical rig parameters,
_ plus all equipment. The monitoring ir,strulnentation and controls are located in an air :
conditioned control room adjacent to the stand with an observation window. This control
room is conllnon with several-other stands.
The exhaust duct has provisions to accept either a linear or a 360 degree annular proJ0erake. --_
• • (.Some of the particular characteristics of the X-903 test stand are described below:
Air Supply, l)ucting and Valves
• Process Air:
- Nonvitiatcd
- I 1.34 kg/s at 47.6 arm, 0.254 m header
-- Prebcater (nonvitiatcd) 922K
*{ 136
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• Inlet Air Line;
- 0,203 m diameter pipe
-- 0.203 m control valve
- ventral flowme(cr
• Exhaust Line:
.- 1,016 m diameter with backpressure valve, increasing to
0.406 m to undcrgro,lnd silencer pil oulsid¢
- The test chamber exhaust has a water cooled jacket, followed by direct water
spray condition.
• Shop Air:
One 0.025 m and one 0.018 m supply liue, 8.49 atmg
• lnstrunlent Air:
One 0.013 m supply line. 3.04 att.n
• Auxiliary Cooling Air:
One 0.038 m line, 28.2 atnr, 0.113 kg/s
lnslrumentatio,_
? Misc. 0. I 14 m Gages 3.04 -- 69.07 atm ......
7 0.11.4 m Receiver Gages 69.1 arm
3 Barton Differential Pressure Gages 5.08 In H-_O- 3.72 atm
4 Pyrovanes 0 -- 1922K
I.API Temperature indicator 0 .- 1922K
1 Brown vertical scale indicator 0 - 1922K
2 Moore recording controller 0 -- 52.06 atm
16 Miscellaneous air resulators 0 -- 3.04 arm
I Multiplexer 36 pts
I Digital Gauge 0 ...... 35.04 atm
1 Digital Gauge 0 - 1644K, 56 pts
I Digital counter, cps 6 Channel I
I
1 Digital counter, eps 4 Channel t
1 Panalarm 14 Position
-" I Davis gas analyzer 4 pts. i
1 Brown Recorder 0 - i367K 1 pt !
E -- 2260 Data Acquisitic-n System/Sigma 8 interface
59 temperatures UTR
99 pressure
6 flows
Rake 10 temperatures, 10 pressures, 10 emissions, travelsc con trol
Exhaust Emissions Analysis Equipment
NO, NO 2, NO X, CO. CO 2, 0 2, SAE Smoke No.. TltC
137
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Fuel Supply (Fuels subject to change)
• Fuels -- Jet "A', # 2 Fuel, Methanol, Iieavy Distillate
7Eor each of these fuels Jet "A" # 2 f ucl, Methanol.
5.68 meter3/hr at 2.70 atm, 0.038 m Supply Line
2.50 meter3/hr at 103.11 atm, 0.051 Supply Line
0.038 m Return Line
For Heavy Distillate Fuel: (header in stand) .
4.54 metcr_/hr at 3.04 atm at pumping statton
2.50 meter3/hr at 55.46 atm, 0.018 m Supply Line
0.018 m Return Line
Lines Trace heated
Water Supply
• Process Water:
1-0.102 m line 5.08 atm
2-0.076 m lines 31.8 m3/hr total at 55.46 atm
All process water filtered through strainer and 0.069 cm filter.
Steam Supply
I-0.025 m, 2.20 atm space heater supply
I-0.076 m, I 1.21 atm header maximum available flow 0.907 kg/s
1-0.051 m, 28.23 atm header
Ventilation System
- _ Exhaust blower on roof, air drawn in through wall louvres. Maximum airflow 4.57 m3/s
- one room change per minute.
Safety and Fire Protection Equipment
• 1-0.102 m fire water line with fog nozzles
• Davis i'uel vapor detectors
• North wall has blowout doors
ALTITUDE TEST FACILITY
X-306 test stand is a general purpose altitude facility used for stability, ignition and icing
-'- component testing at simulated altitude conditions to 0.102 m HgA and flight Math
number to 2.0. The facility is a multi-centerline installation consisting of one 0.76 m dia-
meter duct (a), one 0.31 x 0.41 m rectangular duct (b), and two o.31 m diameter ducts
tc & d) eonneet_ to a common exhaust. Inlets are cross teed together to supply ambient,
heated, nonvitiated, heated vitiated, or refrigerated air. An external view of a typical rig in-
stallation is shown in Figure A-2.
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All controls and instrumentation to operate tile test rig and monitor their performance arc
contained ill an air conditioned control room located adjacent to the test cell. Observation
windows are provided between the control room and test cell to permit inspection of the
cell interior during rig operation. Safety and fire protection equiptnent are provided for the
control of hazardous operating conditions or use in tile event of an emergency. Special por-
table instrumentation is supplied as required, for exam le_atic Data Recording (ADR)
equipment.
Air Supplies:
: • Shop Air: 0.472 m3/s, 7.13 atm, 0.076 m diameter outlet
• Inlet Air: 7.26 kg/s ambient
4.54 kg/s refrigerated to 226K
• Spencer Blower Air: 5.19 m3/s ambient to H/E burners
• Vacuum System: 5 units rated at 5.66 m3/si
i 'i'
I - • Inlet Duct Sizes: 0.457 m 1.D. 0.305 m
(C&D) or 0.508 m, 0.203 m,and 0.102 m parallel
refrigerated ducts
• Exhaust Duct
: Sizes: 0.914 m I.D., 0.762 m I.D. (A) and ....
0.305 m I.D. All above tee into
1.524 m I.D. water jacketed duct to the"
Vacuum Pumps.
!' • Exhaust Valves: .............One each 0.762 m, 0.305 m aad 0. 152 m
in vacuum control duct
• Intake Valves: One each, 0.076 m, 0.152 m and 0.406 m
refrigeration duct and one 0.457 m
ambient supply duct
• Air Measuring One each 0.508 m, 0.203 m and O.102 m
Systems: Venturis in refrigerated duet system
One 0.457 m Venturi in ambient supply
duct system
Test Instrumentation:
4 Brown potentiomctcrs (covering a temperature range from 200
to 1922 K)
I I Thennocouple switches (28 point each)
30 pressure gauges (0 to 99 atm)
140
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' 150 "U" tubes
- ? panels of gauges and controls for refrigeration
and vacuum unit controls
1 fuel flow digital flow indicator - P&WA l)esign
5 stabilized glass fuel rotometers (0 to 1905 Kg/hr
I 0 Hottcywcll l'rotcctovatae 3.'entperature Indicators (256 to 1367K)
2 Davis Gas Sanlplers
Electric Power .Su.pp!y.:
t • Alternating Current - 120 volt, 60 cps, l-phase240 volt, 60 cps, 3-phase
I 460 volt, 60 cps, 3-phase
• Direct Current - 24 volt at 150 amps
Fuel Supply:
• Hydrocarbon fuels: JP-4, JP-5, and special fuels can be supplied from 6 underground
tanks from 7.57 to 37.85 meter 3 capacities totaling forty two thousand gallons through
- 0.013 m pipes up to 0.189 m3 (9979 Kg/hr) at 4.06 atm. Propyl nitrate and hydro-
gen peroxide are available from special tanks.. Oxygen and nitrogen gas are supplied
t from cylinders stored outside the test cell.
, Water Supply:
• City Water - 0.757 m3, 7-13 atm, 0.951 m diameter outlet,
I Recirculated tower cooled water; 0.126 m3/s
_" 3.04 atm, 0.102 m diameter outlet.
Steam Supply:
• Low Pressure Steanl - 431 Kg/hr, 3.72 arm, 417K, 0.038 m diameter outlet.
Safety and Fire l'rotectipu Equipment
• Safety equipment consists of a Cardox CO2 System to flood or modulated squirt into
chamber or rig its required from a 4119 Kg tank supply and a hose reel supply from
the same tank, Portable CO2 and Ansul bottles are available as required. A.M.S.A. de-
tector system periodically samples critical areas and triggers a visual-audio alarm in
area. Fog sprays and foamite are piped into the chambers.
_'_ 141
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A.2 EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS SECTION
A.2.1 GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION
The fixed station emission measurement system is designed to measure exhaust constituents
of the high pressure combustor test facility. The instrumentation and sample handling system
were designed to conform to specifications in SAE ARP 1256, subsequently adopted, with I
some exceptions by tile EPA as described in Reference. A.S.1. The laboratory is self-con-
tained and incorporates gas analysis instruments for the measurement of tile following: i
• Carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and nitric oxide are measured with Beckman
Model 315A Non-Dispersive Infrared (NDIR) instruments.
• Nitrogen dioxide is measured witha..Beckman Model 255A Non Dispersive Ultra-
Violet (NDUV) analyzer.
• Total unburned hydrocarbons are measured with a Beckman Model 402 heated
input flame ionization detector.
• Ox;,gen is measured with a Beckman Model 715 Analyzer using an imperometrie
probe.
The combustor rig exhaust gas sample is distributed to the various instruments, with each
instrument having its own flow metering system. Tile sample handling system is shown
schematically in Figure A.2.1. The measurement ranges and accuracy chanctcristics of the
individual instruments arc summarized in Table A.2.1.
,ab,ii,_
b. ,--g-a-,
a_ _"_c ut i,t
:-_ 'i' I " .... _: --
...... .... ,
wAtvl I I ._
I ,%%,m I '_ i
"---:.... 11 I.......... ______ l,,,,-'_
r::"':_:° r::',r:: ',' '°;;_::"
_- Figure A.2.1 X903 Iligh Pressure 72'_t I,'acilitt, Ga_ Amtb'_-i_ Srst', ,,, I
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TABLE A.2.1
GAS ANALYSIS INSTRUMENTATION
Instrument alzd InsttomcntError -
Con_)onent Range Detection Methcd %Full Scale .....
TIIC 0-I ppmv Flame Ionization Detector ± 5.0
Intermediate
ranges _ 1.0
0-10% BeckmanModel402 ± 1.0
NO 0-200ppmv Non DispersiveInfrared ± 2.5
l - 0-500ppmv BeckmanModel315AL -+1.00-I000ppmv ± 1.0
g NO2 0-200 ppmv Non Dispersive Ultra Violet ± 2.0
0-500ppmv BeckmanModel225A ± 1.0r
CO 0-100ppmv Non DispersiveInfi'aRed ± 2.0
0-I000 BeckmanModel315A ± l.O
O-1% ± 1.0
0-'/% ± 1.0
CO2 0-2% Non Dispersive Infrared ± 1.0
"- 0-5% Beckman Model 315A -+1.0
0-18% ± 1.0
_' - 0 2 0-1% Polargraphic ± 1.0
•, 0-5% Beckman Model 715 ± 1.0
0-10% ± 1,0
0.25% ± I.o
l_i:. " Individual stainless steel smnple lines are used to transfer tile gas smnple from tile fixedexhaust rake array or tile traverse rake to tile gas analysis instrumentation. A schematic of
the gas sample transfer system is shown in Figure A.2.2. Since the individual sample lines
are not manilblded until outside tile rake body, the capability exists to provide complete
radial and circumferential docunrentation of exhaust constituent variation. However, the
bulk of the emissions traverse data were taken with the radial probes manifolded together,
immediately upstream of the gas analysis instruments. The sample transfer lines were steam-
traced to maintain sample gas temperature in excess of 423K, above the condensation
: point of water and unburned hydrocarbon species present in the sample. As sltown in
Figure A.2.2, the gas sampling rake(s) and sample transfer system were also utilized to
- measure combustor exit total pressure. This was accomplished by dead-ending tile gas
sampling lines upstream of the emissions measurement meters and individually connecting
the lines to a pressure readout system.
Gas composition measurements were made in accordance with the specifications of SAE
- ARP 1256 with the following additions:
I :- (1) In addition to measuring the constituents described in the ARP, a nreasurcment was
=A , I
! alrSOmade of oxygen in order to more meaningfully construct a total lnass balance.
'i
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IPRESSURE
SENSOR NO. 1 TRANSDUCER
NO. 2
NO, 3
NO. 4 I)
INDIVIDUAL
GAS SAMPLE
LINES
..¢%J
I
PLENUM CHAMBER _ COMMON GAS
SAMPLE LINE
Figure A.2,2 Sclwmatic oJGas Santple Trmz_ferSystem
(2) AS a more nleaniRgftll test of representative sample collection, average measured wdues
of total carhon (CO _, CO, TIICI was conlpared with the total carbon computed from
the ine:lstlred valuesof air and fuel flow. The ARI' requires comparison only on the basis
_,:, of measured CO_,
(3) -The sampling system maintained the sample gas temperature at 423K to the flame
ioniz;Ition detector and 323K to all other gas analysis instrumentation. This is im-
plied ill the ARP, but is not clear ill the equipment schematic drawing.
In exception to ARI' 1256, tile standard hydrocarbon reference gas was certified methane ill
air, traceable to the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). Because ARP 1256 is engine-oriented,
a traverse pattern consislant with Ihe requirement for representative salnplil:lg at tile conlbnstor
ril:,exhaust plane was substituted for the sampling Ic_cations specified in the ARP.
Three systems are available for data logging! and processing. The primary data system consists
of all oR-line Sigma 8 computer, provkling essentially rcal-tilnc data recording alld analysis.
Tile gas analyzer outputs are digitized aml, on eomm;md, -'Ire sent via a telephone lille to the
Sigma 8 computer located in I{ast Ilarlfi_rd, ('onnecticut, where emission data reduction is
c:lrricd out utilizing equations conlparable to those specified ill ARP 125(_. After the data
have bccn processed, they arc In'esented visually *_n a digital scope display at the test stand or
printed, as CORllnand, iR the colnptltcr graphics labol_l|*try. As a back tilt data system, the
analyzer otllpttts are also digitized and on commaml recorded on paper Imnch tape through
use of a Beckman data logging system with Talle:, 120 Ptnlch. The paper tape is compatible
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with an IBM 3?0 computer, which w:ts available for off-line special data reduction and valida-
tion programs. The third system consists of two Texas lnstruntents font pen records which
monitor the output of tile instruments and provide a continuons real t/me record/'or either
ilnmediate inspection or subsequent analysis. This system is especially helpful when trouble-
shooting problems after the test.
A.2.2 CALIBRATION GASES
The basic accuracy of exhaust gas concentration measurements depends on the availability of
accurately known reference gases. The calibration, zero, and span gases used in this study are
the result of a continuing.in-house program to develop and maintain accurate standard gases.
ARP 1256 specifies calibration gas certified by the vendor to an accuracy of one percent and
span gas to a stated accuracy of +2 percent. It has been Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's experience
that gases, while purchased to a certified or stated accuracy, are occasionally significantly
different due to errors in blending or inherent instability of the gas in its container. Errors
in blending lead to a consistent bias as long as that particular calibration gas is used. Instability
normally leads to a reduction in actual concentration levels to an unpredictable new level.
To relieve this situation, a set of reference standards are maintained in the Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft Standards Laboratory which are carefully, and frequently in the case of unstable
gases, analyzed by various appropriate analytical techniques. Where practical, additional
analyses are performed by other agencies. These reference materials are maintained as trans-
fer standards.
A summary of ca" ration gases and methods used for verification analysis is given in Table-
A.2.II. Instruments utilized for the analyses specified in Table A.2.1I are:
TABLE A.2.n
CALIBRATION GASES
Stability in
Range of
Gas Source Interest Analysis
n/c NBS Stable S.e., FID, mass spectrometer
CO Vendor Unstable in low NDIR, g.¢,, mass spectrometer
concentrations
(!O 2 Vendor Stable NDIR, 8.¢., mass spectrometer
NO Vendor Stable PUS, Saltznlan with oxidizer,
mass spectrometer, NDIR,
Chemiluminescence
NO2 Vendor Unstable PDS, Salt_man, mass spectro-
meter, NDUV, Chemiluminescence
0 2 NBS/Air Slable g.c.rna_ spcctrome',er,
amperomeil_c
S.c. : g_s chromatograph
EID : Flame Ionization Detector
_i 145
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I
1. Gas Chromatographs (g.c.): Ilcwlelt Packard Research Grade 7620A with FID; l'erkin
Ehner 800 with Thermal Conductivity detector; Pcrkin Ehner 820 with FID and Thermal
Conductivity detectors; Barbcr Colcma_cryogcnic chron_ato*,raph with Thermal Con-
ductivity detector.
2. TECO Model 10A Chenlihmlincscencc Analyzer.
3. Mass Spectrometer: CEC Model 21-130
"" A.2.3 SMOKE MEASUREMENT
Combustor exhaust smoke concentration was determined using a smoke measuring system
that conforms to specifications of the Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Recom-
- mended Practice 1179 and the Environmental Protection Agency, as specified in Reference
A.2.1. The smoke measuring system (smoke meter), is a semiautomatic electro-mechanical
device which incorporates a number of features to permit the recording of smoke data with
precision and relative ease of operation. A view of the smoke measurement console is shown
in Figure A.2.3. Dimensions of the filter holder and a schematic of the sampling system are
shown in Figure A.2.4. The filter holder has been constructed,with a 2.54 cm diameter _
spot size, a diffusion angle 0 of 0.127 radians and a converging angle ot of 0.48 radian.
I.'igureA.23 SAl.,'/l:'PASmoke Meter !
- _'
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• FLOW
_ IE$I ENGINE
/ ,_ RAKE "gyPAS_'"
/ / v,LVE
VAa-VE l
// //
4_ J $tANE OF
-- *aE-- F tl.iE F_
_ MATENIAI- BYPASS VALVE 6 VALVE O
"
\ _. GISCHA.qG E
D (SPOTDIAMETER) _ 2.54 CM
0 '_ .087 TO ,13 RAD(ANS _ MEASUREMENT _L_ VACUUMPUMp
0_ = .349 TO .524 RADIANS SAMPLING 5YSIEMSCHEMATICO_AGRAM
FILTER HOLDER SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM
Figure A. 2 4 Details of SAE/EPA Smoke Meter Construction [ 75.5323)
The unit is designed to minimize variability resulting from operator to operator differences.
One of these features is a time controlled, solenoid activated main sampling valve (Valve A,
;,:. See Figure A.2.4) having "closed", "sample", and "bypass" positions. This configuration
permits close control of the sample size over relatively short sample times. In addition, this
timing system operates a bypass system around a positive displacement volume measurement
meter to ensure that the meter is in the circuit only when a sample is being collected or dur-
ing the leak check mode. Other design features include automatic temperature control for
the sample line and filler holder, and silicon rubber filter holders with support screens for
ease of filter handling.
A Photovolt Model 670 reflection meter with a type Y searcb unit conforming to ASA Pb
2,17-1958 "Standard for Diffuser Reflection Density" is used to determine the reflectance
of the clean and stained filters.
Calibration of the reflectance n)eter is accomplished through tbe use of ,*hset of Hunter Lab-
oratory, NBS traceable, reflectance plaques which range in 15 steps from 3 to 96 percent.
Clean Wbatman No. 4 filter paper has a nominal reflectance vahle of 80 percent, which is
i within this The measured reflectance values are least-squares fitted, tested for linearity,
range.
and the gas sample weight flow per unit tilter area are computed by an IBM 370 digital com-
E puter. The reported smoke qumber is determined from the reflectance corresponding to a
sample rate pul unit area of 0,0230m 2.
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A.3 EMISSIONS DATA REDUCTION CALCULATION PROCEDURES
A.3.1. I)I.:TEI_,MINATION OF AVF,I_,A(;F,EMISSION INI)ICES - RAKE IN TIlE MIXING ............................
: MOI)I:.
:- The total Inllss flow of any given constilu_ it ol:.thc ¢onlbustor e×haust is
R2 02
//Wx = mx.(r,O) p (r, O) vz (r,O) r dr dO Equation (1)
where: RI O1
Wx = mass flow of x
mx (r, 0) = mass concentration of x at (r, 0)
p (r, 0) = density of exhaust gas at (r, 0)
vz (r, 0) = z component of exhaust velocity at (r, 0)
The geometry is shown in Figure A.3.1.
02
R 1 R;_
FigureA. 3.1 Sample Geometry of One Qltadrant Ammlar Co//b _stor
• "_
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The emissions instrumentation measures composition by volmue or equivalently mole fi'action
of each constituent. Tile concentration by weight is obtained from the volumetric composi-
tion as follows.
nx Mx
nix (r, 0) = _ (r, 0)
where: n Mex Equation (2)
nx ( moles x )
where _ (r, 0) = measured mole fraction of x at (r, 0)
n mole exhaust
Mx = molecular weight of x
Mex = mean molecular weight of exhaust at (r, 0)
The mean molecular weight of the exhaust gas is:
niMex '= f Mi _ Equation (3)i-
i
_: where: Mi = molecular weight of the ith constituent.
Unless otherwise specified, (hi/n) is assumed to be taken under wet or actual conditions.
Measurements arc made dry and corrected to wet values before used in these equations.
:":,,. R1. R2 = INNER AND OUTER RADII OF THE BURNER ANNULUS
.... 01, 02 =" ANGULAR LIMITS OF THE TOTAL BURNER SECTOR BEING MEASURED.
0_ = RAKE AZIMUTHAL POEITION
: A0 L = ANGLE INCREMENT OF THE SECTOR CENTE RED ON 0=
rj = RADIAL POSIT=ON OF THE MTH PROBE
'Ar, ,, RADIAL INCREMENT OF THE ELEMENTARY AREA
-- = CENTEREDON (rj, O_
rj AriZ'01 * CONSTANT
.., J = NUMBER OF RADIAL INCREMENTS
L = NUMBER OF AZIMUTHAL SECTORS
When a multipoint rake is used in the mixing =node, equation (1) requires that each probe on
the rake yield a fraction of the total sample that is proportional to the local mass flow at that
particular probe. This requirement is satisfied by a rake that samples isokinetically. This type
of lake is traversed at the combustor exit plane to procure data at various azimuthal positions
and ttte results combined to obtain total emission indices. The theory and procedure for coin- j
bining measnrements from various rake positions is briefly described below.
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Tile :Wel':lge IIl;ISS concentlqllioll ol' 1he exhaust constitHent x ohklin '_J with tile rake at :lzilnu-
thal position 0e is;
J
1
(nlx)0_-- = _=_ mx (rj, 0_) p (rj, 0_) V (rj, 0_) rjArjA0_ Fquation (4)
(PV)0j_Aa0_ j=l
!F-! where (PV)0_ = average mass flow per unit area in tile _ sector
AaO£ = area.el the 1/sector
01_ = angular position of the rake when sampling the £ sector
A0_ = angular width of tile _ sector
rj = radius to the jth probe
Arj = radial width of the area increment at rj
J = number of radial probe points
The-probe points will be positioned at centers of equal area so that,
rjArjA0_ = Aao£/J Equation (5)
and consequently the rake measured average value is;
J
' 2;= mx (rj, 0_) p (rj, 0_) V (rj, 0£) Equation (6)
where
J
1
_'-' ("_')01/ = j _ p (rj, 0_) V (rj, 0_) Equation (7)
In order to rcnlain consistent with equ:ttion t I), lhc values obtained from several azimuth:d
positions of tile rake must bc weighted by tile nlass flow in each sector to procure an overall
average for tile particular combustor. That is:
L
I E -- Equation (8)
tnx = (pV)O_Aao_O'_)O _
" L _--I
_, ('_)o_Aao_
_=1
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t l
whore: L _ nulubcr or azhnuthal sectors
Total pressLire and temperature and static pressure mQasuremonts at tile combustor exit plane
arc used to obtain the mass flow distribution data necessary to complete tile averaging process.
The mass flow in each sector is obtained using equation (7)
where:
J2 Ps [Pt'(rj , 0£)- Ps I q (9)
o (rj, 0_) v (rj, 0_) =V B R T (rj,"0_) Equation
and Pt 0), 0_2) = Total Pressure at (rj, 0Q
Ps = Static Pressure in the measurement plane (independent
of position)
T (rj, 0_) = Temperature at (rj, 0£)
R = Gas constant of the mixture
B = _ Cmxection for compressibility effects
M2 (2- k) M4
= (l + 4 + 2.4 + ' " ")
M = Mach number
k = Ratio of specific heats
The emission indices can be calculated from the average mass concentration as follows:
m
Wx = Wt-m'x Equation (10)
Ix = Mx = + F/A _x Equation (11)
where Wx --- Total mass flow of x
Wt = Total mass flow of exhaust
Ix = Mass flow of x per unit mass of fuel
Wt = A+F
A = metered air flow
F = metered fuel flow
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During portions of the experilneutal test I)rogl'al_. the traverse rake w_s t sed to sanlple each
point indeptmdcntly to allow emission concentration and flow distributions to be determined.
In this case, the average emission indc× was computed similarly to the above e×cept t!lat the .............
summations extcud over each of the area clelnelltS. That is:
L J
_" _=1 j=l
w.bere L .I
L E E O (rj, Ot) v (rj, 0 t) rj Arj AOQ Equation (13)
_=1 j--1
and ct is the total flow area and _ is determined by equation 9.
Again, the final emission indices can be calculated as in equation (11).
A.3.2 CALCULATION OF FUEL-AIR RATIO
The fuel-air ratio can be calculated from both fllel and airflow measurements a carbon balance
determined by the exhaust gas species concentration measureluents. FollowingS56,
the fuel-air ratio is computed as follows:
, +(3)Mc + t_MH
Mair El O0 \'2" +4"-)-\'_/_'_" n
where:..
c¢= hydrogen to carbon ratio in the fitel
(°,)and the values of _ are obtained from the flow weighted mass concentrations _x as
follows; _ n /
(-_) -- (_'_21"I_ x Equation (15,\ Mx/ i
1I
where Mex = mean molecular weight of the exhaust gas !
: it_
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APPENDIX B
COMBUSTOR HOLE PATTERNS
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_._'_ _"'_10
2
16 17
;
TURBINE COOLING
ID 7 AT 0.877d " 4.229 IN 2
OD 16 AT 0.547d = 3.760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 2.678 IN 2
I.D, O.D, I
. .OUVER : DIA, _HOLES IAREAIN 2 /.OUVE R u=A. I ._HOLESIAREAIN 21
1 0;100 128 1.007 11 0.096 I 155 1.125
i
2 0.100 66 0.521 12 0.052 149 0.316
• i
3 0.052 103 0219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0.052 84 0.179 14 0,052 162 0.345
5 0,052 84 0,179 15 0,052 164 0.391
6 0.052 90 0.192 16 0.052 184 0.391
7 0,052 114 0,242 17 0,052 184 0.391
8 0.052 126 0,267 18 0.052 180 0,382
i • i
9 0,052 115 0.244 19 0.052 174 0.370
10 0,0938 84 0.580 20 0,086 70 0,406
SWIRLER ACD
ID 1.545
MD 1.944
OD 2.349
It BYPASS AREA 31.837
INJECTORS LOW Ap
i Figure It.1 Liner Ilole Patt('ro for Swh'l-('an .41,_,luhtr Coml,ustor Cotlflglaration N-I
d
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fi; TURBINE COOKING
IO 7 AT 0.677d = 4.229 IN 2
ID 16 AT 0.547d = 3,760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 2,6?8 IN2
I.D, O,D,
LOUVER OIA, II_HOLES AREAIN; LOUVER] DIA. #HOLES AREAIN21
1 O. t 00 128 1,007 11 0,1396 155 1.125
2 0,100 66 0,521 12 0.052 149 0.316
u
3 0,052 103 0.219 13 0,055 182 0.432
-s 4 0,052 84 0,179 14 0.052 162 0 345
5 0.052 84 0.179 15 0,052 184 0,391
6 0.052 SO 0.i92 16 0.052 164 0.39_
7 0,052 114 0,242 17 0.052 184 0.391
i •
8 0.062 126 0,267 18 0.052 180 0.382
9 0.052 115 0.244 19 0.052 174 0.370
10 0.0938 84 0,580 20 0.056 70 I 0.406
SWlRLER ACD MODiFICATiONS
ID 1.548 *SHORTENED DUMP DIFFUL_R
MD 1.944 • REMOVED FUEL NOZZLE SUPPORT HEAT BHIELDS
OD 2.349 • REDUCED WIDTH OF NOZZLE CENTERING LEGS
BYPASS AREA 17.315 (GROSS IN 2) • MOVED FUEL NOZZLE FROM O.6TO 0.1 INCH FROM
INJECTORS LOW Ap SWIRLER
• MODIFIED BLOCKAGE TRIANGLES
FigT4rc 13-2 Litter llole Pattern for h_wirI.Cm; M<xhdar Combz_stor Colt.figuration N-2
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BLOCKAGE RING _ . .__,
_z_j_ 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
TURBINE COOLING.ID 7 AT 0.877d • 4.229 IN 2
OD 16 AT 0.547d = 3.760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 2.678 IN 2
I.D. O.D,
LOUVER OIA, #HOLESJAREAIN 2 LOUVER OIA, _HOLESIAREAIN 2
1 0.100 128 1.007 11 0.096 155 1.125
• i
2 0 100 66 0.521 12 0.052 149 0.316
=
" 3 0.052 103 0.219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0.052 84 0.179 14 0.052 162 0,346
6 0.052 64 0.179 15 0.052 184 0.391
• i
6 0.052 90 0.192 16 0.052 164 0.391
• i
7 0,052 114 0.242 17 0.062 184 0.391
l •
8 0,(352 126 0.267 16 0.052 180 0.382
• =
9 0.052 115 0.244 19 0.052 174 0.370
10 0.0938 84 ' 0.580 20 0.086 70 ' 0.406
SWIRLER ACO
I D 2.538 MODIF ICATI ONS
MD 3,166
OD 3.843 • INCREASE SWIRLER FLOW (33° VANE ANGLE)
BYPASS AREA 10.611 (GROSS IN 2) * REDUCE BYPASS FLOW
INJECT_-F_6 LOWAP •REDUCE OD AND ID BYPASS AIR WITH BLOCKAGE RIN_
/
I_LOT AT EACH MODULE _
(O.O. 0.150 x 1,125) --_= = /
(I.D. 0.150 x 1.000) --_ _'_"
T
I'7$:ttre 11.3 I.#tcr Ilolc Patter..f; r %'wh'/-('.. tl, d hlr Cml brig/or ('cm/is.'llratiml ,_'-3
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!
i BLOCKAGE RING
12 13 14 15
:" ID ? AT 0.877d .
: OD 16 AT 0,547d = 3,760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA _-2.678 IN 2
L ....
)_- ° I I.D. o.o.:_" ,LOUVER OIA, @HOLES AREAIN: LOUVERI DIA, #HOLES _REAIN 2
_" 1 O,100 128 1.OO7 11 0.096 155 1.125
2 O,10O 66 0.521 12 0,052 149 0,316
3 0,052 103 0.219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0.052 64 0.179 14 0,052 162 0.345
5 0.052 64 0.179 15 0,052 184 0,391
, :. 6 0.052 90 0.192 16 0,052 184 0.391
7 0,052 114 0.242 17 0.052 184 0,391
B 0.052 126 0,267 18 0,05_ 180 0,382
9 0.052 115 0.242 19 0.052 174 0.370
10 0,0938 84 0.580 20 0,086 70 0.408
SWlRLER ACD
ID 2.538
MD 3,186
OD 3,843
BYPASS AREA 10.611 (GROSS IN 2)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-3
II o
-SAME Aw CONFIGURATION N-3 WITH PRESSURE ATOMIZING NOZZLES
I.D. PIN 27700-12
M.D. PIN 27700-11
O.D. PIN 27700-11
Figure B.4 Liner I/olc Pattern _Jr Swirl-Carl AfcMular Combustor Configuration N-4 t
¢
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BLOCKAGE
RING. III
ID 7 AT 0.877d = 4.229 IN 2
OD 16 AT 0.647d = 3.760 IN 2
SlOE-WALL COOLING AREA = 2.678 IN 2
i.D. ! O.o.
LOUVER I DIAo #HOLES kFtEAIN 2' LOUVERI DIA. #HOLE5 _REAIN21 I
1 0.100 128 1.007 ' , 11 0.096 155 1.125 II
2 0.100 66 0.621 12 0.052 149 0.316 I
• I
3 0,052 103 0,218 13 0.055 182 0.432 I
i ,, L
4 0.052 84 0.179 14 0.052 162 0.345 I
5 0,052 84 0,179 15 0.052 184 0.391 I
+
i I
6 0,052 90 0.192 16 0.052 184 0.391 i
t I
i_;. 7 0,052 114 0.242 17 0.052 184 0.391 :I
8 0.052 126 0,267 18 0.052 180 0.382
i • , |
9 0.052 115 0.244 18 0.052 174 0,3?0 I
10 0.0938 84 0.580 20 0.086 70 0.406 I
8WlRLER ACD
ID 3,505
MD 4,400
OD 5.307
BYPASS AREA 7.318 IN2'(GROES)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-4
• USE LOW 4P FUEL INJECTORS
• REDUCE BYPASS AIR FLOW
• OPEN 8WlRLERS:
IG - 42 _ VANE ANGLE
MD - 42° VANE ANGLE
OO -- 40 _ VANE ANGLE
Fig_treB..5 Lim,r lh_le Pattern for Swirl.Can Modular L'on_h,stor ConJigl_rationN.$
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' t I
BLOCKAGE RING
i r-- _:
I .... ( I 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
ID 7 AT 0.877d = 4.229 IN 2 _a_ _[:_
ID OD I
LOUVER I DLA. _HOLESIAREAIN 2 .DU_ DIA. I _HOLES AREAIN2
l
• " O.lO0 128 I I 007 II 00_J6 I lgt) t 12E
I
• " 0 100 66 ] 0521 12 0052 I 149 0310
I
J I 0052 103 I 0219 I_ 0055 I 182 0432
B
I
4 I 0052 84 I 0 170 14 0052 I 162 0345
I
_ 0052 84 I 0 170 IE 0052 I 184 0391
I
b I 0.052 50 [ 0 192 1( 0052 I I94 0391
I
0 052 114 I O 242 1; 0 052 I 184 0 391
I
8 I 0052 126 I 0 207 It O 052 I 190 0 38_] 0 052 115 ] 0.244 1! 0 052 I 174 _ 0 370
I'° BOB3ss,,oo ,, :ooSEI,0
"" BWIRLER ACD
ID 2.538
MD 3.186
OD 3.843
BYPASS AREA 10.611 (GROS_ IN 2]
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N,5
eMOOIFY SWIRLERS AND BYPASS AREA TO CONFIGURATION N 3
OADD 0.200 IN, EXTENSIONS TO HEX FLAMEHOLDER TO DELAY
BYPASS AIR QUENCH
l LOW AP-INJECTORS
II
SHELTERED ZONE
FLAMEHOLOER CONFIGURATION II II 0.200T
/"igtlrcB.6 I,iltcr Ih_h'I)tttlcr, _r ._'R'irl-('_m:llf,dzdarC_mlbusl_rC(,I/igNmti(_nN-h
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E_CREEN 8 MESII BLOCKAGE RING I _-
0.063 WIRE (75,4% BLOCKAGE) __ _r,-_ _ ,_.,_ __
"_ 10_2" 12 13 14 15
: -- 16 17 111920
ID 7 AT 0.877d = 4.229 IN 2
" OD 16 AT 0.547d - 3.760 IN 2
SfOE WALL COOLING AREA = 2,678 IN 2
I.D. O.D.
LOUVER DIA, &'_HOLES _,HEAIN" LOUVER 131A, '#HOLES AREAIN 2
1 0,100 128 1.007 I 1 0.096 155 1.125
2 0.100 66 0.521 12 0,052 149 0.316
3 0.052 103 0,219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0.052 84 O.179 14 0.052 162 0.345
0 0.052 84 0.179 15 0,052 184 0.391
6 0.052 90 0.192 16 0.052 184 0.391
7 0.052 114 0.242 17 0.052 184 0,391
S 0.052 126 0.267 18 0.052 180 0.382
9 0.062 115 0.242 19 0.052 174 0.370
10 0.0938 84 0.580 '20 0,086 70 0.406
SWlRLER ACD
: ID 2.538
MD 3.186
OD 3.843
BYPASS AREA 10.611 (GROSS IN 2)
MOOIFICATION_: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N 6 -_ _
• RECESS SWtRLERB 0,600 INCH UPSTREAM
HOLD 0.100 _IM. BETWEEN FUEL INJECTOR AND SWIRLEH
• ADO SCREEN 1"O TRAILING EDGE OF STRU'rS (75.4% BLOCKAGE)
• INSTALL ACOUSTIC PROBES 0.100
_ .__j__
... 0,°0°3_ f
3-
.2 F'l:_tn' fl-7 I,i)l('r Ih)le I_¢/tt('rtt_Jr ,5"R'irl-('mt .lhMidor C%ml,lls/t)r C'_#tJ_'_q#'atimlN-?
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BLOCKAGE,,NO.....
..... .... [ 1 ,,3 151,1s,,
_ .: OD 16 AT 0,547d = 3.760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 2.678 IN 2
t ID O D
! LOUVER DIA, #HOLES _,REAIN 2 LOUVER DIA. #HOLES AREAIN _
I 1 0.100 !28 1.007 11 0.096 155 1.1252 , 66 0.521 2 , 52 49 0.316
t 3 0.052 103 0,219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0.052 04 0,179 14 0.052 162 0.345
5 0.052 84 0.179 15 0,052 164 0.391
" 6 0.052 90 0,192 16 0.052 184 0.391
7 0.052 114 0.242 17 0.052 184 0.391
t 9 0.052 126 0.267 18 0.052 180 0.382
9 0.052 115 0.244 19 0,052 174 0.370
10 0.0938 84 0.580 20 0,086 70 0.406
SWIRLER ACD
ID 2.538
MD 3.186
OO 3.843
BYPASS AREA 10.611 (GROSS IN 2]
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-7
• REMOVE SCREEN AND INSTALL"V" GUTTER
Figtlre B.8 Liner Hole Pattern tilt Swirl.Can Mothdur Ct,mbust:,r (',utJl_mtthm N.8
L ...... _ .%.Z 7.'' "_-_ %........ . .... ,i.l_l r .... _ _1
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1
! i
BLOCKAGE
RING
: ., L_._o
8CREEN_ll t _ 1Z 13 14 16
TURBINE COOLING _ "_ 1
ID 7 AT 0.877d = 4.229 IN 2
OD 16 AT 0.547d = 3,760 IN2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 2.678 IN 2
I.D. O. 0.
LOUVER OIA. #HOLES _REAIN 2 LOUVER DIA. # HOLEBIAREAIN 2
i
1 0.100 128 1.007 11 0.096 155 ! 1.125
2 0.100 66 0.521 12 0.052 149 I 0,316
3 0,052 103 O,219 13 0.055 182 I 0,432
4 0.052 84 0.179 14 0,052 162 I 0,345
B
6 0,052 84 0.179 15 0,052 184 I 0,391
6 0,052 90 0.192 16 0,052 184 I 0,391
7 0.052 114 0,242 17 0.052 184 I 0,391
6 0.052 126 0,267 16 0.052 190 I 0.382
9 0.052 115 0.244 19 0.052 174 I 0,370
I I10 0.0938 84 0.580 , 20 0.086 70 0.406
_' ,. I I I
SCREEN 8MESH
0.063 WIRE
7 r,.4% BLOCKAGE
SWIRLER ACD
I O 2.538
MD 3.186
OD 3,843
AIR SWIRLERS
- ID 3.735
MD 4.702
OD 5.715
MODIFICATION: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-3
• ALL BYPASS AIR WILL PA_S TtlROUGH AIR SWIRLERS AROUND EACH CARBURETOR
-- • INSTALL SCREEN (SAME AS CONFIGURATION N-7)
; I:i_l#'(" B ._) I bier II.h' P(ltl('rlt Jr)r ,%'irl-('ml ,11_,,Idar ('¢J_ h tsmr ('.nl_ttratimJ N-9
1(_2
L ,_- , ..........................
00000002-TSF10
_'10
!_,_ 12,o 14 16
" III _
TURBINE COOLING
ID 7 AT O,877d = 4.229 IN 2
__ _- OD 16 AT 0.547d = 3,760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 2,678 IN 2
i "
1.0. ! O.D. i
LOUVER DIA, _HOLESIAREAIN 2! LOUVER DIA, I _HOLE$ _,REAIN 2i
1 0.100 128 1.007 11 0,096 155 1.126
2 0,100 66 0.621 12 0.062 149 0,316
3 0.052 103 I 0.219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0,052 84 I 0,179 14 0,062 162 0.345 "
, _ 6 0,052 84 I 0,179 15 0.052 184 0.391
6 0,062 90 J 0.192 16 0.052 164 0.391
7 0.052 114 I 0.242 17 0.062 184 0.391
8 0,052 126 I 0,267 18 0.052 180 0.382
I
9 0.052 115 J 0.244 19 0.062 174 0.370
i
I 10 0.0938 64 I 0580 '20 0.056 70 0,--40_--
6WIRLER ACO
"-- " ID 0.982
MD 1,233
on 1.487
BYPASS AREA 10.611 (GROSS IN 2)
MODIFICATIONS REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-7
• INSTALL SWIRLER BLOCKAGE PLATES
TO INCREASE CAN EQUIVALENCE RATIO
FigureB-IO Liner Ih_lePatient fi_rSwirl-CastMt_dular(b,lbttstor CtmfigurationN.IO
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O0000002-TSF11
BLOCKAGE RiNG _
SC (EEN __ ' _- '2; ill ..... _-_
I I , - 3 4 ¢ -"
,D,.TO.S770-4.=2s,.2il .
OD lS AT 0.547d = 3.760 IN 2 \ FT'T _, -_ l{ ;
S'DE WALL CO01_'NG AREA = 2"678 IN2 % _ -'_'_
I.D. O.D,
LOUVER DIA, #HOLES AREAIN 2 LOUVER DIA. #HOLES AREAIN2
1 0.100 128 1.007 11 0,096 155 1.125
2 0.100 66 0.521 12 0.052 149 0,316
3 0.052 103 0.219 13 0.055 182 0.432
4 0.052 84 0.179 14 0.052 162 0.345
5 0,052 84 0,179 15 0,052 184 O,391
" 6 0.052 90 0.192 16 0.052 184 0,391
,,
7 0.052 114 0.242 17 0.052 184 0.391
8 0.052 126 0.267 18 0,052 150 0.382
9 0.052 115 0,244 19 0.052 174 0.370
10 0.0938 84 0,580 20 0,085 70 0.406
8WIRLER AGO
I D 0.982
- MD 1,233
DO 1.487
BYPASS AREA 10,611 (GROSS AREA)
DILUTION HOLES (ROW 3) B AT 0.676 DIAMETER = 1,936 IN 2
DILUTION HOLES (ROW ldL__ 9 AT 0.676 DIAMETER 1.936 IN 2
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-1O
• ADD DILUTION HOLES
I'7_trc B.l / Liltcr Ihd(, Pullc'nl J_r Swirl-Can/th_dltlar C_;mbt_st_Jr C'onJi_Btmti_#t N.] ] I
l
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O0000002-TSF12
BLOCKAGE RiNG
SCREEN [ 1,2131,41p 1926
ID 7 AT 0.877d = 4,229 IN 2
OD 16 AT 0,547d = 3.750 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA _ 2.675 IN 2
I,D, 0, D.
i
LOUVER DIA, #HOLES AREAIN_ LOUVER DIA, @HOLES AREAIN_
I 0,100 128 1.007 11 0.096 155 1,125
2 0,100 56 0.521 12 0,052 149 0.316
3 0.052 103 0,219 13 0.055 152 0,432
4 0,052 84 0,179 14 0.052 162 0.345
5 0,052 84 0,179 15 0,052 184 0.391
6 0,052 90 0.192 16 0.052 184 0.391
7 0,052 114 0.242 17 0,052 184 0.391
•_, 8 0,(_2 126 0.267 18 0,052 180 0.382
9 0.052 115 0.244 19 0,052 174 0,370
_. 10 0,0938 I 84 0.580 20 0,086 70 0.406
SWIRLER ACD
ID 2,538
MD 3,186
OD 3,843
AIR SWIR LERS
ID 3,735
MD 4,702
OD 5,712
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION N-9
• LENGTHEN FUEL INJECTORS
• INSTALL HOLE IN FUEL,AIR $WIRLERS FOR INJECTORS
• USE PRESSURE ATOMIZING NOZZLES
Figure B-12 Lh_er Hole Patt(,nl f'_S"Swb't-Can |_Jdtdar Cot bt¢st.r Cot [_ttratitm A'. 12 (ReEgh[ C;mf_tra{irm]
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O0000002-TSF13
t4
! )),L_( )
TURBINE COOLING _IO ? AT 0.877d _'4.229 IN2
OD 16 AT 0.547d ,. 3.760 IN2 .....................
81DE WALL COOLING AREA = 2.678 IN2
I.(_. O.D.
LO'UVERI DIA. #HOLES _,REAIN21 LOUVER _ DIA, #HOLES _REAtN;
1 ! 0.100 128 1.007 ' 11 0.096 155 1.125
2 0.100 66 0.521 12 0.052 149 0.316
3 0,052 90 0,191 13 0,055 182 0,43_"
: 4 0.052 90 0.191 14 0.052 162 0.345
5 0.052 g0 0.191 15 0.052 184 0.391
: 6 0.052 90 0,191 16 0.052 184 0.391
. _ ".,, 7 0,052 00 0,191 17 0,052 194 0.391
8 0.052 90 0,191 18 0.052 190 0.382i
9 0.0938 94 0.580 19 0.052 174 0,370
20 0.096 70 0.406
SWlRLER ACD
ID 2.538
MD 3.186
OD 3.843
AtR 5WIRLERS
ID 3.735
MD 4,702
OD 5.712
. MODIFICATION: REFERENCE CONFIGURATLON N-9
• REDUCE LINEP_HEIGIIT
Iq_Ur<"/[ 19 I,/tt<'l" Ih_l_" I)(ttt<'ru ./hr ,_'wit'[_'uu I/, ,hf/=/r ( ultt)ttst_ i ('oufi_',l r,tl _) V- I _(A5'7' C_) /ik_tmth J
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O0000002-TR F 14
ROW:_II_l_lolElolo'o'o'o'o'o'E'o,6' I (
HOW2 'l '' ' [ J8_ " I I I,ILI ILION H(]LE LOCATION" 1 ' t 16olROWI2l'_,oo, I_' a"'o°l_, i _l
II E,ROT----.--! ',-..--STROT TORO,NE
" 11 12 13
11 12 13 14l_L_
TURBINE COOLING
IO 7 AT 0 S2_ld = 4.229 IN 2
OD 16 AT 0547d .3.760 IN 2
61DE WALL L,OOLING AREA : 3.534 IN 2
-i IO OD
LOUVER OIA _HOLES _,REAIN 2 LOUVER DIA _tHOLES AREAIN 2
t 00781 78 0.373 . I1 0.055 164 0.389
2 0055 118 0.280 12 3.0625 152 0.466
-_'-.. 3 0 057 96 O 214 13 0 0625 145 0.444
I" i
r 4 0052 104- O221 14 0052 163 0.346
5 0 052 92 0 195 1,5 0 052 162 0.344
S 0.052 St 0 172 16 0.C93 123 0.835
i - ,
7 0052 123 0.261 17 O.0_G ' 71 0.412
i
rE 8 I 0_37 122 0259
! 9 10.0625 i_i o_71L I
" t m !o.o 61 o570 I
PILOT FLAMEEIOLOER g4 AT O.315 - 7.326
MAIN I'LAMEItOLOER 112 AT 0,364 = 11,655
IDDILUTIONELOIS(ROW21 10 AT 1.187x.7_ 7,257
IO DILUTION HOLES (ROW 3) 15 AT 0.743 _ 6,504
ODDILUTION HOLES (ROW 12l 10 AT 0.787 = 4.865
PILOT FLAMEHOLOER WEEP AREA 250 AT 0.060 - 0.'/07-
MAIN FLAMEHOLOI._'I WEEP AIIEA 7E AT O.0GO_ 0.212
MAIN FLAMEHOLOER TRAN,._. CQOL(NG 1120 AT 0.042 - t.552
SULKHEAOTRANS. COOLING b80 AT 0,055: 1.378
PILOT NOZZLE (PN 27700-I 1)
MAIN NOZZLE (PN27700-13)
: FINWALL '_ COOLING 2.6% WAR
FigureB-14 Liner Ilole Patternfor Staged Premix Combustion ConfigurationP-I
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00000002-TSG01
[
!'" [I , , I I , , , t , I , I I]
ROW2I _6o,6,6161E 616JSJ6 I J16J616) 6 I
TURBINE
(q I ;! :_ 4 t) (_ COOLING
u Row3
i _/__J " _ _AME LOCATION "_.;
. ING 11 12 1'3 _.i_l_ _L]TURBINE COOLING 11 12 13
= IN2 14 15ID 7 AT 0.827d 4,229
, OD 16 AT 0.547d = 3,760 IN 2
*"" SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 3.534 IN 2
: COOLING
I.D. 0.0.
LOUVER r DIA. #HOLES _,REAtN _ rLOUVE R I DIA. #HOLES AREAIN 2
1 0.0781 78 0.373 11 0,055 164 0.389
2 0.055 118 0.280 [ t2 0.0625 152 0.466
I
3 0.052 96 0.204 13 0.0625 145 0.444
4 0.052 104 0.22t [ 14 0,062 16a 0.346
6 0,052 92 0.1_5 15 0,052 162 0.344
"! _ 6 0.052 8t 0.172 16 0,093 123 0.835
7 0.052 123 0.261 17 0,086 71 0.412
9 0.0_2 122 0.2E9
; 9 0.0625 t21 0.371
10 0.110 61 0.579
PILOT F LAMEHOLDER 94AT 0.315 = ?.326 MODIFICATIONS
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER 112 AT 0.411 = 14.859
IO DILUTION HOLES (ROW 2) 14 AT 0.699 = 6.756 • INCREASED MAIN PREMIX PASSAGE
I0 DILUTION HOLES (ROW 4) 15 AT 0,E69 - 3.814 FLOW
OD DILUTION HOLES (ROW 12) 10AT 0.787 = 4.665
PILOTFLAMEHOLDERWEEPAHEA 256AT0.100= 1.964 •REDUCEDANDRELOCATED
MAINFLAMEHOLDERWEEPAREA 75 AT0.QS0= 0.212 IDDILUTION FLOW
MAIN FLAMEHOLOER TRANS, CODLING 1120 AT 0.042 - 1,552
BULKHEAD TRAN,5. COOLING EEOAT 0.q55 1.378 • INCREASED PILOT FLAMEHOLDER
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER WEEP FLOW
MAIN FLAMEHOLOER
FINWALL _ COOLING 2.6,%WAR = INCREASED PILOT AND MAIN
FLAMEHOLDER HOLES
TOWARD WEEP HOLES
l.ifiureB.I3 I.inerIlole Patternfor Shl._('dPremLxComhustor CoiJi_trelim_P-2
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00000002-TSG02
TURBINE
COOLING1 2 3 4 5 G
: 21'NE?;;'TURBINE COOLING 11 12 13ID 7 ATID 7 AT 0,827d = 4.229 IN 2 t4 t =
OO 16 AT 0,547d = 3.760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 3.534 IN 2 TURBINE
i U 0 I)
LOUVER DIA @HOLE, =, AREAIN 2 LOUVER DIA #HOLES ARFAIN 2
t 00781 78 0.373 I I 0 055 164 0.389
2 0 055 118 0.280 _2 ,_ 0525' 152 0.466
3 0 0S2 96 () 204 13 0 0{)75 145 0.444
4 0 0{)2 tO4 0 221 14 0 05;. 163 0.346
_. 5 0 052 02 0 19{) 1E 0 05,2 1[_2 0.344
• "" E 0 05,2 _! I 0 t 72 16 0 0(33 t23 0 835
7 0052 123 0.261 17 0086 71 0412
8 0 _a2 122 0 25,9
9 0 062{) t2i 037t
10 0 110 0t [)579
PILOT FLAMEHOLDEH 94 AT 0.315 7 326 MODIFICATIONS REFERENCE
MAIN FLh, MEHOLOEH 112 A1 0 411 14.859 CONFIGURATtON P 2
ID DILUTION HOLES {ROW 2) 14 AT 0.699 b75'E
OD DILUTION HOLES (HOW 121 10 AT 0.61C 2.983 •ELtMINATE ID DILUIION AIR (ROW 5)
PILOT FLAMEHOLOER WEEP AHEA 250 AT 0 100 1 964
MAIN PLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 7b AT 0.060 0 _12 •REDUCE OD DILUTION AIR
MAIN FLAMEHOLOER TRANSPIRATION COOLING
BULKHEAD TRANSPR_ATION COOLING 1120 AT U hi4:) 15,{)2 • FE( L_ BULKHEAb COOLING ANE) OD
MAIN FH (FUEL} TRANSPIRATION COOLING bB0 AT O OBb 1 378 FINWALL PANE L WITH 0 E;,O.5 IN
PILOT NOZZLE (PN 27700-111 SLOIS ON TIPOF PILO1 PASSAGE
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 2T;00.13)
FINWALL "_ COOLING26%WAB •EXTENODII FUBE_ RAME'.GBY 1 000INCtl
l;?gure11-16 Liner Hole Pattern fi_r Staged Premix Combustor Con.filtration P.3
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00000002-TSG03
! ! i
t I.1 I1 1" 24° (
ROW 3 TURBINE
1 2 3 4 h G COOLINU
16 17
IO ? AT 0.827d = 4.229 IN 2 SAME LOCATION
O0 fE AT Q 54?d =57001N2 AS P-2
5,OEWALLCOOL,NOAREA SS34,N2
LO. O.O.
LOUVER OIA. @HOLES AREAIN 2 LOUVER OIA, #HOLE5 _.REAIN,
1 0.0781 59 0.250 11 0.055 123 0.292
2 0,055 89 0,210 12 0,0625 114 0,550
3 0.052 96 0.204 13 0.0625 109 0.333
4 0.052 104 0.221 14 0,052 122 0.260
5 0,052 02 0.195 15 0,052 123 0,255
6 0,052 81 0.172 16 0,093 123 0.835
7 0.C52 92 0.196 17 0.086 71 0412
"_ 5 0.052 122 0.259
9 0.0525 121 0.371
10 0.110 61 0.579
PRIMARY FLAMEHOLDER 94 AT 0.315 = 7,326
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER 112 AT 0.434 = 16,573
ID DILUTION HOLES (ROW 2) 10 AT 0.659 = 3.537
ID DILUTION HOLE5 (ROW 3) 7 AT 0.525 - 1.535
DO DILUTION HOLE5 (ROW 12) 10 AT 0.616 = 2.953
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 250 AT 0.tO0 _ 1.054
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 75 AT 0.060 _ 0.212
MAiN FLAMEHOLDER TRANSPIRATION COOLING 1120 AT 0.042 = 1.552
BULKHEAD TRANSPIRATION COOLING 5_0 AT 0.055 -, 1.378
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER (F UE L) TRANSPIRATION COOLING 275 AT 0,042 = 0.381
PILOT NOZZLE _PN 27200.11}
MIAN NOZZLE (PN 27700-13)
FINWAt,L ® COOLING 2,6% WAS
MODIF tCATIONS
eMODIFY DILUTION HOLE PATTERN ON IO
elNCREASE MAIN _ LAMEHOLOER HOLES
eTRANSPIRATION COOL MAIN FLAMEHOLDEg (AROUND F.H. HOLES)
eREDUCE LINER COOLING IN ROWS 1,'2.7.11,12.13.14.15
t
Figure11-1? LiNer/bile Patten_]br Staged Premi._:GImbl_sthm C_mJ_gNratkm1'.4
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00000002-TSG04
iI I
R('_IWS I _S0 j 24(1 _'0o _ G() I _4o _ Go_ t IIJRIIINI
J ir_. ' I ,I _, (_ C()tJl IN(J
;_ ++ ]
i
.. OO 16 AT O.E47d = 3,760 IN 2 SAME LOCATION
' - _ SlOE WALL COOLING AREA = 3.534 IN 2 ASASP-2E2L 11 ;P 13
14 5
l.O. 0.O. ; TURRINE
LOUVER OIA. #HOLES AREAIN 2 LO
1 0.0781 59 0.280 I1 0,055 123 0,292
2 0.055 89 0.210 12 0,0625 114 0.350
3 0.052 9E 0.204 13 00625 109 0.333
4 0.052 104 0.221 14 0.052 122 0-260
5 0.052 92 0.195 15 0.052 123 0.25S
6 0.052 81 0.172 16 0.093 123 0.835
7 0.052 92 O.196 77 0.080 71 0.412i -
. 8 ,. 0.(]52 122 0,259
. 9 0-0625 12I 0.371
! 10 0.110 01 0.579
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER 94 A'f 0.315 7.326
MAII_FLAMEHOLDER 112AT 0 434 • 16.573
10 DILUTION HOLES (ROW 2) 10 AT 0.699, 3,837
= " "" IO OqLUTION HOLES (ROW 3} 7 AT 0.525 ,= 1.535
! OO DILUTION HOLES (ROW 121 10 AT 0.616 = 2.983
PILOTFLAMEHOLOERWEEPAREA 250AT0.100 : 1.564
_.. MAIN FLAMEHOLDERWEEPAREA 75 AT 0.060:. 0.212
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER TRANSPIRATION COOLING 1120 AT 0.042 = 1.552
- BULKHEAD TRANSPIRATION COOLING 500 AT 0.055 ,, 1.378
MAIN FH (FUEL) TRANSPIRATION COOLIN(_ 275 AT 0.042 0.30iPILOT NOZZ LE (PN 27700-11 )
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 27700-131
FINWALL P" COOLING (2.6% WABJ
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION P.4
OSTAGE MAIN EUEL SYSTEM .
o
0 SEC Z
STRUT BUHNER STRUT
__ _ _ SEC 2
I"_l_rc, B./,_ I.h_c'r lh_lc Pattern J_r I'rcmLx"£rm h L_t." ('_Jl.li.vttmti_ + P-_ II
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i i --m |
00000002-TSG05
ITURBINE
". 1 2 3 4 5 6 COOLING__
_ _ 7 S
ii
,9
TURBINS COOLING
i I[_ 7 AT 0.827d " 4.229 IN 2 .
OD 16 AT 0.547d - 3.760 IN 2
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 3.534 IN 2
COOLING
I.D. O.D.
LOUVER DIA. #HOLESI AREAIN 2 'LOUVER I OIA. _HOLESI AREAIN;i
1 0.0791 59 0.280 11 I 0.055 123 0.292
2 0.055 89 I 0.210 12 I 0.0625 114 0.350
3 0.052 96 i 0.204 , 13 ! 0.G625 , 109 0.333
4 0.052 lo4 I 0.221 14 I 0.052 122 0.260
I
5 0.052 _' 0.195 15 I 0.052 123 0.259
4
6 0.052 81 I 0.172 16 I 0.093 : 123 0.835
7 0.052 92 0.196 17 I 0.086 71 0.412I
8 0.052 122 ! 0.259
9 0.0625 121 0'371i " I i
10 0.1 TO 61 0.579 I
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER 94 AT 0.315 = 7.326
MAIN FLAMEHOLOER 112 AT 0.434 = 16.573
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 250 AT 0.100 = 1.964
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 75 AT 0.060 = 0.212
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER TRANSFIRATION COOLING 1120 AT 0.042 = 1.552
BULKHEAD TRANSPIRATION COOLING 580 AT 0.055 = 1.376
PILOT NOZZLE (PN 27700-11)
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 27700-13)
FINWALL ® COO LING 2.6% WA6
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION P-5
eBLOCK ALL DILUTION AIR OD AND ID
P't'_¢rcI].1P /,i#er II, lc"Pattc,m.f;Jr3"te_:esPlt'mixC_mtht(st_pr_Jldi/_'ttr(ttics/t 1'.6
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00000002-TSG06
ITURBINE
r_ , 2 3 4 i i COOLING
TURBINECOOL,NO UI_1_%_1_ I I_1_'J--
,O7AT0.B27d-4.228IN2 U1'1__'_
DO16ATo547d--3_ ,N2 _ _''s_ F
I.O. 0.O.
LOUVER OIA. @HOLES AREAIN' LOUVER I DIA, @HOLES AREAIN 2
1 0.0781 59 0.280 11 0.055 123 0.292
2 0.055 89 0.210 12 0.0625 114 0.350
3 0.052 90 0.204 13 0.0625 109 0.333
4 0.052 104 0.221 14 0.052 122 0.260
5 0.052 92 0.195 15 0.052 123 0.259
6 0.952 81 0.172 16 0.093 123 0.835
7 0.052 92 0.196 17 0.086 71 0.412
"" 8 0.Q52 122 0.259
9 0.0625 121 0.371
10 0.110 61 I 0.579
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER (SLOTS) 40 AT 1.1 X .222 = 9.345
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER (SLOTS) 20 AT 1.75 X ,603 = 19.544
PILOT FLAMSHOLDER TRANSPIRATION 136 AT 0.042 = 0.188
MAIN FLAMEHOLOER TRANSPIRATION 119 AT 0.042 = 0,165
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 172 AT 0.100 = 1,351
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 34 AT 0.100 = 0,267
MAIN "i"RANSPIRATION COOLING 1120 AT 0.042 = 1.552
BULKHEAD TRANSPIRATION COOLING 580 AT 0.055 = 1.379
PILOT NOZZLE (PN 27700.11)
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 27700-13)
FINWA!.L m COOLING 2.6% WAB
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION P-6
• INSTALL S LOTTED F LAME HO LDE R
J /
/"i._rc' B-20 Lilt('//h_h' IJeztt('n ]_r %'l_._cd I_n'l/d.v ('_mt/_tlsh_r ['_,,lfi_ltmtiml 1'-7 t
1
"f
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00000002-TSG07
TURBINE
-- COOLING
1 2 3 4 5 6
' z ,I I
TURBINE COOLING U .I. _ I I _ _-_
ID 7 AT O,827d = 4_229 IN 2 .... -'r,-,_ __I_51NE__T
! ID 16 AT 0,547d • 3,760 IN 2 14 15
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA - 3.534 IN 2
COOLING
I,D, O,D,
LOUVER DtA. _HOLES AREAIN' LOUVER OIA. #ROLES AREAIN 2
: I 0.0781 59 0.280 11 0.055 123 0.292
2 0.055 89 0,210 12 0.0625 114 0,350
3 0.052 96 0.204 13 0,0625 109 0.333
4 0.052 104 0.221 14 0,052 122 0,260
_ E 0.052 92 0,195 15 0.052 123 0,258
6 0,052 81 0.172 16 0,093 123 0.835
7 0.052 92 0.196 17 0,08C 71 0,412
_: E 0.052 122 0.259
9 0,0625 121 0.37 I
10"" 0.110 61 0.579
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER (SLOTS) • 40 AT 1.1 X 0.222 = 9.345
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER (SLOTS) 20 AT 1.75 X .603 = 19.544
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER TRANSPIRATION 136 AT 0,042 - 0.188
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER TRANSPIRATION 119 AT 0,042 = 0.165
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 172 AT 0.100 = 1.351
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 34 AT 0,100 = 0,257
MAIN TRANSPIRATION COOLING 1120 AT 0.042 = 1552
= L-- BULKHEAU TRANSPIRATION COOLING 580 AT 0.055 = 1.378
Pi LOT NOZZ LE (PN 77700-11 ]
MAIN NOZZLE (FN 21700o12)
FINWALL _ COOLING 2.6% WAB
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION P.6
• DOUBLE NUMBER OF MAIN FUEL INJECTORS
7 I'i_lr(' I]-21 I Ill( r Ih I_ I _ltt(rlt Jbr _tc(_( d / It'llti._: ('ot_lbl_._tor ('_ ll.fi_,'llrlltitJit / 8
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O0000002-TSG08
E
I
"" l
L
rURBINE
f ........ ii °°°""°
7 6
10
16 17
ID7ATO82,.=,,IN uI I I A
• 11 12 13OD 18 AT 0.547d = 3,760 IN 2 ,1 12 13 _ _ L_/ /
!1' .. SIDEWALL COOLING AR_A = 35. 341N 2 1_. 1'5 _1._J-
I ' TURBINE
COOLING
P
i - I.D. O.D.i
" LOUVER DIA. _HDLES AREAIN 2 LOUVER _IA. _HOLES AREAIN"
1 0.0781 69 0.280 11 0.055 123 0,292
2 0.055 89 0.210 12 0.0626 114 0.360
L
3 0,052 96 0.204 13 0,0625 108 0.333
,:4 4 0.052 104 0.221 14 0,062 122 0.260
5 0,OE2 92 0,195 15 0,052 123 0.258
6 0.052 81 0.172 16 0.093 123 0.835
7 0.052 92 0.196 17 0.088 71 0.412;' _ 8 0.G52 122 0.259
9 0.0626 121 0.371
_lr % 10 0.110 61 0.579
PILOT FLAMEHOLDER (SLOTS) 40 AT 1,1 X 0.222 = 3.345
MAIN FLAMEHOLDER (SLOTS) 20 AT 1.75 X 0.603 = 19.544
PI LOT FLAMEHOLDER TRANSPIRATION 136 AT 0.042 = 0.166
- MAIN FLAMEHOLDER TRANSPIRATION 119 AT 0,042 = 0.165
ID DILUTION HOLES (ROW 4J 16 AT 0.669d = 3.814
PILOT FLAMEROLDER WEEP AREA 172 AT 0.100 = 1.361
-_ • MAIN FLAMEHOLDER WEEP AREA 34 AT 0,100 _ 0.267
MAIN TRANSPIRATION COOLING 1120 AT 0.042 - 1.552
BULKHEAD TRANSPIRATION COOLING 580 AT 0.055 _ 1.318
PILOT NOZZLE (PN 27700,11)
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 27700-12)
FINWALL _ COOLING 2.6% WAB
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION P-6
• DOUSI_E NUMBER OF MAIN FUEL INJECTORS
eADD DILUTION HOLES
Fixltrc 11.22 I.illcr Ih,h" Pcltt('rll .hJr ._l(/gcd I_renlix (;,llllHtshJr (bllJi_lnlti, tll P-9 1
ii . _7_
00000002-TSG09
i/, ,,
TUR6,N.OOO ,NG"q' i-I/-:::2:i' al!
,07AT0.,77,-4.229,,2 N II U // ,E
OD 16AT0,547d _3.7601N 2 ;lJ L_ L_#DIL, SLOTSEQ,$ " " _ 13"• • EQ,SP. 4_
INLINE WITH PILOT ] II
MOD. (12° SPACING) LIJ
SIDEWALL COOLING AREA = 3.076 IN 2
FINWALL @COOLING 5.33% WAB
I.O. I O.D.
LOUVER DIA. #HOLES AREA IN; I'LOUVER OIA. r#HOLES AREA INI
1 0.0986 97 0.739 13 0.0935 99 0.679
2 0.007 106 0,373 14 0,070 131 0.504
3 0,0935 74 0.508 15 0.055 142 0.337
: 4 0.U63b 102 0.323 16 0.055 128 0.304
5 0,0595 108 0.300 17 0,052 104 0.218i
6 0.052 76 0.161 18 0.0635 133 0,421
' - 7 0.0595 84 0.233 19 0.0635 130 0,411! L,
8 0,052 64 0.134 20 0.073 113 0,473
9 0,0595 116 0.322 21 O.113 102 1.023
=
10 0.052 139 0.295 22 0,073 100 0.443
11 0.086 89 O.E17
12 0,098 78 0.588
IN 2
PILO_ SWIRLER 7 AT 0.638 = 4.466 (ACO) /43 AT 0,161 0.880
- L-" PILOT SWIRLER COOLING 224 AT 0.055 = 0.532 ID SWIRLER /_42 AT 0,081 = 0.215
MAIN bWIRLER 26 AT 0.315 = 8,840 [ACD) COOLING (70 AI 0,067 * 0.246PILOT DILUTION riD) 7 AT 0,248 = 0,338
PILOT DILUTION (OOl 6 5 AT 0,278 = 0,303 (43 AT 0.191 = i,232
MAIN DILUTION (ID} (SLOTS) 7 AT 1.59 x 0.46 = 4.B02 OD SWIRLER J_42 AT 0,106 _-0,373
DILUTION (OO) (SLOTS) ? AT 1.61 x 0.47 = 4,965 COOLING _ 70 AT 0.067 _ 0.412BULKPEAD COOLING 20 AT 0,111 558 AT 0,040 = 0.895
PILOT NOZZLE AIR BLAST (PN 33420) ACD = 0,096 IN 2 PER NOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE PT6 (PN 27790-11)
b?gltre 1t.7.3 Li/tcr II_le P_ttem ]_Jr ,_1_irl Vurhix C_m b _st¢ • C_?t [ig_¢mth_l ,_.1
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00000002-TSG 1(3
rj L 1
I
I
4"
C "
eADD ID ANDOD HOOD TO FINWALL '*t PANELS
[ I • REDUCE DILUTION AIRFLOW iNCREASE BURNER_ _P
,;,_).. "_ _--"+)I_];7_'.+. / <.
_.+_U . " I / !:'f,,>P>'I'_Aall" 11"-
b "1 + i 22 2 _" I/ I_l,. 14
I./ [, 7 .i6/.L I T_'_, b
_:_1 ! ..lAcr_, li_" ;87, |,-,,,_'_ , _1" I -_ : ITURO,N_GGOL'NG 1' i"_+'+_!" I/ -". 10'C'i_.+,.
...... >i"--_',, i ,s ' II - '= lllD:lii
iD7AT0.9.<t - ,1.220IN2 y'r'( _j <I// -_ )3"_
: DO 16ATO,547d :3.7601N 2 _ _ " = OIL. HOLES EQ,SP, it "ISIDE W_.LL COOLING AREA = 3,070 IN; INLINE WITH PILOT /
- FINWALL_COOLING 5,33% WlB MOO. (12°SPACINGI __.]
I ,O, O,D.
_ LOUVER; D_A. #HOLES ¢_REAiN; LOUVER DIA. #HOLES IAREA IN;
I 0.0985 97 0.739 13 0.0935 99 0.679
2 0,097 106 0.373. 14 0,070 131 0,504
3 0.0935 74 0.508 15 0.055 142 0.337
' " 4 0.0635 102 0.323 16 0._55 128 0.304
5 0,0995 108 0.300 17 0.052 104 0.210
\: 6 0,052 76 0.161 19 0.0635 133 0A21
7 0,0695 $4 0.233 19 0.0635 130 0.41 i
8 0.052 64 0A34 20 0,073 113 0,473
B 0.0595 116 0,322 2t 0.113 102 t.023
10 0.052 139 0.295 22 0,073 106 0+443
11 O.086 89 0.517
1_ 0.098 78 0,588
IN 2
PILOT SWIRLER 7 AT 0,038 4.468 |ACD)
- PILOT SWIRLER COOLING 2"24 AT O,OB5 0.532 (MAIN _NIRLER 28 AT 0.316 8.840 IACD| ID SWtRLER 43 AT 0.161 = 0.880t 2 ,08 O.Zt_?ILOT DILUTION IIDI 7 AT 0.248 0.33_ COOLING 70 AT 0.067 = 0.246
PILOT DILUTION (ODI S AT 0,218 0,303 ,"
43 AT 0.191 1.232
MAIN DILUTION DO) 7 AT 0A99 1.1._ OO SWIRLER
COOl ING 42 AT 0.1_ 0.373DiLUTiON (OD) 7 AT 0,45B 1.15E
BULKHEAD COOLING 20 AT 0.111 558 AT 0.040 ,, 0.595 70 AT 0.097 _ 0.412
('ILOT NOZZLE AIR BLAST (PN 33420) ACD 0 096 IN 2 PER NOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE PT6 (PN 27700-111
i
FiKute B.2_ IIole L#ler Pattern for a _'wirl Vorhix Cornbust_r CoNJigilrattoN S-2 l
7 (
17"/
00000009-T£_ I I
•-- MODIFICATIONS
+ ...,,OEL,_,NL,._w,T.F,LOTM OO,ES /_..______--P;_"OAE:,P_+_
• REINOSX OIL. HOLES BETWEEN PILOT MODULES (6 ID & DO) / --
• REDUCE PILOT SWIflLER ACD /7 MOD, |I2"SPACING}
• REINDEX MAIN SWIFILERS AS SHOWN BELOW •
_++- , //
i n ._- -" - , t ,2,_ f' ,_ _./,/P / !1 - ,,,'_ _ " (_f "llt",J\"Vr_ iI '
_---_ ..... / Li_. / "%_ _/
:-. ®) k®x®) _® _ll ;J '.-" ,.l_,+
TURBINE COOLING {_" .
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA + 3.076 IN2
IO ? AT 0.872d = 4.229 IN 2 EINWALL_;COOLING 5.33% WABDO,-16 AT 0.547<1 " 3.760 IN 2-
1.0. O.D.
.OUVER I DIA. #HOLES ARE.AIN_ LOUVER OIA. #HOLES /_REAIN3
t 0.0985 97 0.733 13 0.O935 99 0,r?9
2 0,067 106 0.323 14 0.070 131 0.504
3 0,0935 74 0.508 15 0.(P3S 142 0.332
4 0+0635 102 0.323 16 0.055 128 0,304
0 0.0505 106 0.300 17 0,052 104 0,218
6 0.052 76 0.161 18 0.0635 133 0.421
:_'-,. ? 0.0595 S4 0.233 10 0.0635 130 0.411
0 0,052 64 0.134 20 0,073 113 0,4?3
9 0.0595 116 0.322 21 0.113 102 1.023
10 0.052 139 0.295 22 0,073 106 0.443
11 0,006 80 0.5 t 7
12 0+698 78 0.588
IN 2
PILOT SWIRLSR ? AT 0.S20 • 3,641 {ACD)PILOT SWlRLER COOLING 224 AT 0,055 = 0.532 ID SWlRLER 43 AT 0 61 - 0.880
MAIN SWIRLER 2S AT 0.31n • S,840 (ACD| COOLING / 42 AT 0,001 • 0.21SPILOT DILUTION (ID) 7 AT 0.248 • 0,338 ?0 . 67 • . 46
PILOT DILUTION (DO) S AT 0.220 _ 0.303 _ 43 AT 0.191 • 1.232MAI N DI LUTION OD SWIRLER 42 AT O.10j_ = 0.373
liD) ISLO'rS) 0 AT 0.496 - 1.158 COOLINI_ 70 AT 0.0B2 • 0.412
DILUTION (OO) (SLOTS) 6 AT 0,490 - 1.158
BULKHEAD COOLING 20 AT 0,111 S58 AT 0.040 • 0.835
PILOT NOZZLE AIR BLAST (PN33420) ACD " 0,096 IN 2 PER NOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE PT6 (PN 22700-11)
FigureB.25 Lfner Ilole Patternfor SivM YorbixCombustor ConfigurationS-3
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00000002-TSG12
,. _ | pp ; ,_ ,+.'I_ .DmLHOLESEO.EP.
...... i_ _e-..--,.L I I -_,._..t.--_.---t-._L_ I,NL,NE+,T,FILDT
'/_"-"'+_i'lll"'_ 1_I'I)_...___2'' "_ i"2°EPAC'NG)
I.I"?/ ,, 'fro _ I l"r.-,.w-c-_..p--?'.,DO,LHOLEEEOEP
',>,'+._I ,.+, ,'-;, _, '" ,',,_ I'.",-+."'Z_"'OETWm'_NP,LOT
TURBINE COOLING T'-"_ I_JW_a "_ t ' t+ /._7_..._j + +MOD
,,07AT0.8270=04.22,,N2 +'+"+--1'.'+'i+EPAC,ND,
OD 16 AT O.E47d + 3.760 IN 2 I_ ' 13 ',
tlSIDE WALL COO _+NG AREA = 3.076 IN 2 IFINWALL®COOLIN'3 = 5.33% WAB J
I.D. O.0.
LOUVE DIA. #'HOLES AREAIN2 LOUVER DIA. _HOLES AREAIN 2
1 0.0785 97 0.469 13 0.0935 99 0.679
2 0.067 106 0.373 14 0.070 131 0.504 (P_I _("'_
&
_.Jp
_L.J3 0.0935 37 0.254 15 0.055 106 0.252
_t; 4 0.0635 76 0.241 16 0.055 96 0.228 O.( _)+--PiLOT
- E O.OES5 81 0.22E 17 O._Z 104 0.216 f/'--'%
o 0.053 7E 0.161 10 0063E 1oo o.317
7 0.0505 84 0.233 19 0.0635 97 0.303
6 0.052 64 0.134 20 0.073 85 0356
MAI N INJECTOR
9 0.0595 87 0.242 21 0.113 76 0.762
I I MAIN SWIR LER
10 0.052 139 I 0.295 22 0.073 106 0.443 ORIENTATION
1I 0.086 89 i 0.517 i
: : 12 _, 0"098 78 I 0'588 I
IN. 2
PILOT 8WIRLER 7 AT 0+520 =3+641L
.' PILOT SWIRLER COOLING 224 AT 0+056d. =0.532
_" _ MAIN SWIRLER 28 AT 0.316 =8.840 (AC D)
PILOT DILUTION rID} 7 AT 0.248d. =0.338
PILOT DILUTION (OO) E AT 0.278d. =0.303
MAIN DILUTION (ID) 6 AT 0.712d. =2.386
DILUTION (DO) 6 AT 0+712d. =2.389
BULKHEAD COOLING 20 AT 0.11 ld. + 558 AT 0.040 = 0.895
In 8WIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.161d. =0.265
64 AT 0.081d. =0.278
42 AT 0.067d. *0.146
DO SWIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.1Sld. =0.372
54 AT 0.1061;I. =0.476
42 AT O.0e7d =0.250
PILOT NOZZLE AIR BLAST IPN 33420) ADD = 0.096 IN 2 PER NOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 32301-8) (13 LOCATIONS)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURiATION S.3
I RELOCATE MAIN SWIRLEPS (USE CURVED VANE SWIRLERS FROM FT4}
IMODIFYFINWALL O 14OOD ATTACHMENT SCHEME
®ADO ; COMB. HOLES IN LOUVER S (1.3"/4 IN 2) 0.800 DIAMETER
OINDREASE I0 AND OD DILUTION AIR HOLE DIAMETER TO (0.712}
® INSTALL SCOOP TO FEED AERATING NOZZLE
IREDUCE LINER COOLING
®MODIFY DIFFUSER TO UNIFORMLY FEED FRONT END
FigureB.26 Liner Ilole Patternfi_rSwirl l"orhLrCombustor Con]Tg_tralionS.4
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00000002-TSG 13
FINWALL I_
.oDD......:.•-, 2 _ ,-. [,I
i.;_h,. ,, I t2o1_,)o]-T'_'._-,:_TORS,HEOCOL,H0_'1 I'_ r::"--_"-::-'_,!;_'1.;I
,D,A,.,,° -,..0,H' _ U _"O--H _----'.:[,'E'l_i
DO 10 AT 0.547d ,I 3.700 IN 2 " _:'_l'_" ""_13 /
_,,:t:L:_Lctt:L,,_;._tE;_w:::o,H3 __ ]!]
1,0. O.D.
LOUVER OIA. _I']OLES e_REAIN2 LOUVER DIA. _HOLES _,REAIN_
1 0.0788 97 0.469 13 0.093S g9 0.679
2 0.067 11_ 0.373 14 0.070 131 0.504
3 0.0935 37 0.254 15 0.035 106 0.252
4 0.0635 "/6 0.241 16 0.055 96 0.228
E 0.0595 81 0.225 17 0.062 104 0.218
6 0.052 7• 0.161 18 0.(_635 1(O 0.317
7 0.0595 84 0.233 19 0.0635 97 0.309
0 0.052 64 0.134 20 0.073 85 0.356
0 0.(095 87 0.242 21 0.113 76 0.702
10 0.052 139 0.290 22 0.073 IO8 0.443
11 0.O86 89 0.517
12 0.098 70 0.588
IN. 2
PILOT $WIRLER ? AT 0.520 -3.641
PILOT SWIRLER COOLING 224 AT 0.DEEd. -0.E32
MAIN SWIRLERS 2S AT 0316 -8.840 (ACD)
PILOT DILUTION liD) 7 AT 0.248d. -0.338
PILOT OILUTION (DO) 0 AT 0.278d. -0.303
MAIN DILUTION liD) 6AT 0.7120. -2.389 7 AT 0.E(0 * 1.374 _N2 (ROW S)
DILUTION (00) • AT 0.712d. -2.389
BULKHEAD COOLING 20 AT 0.11 td. •0.040 - 0.895
IO SWIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.161cL =0.36Q
54 AT 0.(01d. -0.270
43 AT 0.067d. -0.148
DO 8WIflLER COOLING 13 AT 0.tSId. -0.372
$4 AT 0.106d. -0.476
42 AT 0.087d. -0.250
PILOT NOZZLE AIR 8LAST IPN 334201ACD - 0,096 IN 2 PER NOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE (PN 32301.8) (7 LOCATIONS)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION S.4
• USE 7 MAIN INJECTORS INLINE WITH PI LOT tNJECTORS
blgureB.27 L#ter Hole Pattern ]'or Swirl Vorblx Combustor ConfigurationS.5
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00000002-TSG14
FINWALL _
HOOD
•_ ' 1 2 3 4: 5 6 _:"
_. "_-.._ . :I ._' "., OIL. HOLES _ I
,..,v- .. " • • ;:!iijr,-_,J .,_"__,
_-;..,-_; , • / / b '-----------------_-:"r:-,;. ,,{._ "_,,_ [ 22 2 _" l l:'_: .- ,A
1.: ., ,2'oL ITO,E,"ECOOL'"O '8 ), ,
IO; ATO.877d "4,2291N 2 'L_-r_ I i "-_ i ! _". '. 15 _I_,_
00 16 AT 0 547d = 3.780 IN 2 _-_'_4-_'_ [ j' -. . ],_1_---_-_!
SIDE WALL COOLING AREA = 3.0761N 2 _ _/ _ -- . :
FINWALL®COOL,NG = 5.33% WAB "j'l !
t'i j
t .D. O.D.
LOUVER DIA. @HOLES _-REAIN2 LOUVER DIA. @HOLES AREAIN Z
1 0.0785 97 0,469 13 0.0935 99 0,679
2 0.067 106 0,373 14 0,070 131 0.504
3 0.0935 37 0.254 15 0.055 106 0.252
4 G.0635 76 0.241 16 0.055 96 0,228
5 0.0505 81 0.225 17 0.052 104 0.218
6 0,052 76 0.161 18 0.0635 100 0.317
7 0,0595 84 0,233 19 0.0635 97 0,309
8 0,052 64 0,134 20 0.073 E5 0.356
9 0.0595 87 0.242 21 0.113 76 0362
10 0,052 139 0.295 22 0.073 106 0A43
11 0,086 89 0.517
12 0.098 78 0.588 J____
PILOT SWIRLER 7 AT 0.234 =1.638 IN 2 (ACD)
PILOT 8WlRLE_ COOLING 244 AT 0.055d. -0.532
MAIN SWlRLER 2_ AT 0.316 =8.840 (ACD)
PILOT DILUTION (ID) 7 AT 0.248d. _0.338
PILOT DILUTION (OD) 5 AT 0.278(I. =0.303
MAIN DILUTION (ID) 6 AT 0.721d. _2.389 7 AT 0.500 _ L374 (ROW 5)
DILUTION (DO) 6 AT 0.Tt2d. =2.389
BULKHEAD COOLING 20 AT 0A11d.+55_ AT 0.04Od = 0.835
ID EWIRLEH COOLING 13 AT 0.101d., 54 AT 0.081d.. 42 AT 0.067d. - 0.691
OD SWIRLERCOOLING 13 AT 0.t91d., 54 AT 006d., 42 AT 0.0S7d. - 1.098
PILOTNGZZEEAIROLAST(PN33470) ACD 0.0961N 2PER NOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE PT6 (PN 32301"3| (7 LOCATIONS)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION S-S
• IN8TALLED PILOT SWIRLER BLOCKAGE RING
Figure B-28 LhJer Ih_le Pattern J?_r _;wirl V_Jrbi._: COltlhNSt_r C'_mJTgtlratioll S-6
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00000003
! i
FINWALL®
HOOD "
__S........r_'_ _ _- - _'[_ "
l
N G'LHG'ESBAM,
'-" _"_ / / "_',_,- _-..,---_-._..,_"_r,_,._ . ASS-4 %,"-
|I_ _|: :,, _2o"I- ] I--'I--:_.---L.
_l_, _ ., _ , 19 1"_-- : --
• ' ' - r .... _ 17/ ,_ ,
I Ill '_i i_-" I _%-'_ I's--,__CIDTAT0,S77d=4,2291N2 _ I I " I, . ..... 'l_V
DO 16 AT 0.E47d = 3360 IN2 _ L_ LJ "'_,_. 13
=,oeWALLCOOUNGAREA- 3.o7E,N2 __ !
FINWALL®COOLING = 5.33% WAS I_.__'.
:._ i.o. O.O.
LOUVER DIA. #HOLES AREAIN; LOU_ER OIA. _HOLES AREAIN _
1 0.0785 97 0A69 13 0.0935 99 0.679
2 0.067 106 0.373 14 0.070 131 0.504
3 0.0935 37 0.254 15 0,055 106 0.252
4 0,0635 76 0.241 16 0.055 96 0.228
5 0,0595 81 0.225 17 0.052 104 0.218
E 0.052 76 0.161 18 0.063_ 100 0.317
7 0.0595 84 0.233 19 0.0635 97 0,309
8 0,052 64 0.134 20 0.073 85 0,356
g 0,05gs 87 0.242 21 0.113 76 0.762
10 0.052 139 0,29' 22 0,073 106 0A43
11 0,086 89 0,517
12 0.098 78 0.588
PILOT SWIRLER 7 AT0.234 =1.638 IN2 (ACO|
PILOT _NIRLER COOLING 244 AT 0,055d, =0.532
MAIN SWIRLER 28 AT 0.316 -8.840 (ACD)
PILOT DILUTION (ID) ? AT 0.248d. =0.33e
PILOT DILUTION (OD) ' AT 0.278d, =0.303
MAIN DILUTION (ID) 6 AT 0.712d. =2.389 7 AT 0.500 = 1,374 (ROW 5) ....
DILUTION (OD) 6 AT 0.712d, =2,369
BULKHEAD COOLING 20AT 0,111d, + 555 AT O.040d• 0,895
ID SWlRLER COOLING 13 AT 0,161d., 54 AT O.0Bld., 42 AT 0.06). • 0,6S1
OD SWIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.1Sld., 54 AT 0.106d., 42 AT 0.087d, = 1.098
PILOT NOZZLE AIR BLAST (PN33420) ACD = 0°096 IN 2 PERNOZZLE
MAIN NOZZLE PT6 {PN 2770_11)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATIONS'6
• INSTALLED 13 MAIN INJECTORS
lqgure 11-29 Lbier l/vle Pattenl for Swirl Vorbtx Cvmbitstor Config_ration S- 7
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00000003-TSA03
l i
....... 7 JI
• lid 7 AT 5.877d = 4.229 IN 2 I 1
OD 16 AT 0.5475 = 3,760 IN 2 L_=__
SIDEWALL COOLING AREA • 3.076 IN 2
FINWALL _ COOLING • 5.33% WAB
I0 O0
[LOO,,ERO,A _,OLESI_"EAIN:;.OGRE"a'A _,,OLEE!ARE_--'--_"_
1 00785 48 ! 0.232 t3 0 0935 90 0.679
I
2 0.067 106 j 0373 14 0070 131 0504
3 00935 37 ! 0 254 15 0055 tO6 0 252
I
4 00635 76 i 0241 16 0055 B6 0329
5 00595 51 i 0225 17 0053 104 02t_
...... 0 5.052 70 0 16t t0 0 C_35 t00 0 311
? O.O59 84 0233 t9 0063E 97 0.30?
i
0 0.052 04 0t34 20 00;'3 85 0356
I
9 0.0599 87 0242 2t 0t13 51 5508
10 0.052 139 0 295 27" 0 573 53 0 ?22
I1 008(3 89 051_
12 0 0_E 76 0 680 I
i I
. PILOT SWIRLER 7 AT 0.520d = 3.641 ACD
- , PILOT SWIRLER COOL[NG 224 AT 0.O55d = 0.532
-- MAIN _tIRLER 2E AT 0.66AGO = 18.46 ACG
8ULKHEI.O COOLING 20 AT 0.111d _ 0.194
558 A'T O.O40d _ O.?OI
IO SWIRLER COOLING --13 AT 0.161d = 0 365
28 AT 0.08t0 = 0.144
42 AT 0.067d = 0.148
OD SWIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0 tld., 0.372
28 AT 0 t(_J = 0.247
42 AT O.(_'ld = 0.250
PILOT NOZZLE (P/N 37700-11)
MAIN NOZZLE (P/N 27700-1 tl
MODIFICATIONS
• USE PRESSURE ATOMIZING PILOT NOZZLES
"REMOVE PILO'V 5WIRLER BLOCKAGE RING5
eREMOVE PLIOT DILUTION HOLES
" e_NSTALL HtGH FLOW MAIN SWIRLERS
, - • REMOVE DILUTION HOLES
FlgureB.30 LIner Hole Pattem [orSwM Vorb_xCombmtor Con17gurationS.8
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00000003-TSA04
,- . [ f
"-" " i 2 3 4"' ,, _''" 9 0 'l
oB 161, ,2}'
oDIeAT0.S47,_=3.760'N2- _1 I '-- ! ! .... _ ,5 i!_:_iS,OEWALLCOOL'NOAREA°3.0'6'N2 _ U _-_ '- "
FINWALL" COOLING= 5.33% WAg _ I I [
I_j
1.0. O D
LOUVER D[A. I_HOLES AREAIN 2 LOUVER OIA. _HOLE9 AfIEAIN 2
1 0.0785 I 48 0.232 13 00935 99 0.679
2 0.06? I 106 0,373 14 0.070 13t 0.604
3 0.0935 I 37 0.254 15 0.056 106 0.252
m
4 0.0635 I 76 0.241 16 0055 96 0.228
5 0.0595 I 81 0.225 17 0.052 t04 0216
6 0.052 I ?6 0.161 18 0.0635 100 0.317
I
7 010_ I 84 0.333 10 0.0635 97 0.307
8 0.052 I 64 0.134 20 0.073 65 0.3bG
9 O._B I 67 0.242 21 0.113 El 0.508
10 0.052 I 139 0.295 22 0073 53 0.222
m
11 0,086 I 89 0.517
t2 0.099I 79 0.EBBm
PILOT SWIRLEh 7 AT 0.422d _ 3.09E ACD
PILOT SWIRLER COOLING 224 AT 0.05Sd : 0.932
MAIN_,_NIR LER 28 AT 0.66 = 18.48 ACD
PILOT SWIRLER 7 AT 0.42d '_ 3.095 ACO
PILOT SWlRLER COOLING 224 AT 0.05Ed _ 0.532
MAIN $WIRLER 28 AT 0.66 _ 18.48 ACO
PILOT DILUTION (IO) 7 AT 0.248d - 0.330
PILOT 01LUTION (DO) 5 AT 0.278d 0.303
BULKHEAD COOLING
20 AT 0.11 ld 0.194
558 AT 0 040d 0.701
IO 6WIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.161d 0265
28 AT 0.0810 0.144
42 AT 0.067d = 0.148
DO SWIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0191d " 0.372
28 AT 0.106d 0 247
42 AT 0.087 0.250
MAIN NOZZLE {P/N 27700-11 )
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION $8
• MAIN FUEL INJECTORS ANGLED DOWNSTREAM
• REDUCE PILOT _NIRLER AIRFLOW WITH BLOCKAGE RINGS
• INSTALL PILOT DILUTION AIR ROLES
lr_re B-31 Liner Ilole Pattern for Swirl Vorhix Combustor Configuration S-9
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00000003-TSA05
/,
'" ! 1 4a E _ -
., ,. _2"2,= . 1 1
IN 2 -__ 18 17 4
IN 2
AREA = 3.076 IN 2
5.33% WAB
I .D. O.D.
LOUVER DIA. #HOLES AREALN: LOUVER DIA. #HOLES AREAIN _
1 0.0785 48 0.232 13 0.0935 99 0.679
2 0.067 106 0.373 14 0.070 131 0.504
3 0.0935 37 0.254 15 0.055 106 0.252
4 0.0635 76 0.241 16 0.055 96 0.228
5 0.0595 81 0.225 17 0.052 104 0.218
6 0.052 76 0.161 18 0.C_35 100 0.317
7 0.059 84 0.233 19 0.0635 97 0.307
8 0.052 64 0.134 20 0.073 85 0.356
9 0.0595 87 0.242 21 0.113 51 0.508
10 0.052 139 0.295 22 0.073 53 0.222
11 0.086 89 0.517
12 0.098 78 0.589
PILOT SWIRLER 7 AT 0.520 = 3.641 ACG
PILOT SWIRLER COOLING 224 AT 0.055d = 0.532
MAIN SWIRLEH 28 AT 0.66 - 10.48 ACD
BULKHEAD COOLt NG
"tO AT 0.111d = 0.104
558 AT 0.040d = 0.70l
ID _AqRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.161d = 0.265
28 AT 0.081d - 0.144
42 AT 0.0ETd " 0.148
OD SWIRLER COOLING 13 AT 0.191d = 0.372
28 AT 0.106d = 0.247
42 AT 0,087 = 0.250
PILOT NOZZLE (PN71700 II)
MAIN NOZZLE (P/N 27700,11)
MODIFICATIONS: REFERENCE CONFIGURATION S.9
• MAIN FUEL INJECTORS ANGLED DOWNSTREAM
eREMDVE PILOT SWIRLER BLOCKAGE RINGS
ePLUG PILOT DILUTION AIR HOLES
eREDUCE LINER HEIGHT
Hole Pattent fiJr Swirl I'orbL_"C.mbustor Col_Jig_trationS. 10 (AST Con.figumtiolO
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL TEST DATA
This appendix presents a compilation of the test data acquired wit!: the thirty-two different
low-emissions combustor configurations tested during tize Phase I screening evaluations. The
data tabulations are arranged according to the baseline design and subsequent configuration
. changes. Pertinent operating parameters such as fuel and airflows, fuel-air ratio, mid inlet ...............
temperature and pressure are itemized along with tile corresponding emissions index (EI)
: value for the pollutants measured. In addition, comments pertaining to specific results are
also included where appropriate.
L
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APPENDIX D
NOMENCLATURE
El Emission Index ~ g pollutant/kg fuel
F/A kg fuel/kg air.ir
H Specific Humidity ~ gH20/kgdry air
LBO Lean Blowout
p Pressure ~ atm
PF Pattern Factor
AP Pressure Loss ~ atm
T Temperature ~ K
V Velocity ~ m/s
Vref Combustor Reference.3Zelocity "_ m/s
Wa Airflow ~ kg/s.
Wf Fuel Flow ~ kg/s
M Flow Parameter ~ kgx/K/m 2 arm s
Density ~ kg/m _
"0c Combustion Efficiency
¢, ER Equivalency Ratio
SUBSCRIPTS
b Burner
s Stalic Conditions
t Total Condition
4 Compressor Exit Station (JTgD-7)
5 Turbine Inlet Station (JT9D-7)
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